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INTRODUCTION

In order to discuss the ettect of the Election ot

.

1876 upon the South, I telt it necessary to give a picture ot
,

,;P ...

the South between 1865-1876.

!be conditions existing there

will explain why "In 1865 the South was singularly lacking in
ill-teeling; yet in 1876 the land was$onsumed with hatred;
hatred of South tor North, ot North tor South, ot black tor
white, of white tor black."l

Sinoe the election ot 1876 is

unique in the history ot our country, a resume ot the chief
events connected with it is very important.

Shall we, like

the Republicans, accept the decision ot the Electoral Commission, and declare Bayes a lawful president?

Or shall we

be on the side ot the Southern leaders who claimed "that
Tilden was elected in 1876, and was detrauded ot his just
rights?"2

Or shall we take the stand ot those who hold that

"neither side honestly won the election, and had there been a
legal way out both Hayes and Tilden should bave been 41squalitied?·3
Xo matter what opinion one holds about the Election,
1. H. J. Bokenrode, Ruthertord B.Bales~statesman of Reunion,
..
Dodd, Kead ~ Co. J Ne. YOl'k ~ 1930, 24 •
2. "Political Attitude ot South", Atlantic JIonthll, XLV.
817-823, (lune, 1880).
3. Don C. Beitz. Tbe Dreadful Deoade (1669-1879).
Bobbs-Kerrill 00 •• Indianapolis, i02!, 306.
- i -

.

ii •

'

whether the decision was valid or invalid t almost unanimously
one must agree that it was tortunate tor the South that Hayes
became president. ,The Republican Hayes did give the Democratic
South fthome rule ft • The ettect ot the.
..,. ..,Election ot 1876 upon the
South may be tittingly summed up in these tew words, ftThere
was a South ot slavery and secession

-~

that South is dead.

There is a South ot union and treedom.'. -- that South, thank God,
is llvinst breathing, growing every hour. ft4

4. Henry Woodtin Grady, -The Ne. SOuthft, Modern EloquenceOccaslonalAddresses, lohn D. Korris & Co.,
Philadelphia, 19O1, VIII, 579.

CHAPTER I
REPUBLICAN RECONSTRUCTION AND m:u:OCRATIC REAOTION

On April 9, 1865, Lee
mattox Court House, Virginia.
simple and generous.

to Grant at Appo..
.,
!he terms of the surrender were
8urr~ndered

The offioers were not to be deprived of

their swords; both oftioers and men

~e

released upon parole

and their horses were left to them, -beoause,· said Grant, "they
would need them on their farms tor the spring plowing."

1

When

some of the exoited Northern soldiers wanted to fire salutes to
show their joy at the surrender of the enemy, Grant stopped
them, saying, "The war is over, the rebels are our countrymen
again, and the best sign ot rejoicing after the victory will be
to abstain from all demonstration in the field."
ended.

2

Thus the war

What a different South the historian would have to

chronicle in 1876 if this attitude prevailed throughout the
entire country!
Lincoln likewise wished to have the transition of
these southern states from illegal secession to re-establishment in the Union as

s~e

as possible.

In his first

1. William B. Hesseltine, Ul~sses S. Grant, Politician,
Dodd, Mead & Co., New Yor , 1935, 46.
.
2. dames Truslow Adams, From Civil War to orld Power (II ot
The March ot Demqcracy , Carles Sor bner s Sons, New York,

1036, 67.

1.

2.

inaugural address he had said, "The union of these

sta~~s

is

perpetual ••••.• No state of its own mere motion can lawfully
get out ot the Union."3

Thus he added it would b.e very incon-

sistent to talk abo.t how the states were to be brought back
into the Union after denying that

i'~'_s

possible to withdraw.

He proposed that in each ot the southern states a new government should be tormed when one-tenth ot the voters ot 1860,

"

either those who had remained loyal or ex-Confederates who
had taken the oath of allegiance, should draw up a constitution in which slavery was torbidden.

4

Oongress did not like

this "shorthand method ot reconstruction" because in the first
place it seemed to th8m that. the rebellious states were getting

oft too easily, and in the second place they said it was the
duty ot Congress and not ot the President to dictate the terms
5

upon which the states were to be pardoned;

If Lincoln had
"..

lived, would we have had the dark days of
struction?

Congressiona~

Recon-

Bad he not said, "We must extinguish our resent-

ments if we expect harmony and union.

There is too much desire

on the part ot some of our good friends to be masters, to interfere with and dictate to those states, to treat the people
fI

not as fellow-citizens; there is too little respect for tAeir
3. John T. Morse, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, l:Ioughton-Jl1fflin Co ••
Boston, 1924, I, 221.
4. The United states, (XXIV ot The l:I1stoty of Nations, ed. by
Henry Cabot Lodge), P. F. CollIer & Sons Co., New York, II,
833-834.

5. Charle.A. Beard & Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American Civilization, Macmillan 00 •• New York, r930, 120-131.

.

rights."

6

But Lincoln waa a ••aasinated, and Congress dictated

the terms.
Congress was full of extremists who preaohed hatred
ot the South, and who exalted the weltare of the Negro above
that ot his tormer master.

The

lea~,~a

ot this group were

Representative Thaddeus Stevena ot Pennaylvania and Senator
Charles Sumner ot Kassaohuaetts.

The attitude was. "She 1I1l1ed

the contlict, and auat abide the conseluencea."? Again the
North sent its armies into the South., this ti_ to overthrow
the moderate Reconstruction governments established under the
Lincoln and lohnson plans, and to rule b7 martial law until new
governaents based upon negro rule and directed by Republicans
might subdue the southern spirit.

!he result was disorder

worse than war, and oppression unequalled in American.histor7. 8
It had been bad enough at the clo.e ot the war tor
the southern soldier to return "to the tencelesa and stockles~
and otten hameleaa plantation, with health shattered, aone7
80ne, and nothing lett but God, tamil" honor and barren
fields."i

But now pi.ture the southern people during the days

6. l ..es bualow Ad&Dl8, The .,io ot America, Little Brown & Co.,
Boston, 1932, 269.
.
7. Benry Ward Beeoher, -Patriotic Addresses", Centennial feTiew,
J'ords, Boward & Bulbert, Irew York, 1887 t 7'10.
8. Paul B. Buok, !he Road to aeunion, (1865-1900), Little Brown
& Co., Boston, liS', 2~.
9. 1. P. Kerry, -The Awaleened South", Addres. betore the
Parmers' Demoutration Conterenoe, Louisiana State
Univeraity, Bamirea-lonea Printiq Co. t Baton Bouge, La.,
1911, 6.

,

ot Republican Reconstruction.

Their labor system had suddenly

.,.

and arbitrarily changed, and the slaTes had been _de equals betore the law by a deoree ot the government against. which they
had vainly tought, With those same tormer slaves seizing control

ot each state government.

One can

~reciate

why the southern-

ers were discontented and bitter, and how almost humanly impos10
sible it was to oarry on this struggle tor existence.
Although
the abolition ot slavery produced a pr~found shock, the harsh
reconstruction measures of Congress convinoed the South that
instead of receiVing assiatance in her work of self-restoration,
she must continue to suffer a oourse of absurd and vioious
11
legislation.
Did Congress present the Thirteenth, Jlourteenth, and
lifteenth Amendments as a philanthropic gesture on the part ot
the Republican party to aid the Negro, or .ere they based upon
a speoial desire to protect human rights'

Did Congress reall"

feel that they were measured to promote reoonciliation?

On the

contrary, historians teel that they are monuments ot politioal
futility and in3ustice, and political bait tor the Republican
party to get the treed Negroes on their side.

A oertain writer

"
say. that these
aaenaaent. "mar the sacredness ot the Constitu-.
~

tion", and to show how impOSsible they are, no aepublican
10. Samuel Eliot Korison It Benry Ste.le Co_ger, The Growth ot
the American aepubli" Oxtord University Press, lew fork,
10i., lf, 18.
11. D. A. Gorton, ·Cond! tioD & Prospects ot Southern states",
Fae National Quarterly aeview, nxVIII, l3l-1~0,
( an. t 1879).

5.

president bas' ever had the courage to entorce thea.12

~e.e

amendments did not preserve the Republican party in the South;
they weakened the Republican party In the South.l~
Reconstruction is a term used to describe the building

.

up ot a country atter a war, or puttl~ it back on a peace basi
Is the name -Reconstruction- an appropriate one tor what actually took place In the South between l8'l and l876? By the very
Reconstruction acts ot Congress, large nuabers ot the aore Influential white. were disqualitied trom voting • .nile the
colored race waa given the tranchi.e, thus making it possible
for the blacks to get control ot the government in most at the
southern states and to rule them in the )lOst ignorant and extravagant manner. 14 How d1tterent and how equally tal.e is this
state of attairs from that existing in Karch, 1861, when
Alexander Stephens said, -Its toundations (Contederacy) are

.....

laid; ita corner-stone re.ts upon the great truth that the negro
is not equal to the white man; that slavery -- subordinate to
15
the superior race -- is his natural and normal condition.12. Seitz, 2~4.
13. Charl.~Richard Williams, !he Lite ot Ruthertord Birchard
Houghton-Mitflin
1014, II, 36.
~
14. a
Leland Haworth, Reconstruction & Union (1865-19121,
Henry Bolt & Co., K•• fork, 1012,
15. 1. C. Reid, .-Southern States ot the American Union, Old and
Kewn , International Revle., III, 20~-223, (Karch-April,

:a!i8,

00.,

is.

18761.

6.

The black voters were otten utilized byunprineipled
white adventurers trom the Horth. who tlocked to the South atter
the close ot the war.

These northern i1lDll1srants came to be

called "carpetbaggers" by the native whites, because they were
believed to have all their worldly $oisessions in a carpet-bag~6
Not allot theae immigrants were bent upon plunder, but all
sided With the Negro in political matt/rs, and undertook to
destroy his contidence in the southern white man.

A tew ex-Con-

tederates also became Republicans in order to share the ottices
with the White "carpetbagger" and Negroes.
"scalawags".

These were called

Congress gave the Negro the vote, but it could not

make him an intelligent voter.

The Negroes became a prey to the

above-mentioned groups, and tra. pulpit and plattorm, trom press
and teacher's desk. they were taught to hate their late . .sters
"as the worst enemy ot their race".

1'1

The oolored voters soon demanded so.e ottices tor
themselves, inaSMUch as they turnished the votes.
to till iaportant positions.

They began

In South Carolina there were said

to have been 200 trial justices who could not read, and there
were counties in Mississippi in which not one ot the Justioes
16. Frederiok W. Dau, llorida - Old and Bew, G. P. Putnam's
Bons, Hew York, 19 t 277.
1'1. Stephen B. Weeks, "The History of Negro suftrage in the
South", reprinted from. Political Science Quarterly, IX,
no. 4, Ginn & Company, Boston, rA04, 686.

II

.'

ot the peaoe oould write his name nor could an, member ot the
board ot supervisors read the ordinanoes whioh the, passed. 18
The Negroes occupied seats in the legislatures ot .all the southern states, that ot Mississippi in 1871, having as man1 as 64
colored members, while South Carolina'.ad 85 blacks as against
72 white members in 1868.

In 1872, out ot 124 members in the

legislature in Columbia, South Carolina, 94 were colored, 7 were

.

their white allies, and 23 were respectable southerners.

-The

Speaker was black, the olerk was blaok, the door-keepers were
blaok, the little pages were blaok, the chairman otthe Wa
Means was blaok, and the ohaplain was black.-

19

,S and

When we oonsider

that in onl1 6 ot the Northern or Western states did the

Negroe~

whose numbers were small, possess the tranchise, and that in
1865, Connecticut, Minnesota and Wisconsin voted against grant-

ing it, we oan understand DlOre readily why 'the southerners
rebelled so against negro dominance.

20

.....

With the state and local governments controlled b,
ignorant Begroes and scheming white men t an era ot extravagance,
misrule, and corruption set in, which in 80me instances amounted
to outright robbery and plunder.

Gigantic schemes ot publio

(I

18. E. Benj8lllin Andrews, _Th,"e...
B~i_s...
tj:orWftp.......~~~~""Jio'!~~~~

Centur in the tJ. S.
Hew York.
,,4.
1. S. Pike, The Prostrate State: South Carolina under Nesro
Government, b. Appleton & 60., lew York, 1874, 10.
Adams, The Epic ot America, 285.

8.

improvements'were launched, marked by trauds and

extra~ance,

and bonds were issued as it they oreated no obligation to pay.
The rate ot taxation was incresaed out ot all proportion to the
impoverished condition ot the people resulting trom tour years
ot destructive war.

21· "
In South Carol~", to tit up the legis-

lative chambers, clocks were purchased at six hundred dollars
each; sotas, each costing two hundred dollars, were placed in

•

the lobbies; handsome mahogany desks, c.osting 1175 each, re w
placed the ten-dollar desks ot the aristocratic ante-bellum lawmakers; and 1125,000 was spent in _intaining a restaurant and
barroom tor the convenience ot members and their triends.

Under

"legislative supplies" were included such articles as hams, per22

tumes, suspenders, bonnets, baskets'ot champagne, and a cottin.
Large swma were

~ted

to otticials and private individuals in

the tora ot gratuities. while millions were squandered in reckles8 schemes ot public improvement.
In Louisiana, the 'results ot negro and oarpetbag rule

were but little better than in south Carolina.

Betore the war,

the average annual state expenditure. never reached one million
dollara; t;om 1866 to 1872, they averaged six m1l1ion8,

The

21. Charles Nordhott. !he Cotton State. 1D the Srring ~ SUmmer
ot 1875, D. Appleton , Co., lew York. Ie", 2.
22, lithur Keier SChlesi~er, Political and Social matorT ot
the Ut St. (1829w192!L, )(aciil11an Co •• lew Yori, 1927, 249.
I

9.

debt in Louisiana before the war never exceeded 6 or " ;u111ions;
23
in 1872, the debt was 50 millions.
In 1871, the legislatiT8
session in Louisiana cost 1958,956.50; the average cost ot a
senator amounting to $5300; ot a member of the Lower House,
24
$7300; with the average cost of a m~r per day, 1113.50.
The rate ot taxation in New Orleans increased from 15 mills on

.
enormous decline in the value ot all taxable property.

the dollar in 1868 to 30 mills in 1873, notwithstanding the
In North

carolin., the chiet crimeof the reconstructionists was the
wholesale squandering ot public tunds in improvements ot various
kinds.

The legislature authorized the issue ot over

125,000,000 in bonds for railway construction, and 114,000,000
25
were actually issued, although not a mile ot railroad was built.
Under these conditions the whites, who paId

gg~

ot the

taxes and who were driven almost to desperation, resorted to
violent means for rIdding themselves of negro rule.

......

This was

accomplished by the organization of secret bands of which the
Xu Klux Klan was the most e:f':f'ective.

Exaggerated tales were

ciroulated among'the freedmen in regard to the character and
powers of the Klan.

"

The idea was also spread that the KU 1O.ux

23. John W. Burgess, Reconstruction and the Constitution,

*18&6-187&1, Charles ScrIbner's Sons, 1902, 263.
11a Lonn, ReconstrS9tion in Louisiana atter 18&8,
G. P. Putnem's SOns. Ie. fori f . l§la, a&.
25. H. A. Herbert, !h~ the Solid South?, R. H. Woodward & Co.,
Bal timor.. 1890, , .
24.

10.

Klan members,were the spirits ot dead Contederates and.were possessed ot supernatural powers.

Just atter the war, when the

South was threatened with grave disorder on aocount ot the sudden emancipation ot the entire slave population and the oollapse

ot oivi1 authoritT. the Xu Xlux

,

.

migRt~ave

been Justitiable; but

when it degenerated into political persecution, it beoame a
2&
menace to all law and order.
Whom shall we blame tor the XU
!lux Klan disorders'

.
Should the southerll whites remain subject

to the absolute control ot their least respeoted members? Law
or no law, theT _de up their minds that they alone could restore the South. and that the restoration ot the South could
oome about only when white people were in control ot the govern27
mente
Besides the Xu nux nan, there were the Knights ot
the White Camelia, the White League, the White Line, the pale
Faces, and the Order of the White Rose.

....

These resorted to tar-

ring and teathering, 'beating, and even JlUrdering obstreperous
Negroes, unpopular scalawags, and ottensi ve carpetbaggers.

The

terrorized .earoes were unable to identity their assailants,
and the secreoT ot their DOvements rendered otticial action
28
against them iapotent.
In 1871, in 99 counties ot the South,
If

2&. MOrison and Cammager, II, 33.
27. !'rederic L. Paxson, The Be'll Ifation, Houghton-llittlin Co.,
Boston, 1915, 49.
28. W. B. Hesseltine. A HistorY ot the South,(1607-l93&)
prentice.Hall, Ino., lew York, rO!I, ISi-&35.

there were reported 526 killings and 2000 whippings.

11.

29

For a time the Republicans in the South were able,
with the aid ot Yederal troops, to maintain their-power; but as
the extravaganoe aDd corruption ot their rule inoreased, the
disoontent ot the whites grew.

It

.

i'~

vexed question

whe~her

negro violence or white was first to appear, but by 1876, organ-

.
tor the purpose of deteati.u.g the Republioans in the elections,
ized int1m1dation and ballot box frauds were openly committed

and ot eliminating negro control at all costs.

30

and eleotion riots were ot trequent ooourrence.

Race oollision
In several

state. rival governments were set up and oivil war was
threatened.

Negro militia companies were organized to sustain

the Republican governments, but they proved useles8 and but increased the determlna tion ot tm whItes to overthrow the
Republicans by violence.

In 18'10., tbe Democrats had regained
.,t;..

control ot North Carolina, 1'ennessee. '!'exas, Georgia, and
Virginia.
Demoorats.

In 18'14, Alabama and Arkansas were oarried by the

In 1875, atter a remarkable campaign characterized

by violence, riots and whole.ale intimidation, Mississippi was
redeemed,

~d

the newly elected Demooratic legislature speedily

got rid of three ot the state otflcers, inoluding the governor,'
William 1. Robertson, The Changing South, Bonl & Liverlght,
Be. York, 1927, 57.
30. EmOry Q.. Hawk, EconoDlio History ot the South, Prentice-Hall,
Ino., New York, 1934, 443.

by aeana ot tmpeachmant.

12.

31

By 1876 theretore, the three states ot Plorida, South
Carolina, and Louisiana, were still under carpetbag rule, and
this state ot attairs existed only because Union troops were
keeping the Republicans in power.

.

HoWever, the Democrats, as a

result ot the eleotion ot 1874, were in a majority in the
National House ot Representatives, and it was these Democrats

•

who saved the South traa utter destruotion.

It was no longer

possible to deteat a Democrat by saying that he was in sympathy
with -rebellion and treason-.

32

Democrats pleaded tor the re-

storation ot constitutional government and the, kept repeating
that the nation oould not exist halt military and halt civilian.
!be Demoorats became hopetUl as the presidential election ot
1876 was approaching.

The Republicans, atter long debate, nominated

.....

Ruthertord Baye. ot Ohio; the Demoorats. Samuel Tilden ot Bew
York.

At once, the Republicans sought to identity the Democrat

io partT with the ContederacT. and accused tilden ot ever;y crime
/'

conceivable.

The south telt that Tilden meant tr••dam, and that

it he was elected, there would be no more tear ot the restorail

tion ot carpetbag government, and that the three

.outh.rn~tat.8·

31. BeUlah Aaidon Ratlitt t Kissiasippi, Heart ot Dixie, II ot

These United State.; A symposium, edited by Ernest Gruening,
Boni & Liverlght, Ie. York, 1925, 27.
32. Eckenrode, 99.

13.
groaning under negro control would soon be restored to 1Ihite
domnation.

New York, Indiana, and the SOlid South looked like

victory tor Tilden.

the three southern states which still
33
had Republican governments became ot ~preme importanoe.
ThUB

,9 ...

South Carolina, ruled by blacks, was certainly warse

ott in 1876 than in 1865, and conditions there were approaching
the tRpossible.

In tact, the period tica 1868 to 1874 in south

Carolina is known as the -Hule ot the Robbers".
tiRe the public debt leaped tram

~

During this

millions to -20 millions.

Votes in the legislature were bought at prices, varying trom
"the cost ot man's liquor and cognac to that ot a house and lot"
FUrniture, Jewelry, olothing. and grooeries were purchased with
publio tunds, while patients in southern hospitals suttered tor
want ot tood, and threats were made to turn convicts out ot the
. 34

peni tentiary because they could not 'be ted.

Ritle Clubs tOrD!Jd

by the .nites were their sole meana ot detense against their
negro masters.

Betore the election, the whites ot South Caro-

lina held a torchlight parade in which they carried banners on
which was insoribed, "1776 Again in 1876", and "What we did in
33. )(orison & CODDII8.ger. 54.

oP>

34. South Carolina - A Guide to the Palmetto State, compiled by
'orkers ot tJie Writers' PrOgram ot the work Projects Administration in the State ot South Carolina, Oxtord University
Press, New York, 1941, 39.

1776 we will do in 1876".
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Chamberlain. the

Republioa~'goTernOr

ot south Carolina, called on President Grant tar more troops.
The leading citizen ot South Carolina. Wade Hampton, was running
tor Demooratic governor. As the

day drew nearer, law
....
The whites terrorized the

elec~ion
,

hardlY existed in South Carolina.

blaoks; the blaoks terrorized the whites.
ot intimidation and triokery.

36

The

eleotion was one

•

In Louisiana. Governor Warmouth had been in ottioe

trom 1868 to 1872.

This had been a period ot "raoial strite,

ottioial plundering, orushing taxation, 8candalous bribery, and
complete disregard tor the rights ot whites".

3'1

The

Democrats

now took tor their motto, "It the Republioans can be put in by
Negroes, a Demooratic governor can be put in by traud".
MoEnery was eleoted on the Democratic ticket.
also eleoted their candidate,
to Grant tor help.

W.

lohn

The Republicans

P. Kellogg, and then appe&J.ed....

Xellogg was installed as governor, supported

by the bayonets ot United States troops.

On S,eptember 14, 187.,

the White League rose against their black .sters.

In the dis-

order whioh ensued, 16 white. and 11 blacks were killed.
General Sheridan was sent to Louisiana, and kept Kellogg in
35. Altred B. Williams, Bam¥tOD. and His Red Shirts, South

Carolina's DeliTeranoel'l 18'16, WaIier, lvans & Cog8well Co.
Chirleston, SOuth carolIna. 1035, 63.
36. leokenrode, 160.
37. Louisiana. A GuIde to the State, eompiled by Workers ot
the WrIters' Program of the Work ProJeots Administration in
the State ot Louisiana, Bastings Bouse, New York, 1941, 48.

I'

.'
15.
power by torce.
existed.

Under torms ot peace, theretore, race Jar

With the presence ot troops, the eleotion ot 1876 waa

the most orderly in several years.

3B

In Florida. tor weeks betore tbe eleotion, the United
states War Department distributed tel8Tal. troops over the state,
stationing small bodi •• in ditterent towns.

The colored were

.

told that it they did not vote Republican, they would surely be
thrown back into slavery. Anyone could wte at any voting booth
in the county.

39

OWing

to the Republican c8Jlftssing board, the

Democrat. could not possibly win the election because no matter
wbat the polls showed, Republioan candidates would be declared
elected.

Excitement rose high in Ilorida, as she looked torward

to the eleotion ot a Deaocratic president as her one means ot
salvation tram the intolerable oppression which ahe was
suttering.

40

....

.

Republicans naturally went to vote tor Baye., believing they were saving the oountry trom rebellion; Democrats

supported Tilden, hopetul that eleotion day 'WOuld see:the end ot
military rule and oorruption.

On November 8, 1876, all the

newspapers, except the Hew York T1mes, declared Tilden elected.
~

.

The New York '1'ribune on Wednesday, November 8, said, -T11d.en
Eckenrode, 162.
Caroline Kays Brevard, A HiatoR otllorida troll. the Treaty
ot 1763 to ~
Times, !he arida state HIstorIcal
Society, De aDd, lorIda, 1925, II, 173.
40. Andrew C. MoLaughlin, A. History ot the American Nation,
New Edition, D. A.ppleton & Company, lew York, 1916, 4!6.

?-;

Elected -- His Electoral Majority Small".

41

16.

Tbe very ne*t day

the New York Tribune had tor its headlines: "Bayes Possibly
The New York Times alone had printed oa the tirst day
.2
"A Doubttul Eleotion".
It the election were declared doubtful,

Blected".

the Republioan leaders could easily
states.

.

'etata the three carpetbag

Thus they wired to their southern allies to "hold"

43
their states, and brazenly claimed the election tor themselves •

Zach Chandler, the head

or

•

the Republioan National Convention,

proclaimed that Hayes bad 185 electoral votes, and theretore was
president.

44

Betore Ute election ot 1880, a pamphlet iS8ued by

the Democrats, called 1'he Great Steal describes:
!he voice ot the people tor Tilden
was 4,282,159 votes; tor Bayes,
',029,685. Samuel 1. Tilden,
President·Blect, by the grace ot
God and a majority ot Electoral
and popular TOtes ot the people ot
the U. S. of Amerioa ooun~ed out
at Washington by traudulent returning boards and a perjured commission!
Down with Gartield because he occupied toward the election a double
relationl
1'hi8 Shows the tee11ng existing in the country as late as 1880
over this disputed election.

I thoroughly agree with the state

tl

meat made by McClure, that the true history ot the struggle tor
41.
42.
43.
44.

Bew York Tribune, Nov. 8, 1876.
IckenroCle, 182.
Heaael tine, A Ristor, ot the South. 641.
Morison 4; Commager, '1.

I'

the control of the electoral votes ot South Carolina, ft'orida,
and Louisiana has never been written, and now neTer oan be tully
written.

"5

!he Republicans were claiming
. the election, the Demo'

......

crat. were oertain that Tilden had been elected.

!he Senate

which was Republican declared tor Bayes; the House ot Representatives, tor Tilden.

A. battle ensued

1,

eaoh house.

It soon

began to look as it the countr7 was dritting toward war.

The

only 1aling that. prevented the war was the war that had ended a
decade betore. lIamor7 ot that territic struggle made an7 other
solution ot the ditticult,. preterable.

Especial17 were the

southern member. ot Congress against an7 thought ot armed resistance.

When the northern Democrat., enraged at the idea ot

haVing an election which they so

ti~ly

belieTed they had,won,

taken trom them, made threats ot violence, the southern
orate tried to paoity them.

Demo~~

The South had had enough ot war.

They were tor peace at any prioe.

The year 1876 ended betore

either oandidate was declared elected.

46

How true was GoYemor

Seymour's statement, -The Republioans have lost the confidence

ot the oowrtry, and the Demoorats haTe not gained it".

'7 As the

days passed, the outlook became more dark.
A.. K. McClure, Our Presidents and How We

Harper & Bros., Hew York, 1000, 264.
Eokenrode, 199.
Buck, 100.

)(alee

Them,

18.

!he Democratic Veteran Soldiers Association, • body of
Union veterans, became most belligerent, but they could not bave
done mgch because there were so many more Republican Teterans.
Henry Watterson of Kentucky tbreatened to come to Washington

.

wi th 100,000 men to inaugurate Tildeil.";' The Republicans .. de

fewer tbreats, but they clung 8tubbornly to their claim that
Hayes was elected.

48

On December 13, 18'16, the Democratic

•

National Chairman, Abr8lll Bewitt, announced that Tilden had been
elected.

Both parties refused to budge.

It the southern Demo·

crata had been as irate as the northern Democrats, war would
have occurred.

The southern Democrats felt greater interest in

getting control of their looal governments of South Carolina,
Loui8iana, and J1ori4a, than of national a&ministration.
rule JIl8ant more to them than anything else.

Bome

Petitions began to

tlow into Congress, asking for some settlement of the dispute.

,....

On December 7, George W. McCrarl, a Republican member of the
Bouse ot RepresentatiTes, introduced a resolution providing tor
the selection ot a committee trom the House and the Senate to
establish a tribunal to decide the electio.n.

Thus the

Compromise pt 1877 was the tirst great compromise which the
Republioan party, the en&mJ ot compromise, had drawn up. «eith
Bales nor Tilden wanted compromise.

However t SOlDe means of

48. Louis K. Hacker & Benjamin B. Kendrick, The United States
Sinoe 1865, revised edition, Y. S. crotts , OO.t
lew York, 1934, 5~o

19.

solving the ditticulty had to be tound.
both houses ot Congress.

The resolution.passed

On December 21, 1876, the president ot

the Senate appointed a Senate

Co~ttee.

Speaker Bandall se-

lected the House Committee.

Tilden said, "I may lose the presidency, but I will not rattle tor it. J4i
The country was in serious danger ot war, ot riots,

and bloodshed.

It war had come, it

w~d

be a true civil war

between parties instead ot between sections.

Almost any state

would have been the scene ot tighting, and the tinal result
would have been incalculable.

'!'he Republicans would have won,

and the government measures that would have tollowed, would have
been worse that those ot Reconstruction.

Both Hayes and Tilden

were persuaded to uphold the commission.
The

~ectoral

country at large.

Commission was hailed with reliet by the

The Demoorats tor the most part tavored it,,....

because it was now their sole possible chance to win.

It was

felt by the Republicans, that the Democrats, accustomed to repression, would submit it the decision went against them; they
would be angry but they would yield.

DaviS, the one unpre3u-

diced Justi4e ot the Supreme Court, was made senator of
Illinois.

Tilden's one ohance was gone, but the danger

was also gone.

o~war

lustioe Bradley voted Republioan and he paid

49. Eckenrode, 204.

20.

tor What was really a patriotic service by such a stOrDl.,ot abuse
that his Whole later lite was embittered.

50

The Electoral Com-

mission accomplished the surrender ot the Democrats.
surrender, but a dignitied surrender.

It was a

Beyond doubt, the deois-

.

ion ot the Commission would be 8 Repal7licans against , Democrat
The southern eleaent in Congress was strong enough to bring
about a peaceful admission ot Hayes election •

...

Some historians atfirm that Hayes bad already held
out the -olive branch- to the South; in tact that an actual
bargain had been made between Hayes and several southern representatives, in order to secure their allesiance to him and
their withdrawal tram Tilden.

51

On the other hand, WilliaRS

asserts that no bargain Whatever was made. and that oertainly
Hayes did nothing to ingratiate himselt wi th the South.

His

explanation is that Foster Matthews bad but said what he thought

....

·

Bayes would do it he beo-.e President, and that this had
pleased the southerners.

52

At 12 o'olock on Karoh 1, 1877,

Blaokburn ot Kentucky ol.osed the case in the House ot Representatives.

-Today-, he said, -18 Friday_

Upon that day the

Saviour ot 11the world suttered crucitixion between two thieves.
On this Friday. constitutional government, honesty, fair 48aling, manhood and decency sutter cruoitixion amid a number ot
50. Seitz, 307.

.
51. William B. Hesseltine, The South 1n Amerioan History,
Prentioe-Ball, Ino., New fori, 1043, SS7.
52. Willie.me, "67.

r

thieves.-

53

21.
On March 2, 1877, the President ot the Senate de-

clared that Hayes had reoeived a majority ot the electoral
votes.
The South has often been oensured for its ready sub-

.

mission to the decislon of the Elect~~l Commission, but I think
the tollowing quotation will satisty most objeotors:
Yes, the South did yie14 to the
memorable electoral cri.e ot 1816;
but had all the interests ot home,
ot property, ot peace and seltrespect appealed to the Borth as
they appealed to the South, where
the state governments ot South
Carolina, Florida, and Loui8iana
trembled in the balance ot traud,
it would have been quite a8 prompt
to render 8ubmission to a traudulent presidential title north ot
the Potomac as 80uth ot its historio
banks. For the South to have retused 8ubmi8sion would bave been
stamped as a supplementary rebellion
again8t lawful authority under color
or the law, and another arm.y would
have been 8ent down to pUi4the South
onee again in suoJeotiono
Even to thi8 day, Americans do not look back wi th
55
pride to this Election ot 1876.
The Republican, governors and
the Republioan returning boards ot the South ha4 done their
53. c0Rties8ioial ReO~d oontaining the Proceedings and Debate8'
of e 'or y-four Congress, Second Se88ion, T, Government
Printing Ottice, Washington, 1877, 2062.
54. A. It. McClure, The South, J. B. Lippincott Co ••
Philadelphia. 1886, SO.
55. Olaude Moore ruess, Carl Schurz, Reformer, (1829-1906),
Dodd, )(ead & Company, Hew Yori, 1032, 233.

.'

work well, and DOW a Republican president was tinally in
56
ottice.
Southern Demoorats did not like the decision ot the
Electoral Commission, but they yearned tor peace, and thi. they
would accept at any price.

56. Paul L. Haworth, ThIRa1es-Tilden Election, The BobosMerrill CompaD7, In ianapolis t to!', 51.

CBAPTm II
THE

NORTH GOBS BOlli

Hayes was elected.

Was it fortunate or otherwise tor

the South? Baye. telt that the time tor
in the South must end.

1

~ederal

interterence

Yet it it had been ended by any other

than a Republican president, the matte» would have been attended
by the gravest dangers.

Ex-soldiers were taught to believe that

the election ot Tilden would mean not only the treeing ot the
South but its re-establi8hment as the dominant section ot the
United states.
away.

All the results ot Appomattox would be thrown

Filled with this propaganda. civil war might have tol-

lowed it Tilden bad removed the troops trom the South.

Bayes

was a Republican, and a Union soldier, and he was oalled the
-Iscariot- ot his party tor dOiDS just this.

In no unoertain

~

terms·did the Republicans show Hayes that they violently disapproved at his polioy towards the South.

2

The Republicans

oould not accuse a Republican at treason, but it the ·Oontederate- Tilden had brought Reoonstruction to an end by the
remon.l ot '\he Union torces, the whole oountry would teel that
1. Paul Leland Haworth, The United states in Our OWn TilIles,
~863-l920). Oharles scrrbner's §ons, lew York, r§!~, 93.
2.
worth, Recogstruction and Union. 1912, 87.
.. 23 ..

,

24.

.'

be bad betrayed them, and a political struggle ot unexampled
bitterness would re8ult.

It the Republicans were auccesstul in

tbe next election, there would have been renewed persecution in
the southern atat.a.

From allot theae dangers, the country

was saved by the acoes8ion ot Hayes.:·... As the leader and restorer ot the Demooratic party, Tilden was more bitterly hated by
the Republicans than anyone except letterson Devis.

•

So, al-

though the Demoorats lost the presidenoy, they gained peace in
the South, expulsion ot the oarpetbag governaents, and restoration ot law and order.

4

How was it possible tor Hayes to change the tide ot
events? Was he stronger than Johnson or Grant?

Congress had

reduced Johnson to a nonentity and it had controlled Grant.
Fortunately tor Bayes, Thaddeus Stevens, the "thorough" reconstruotionist was dead; Morton was dying, and Conkling was de.
15
Clinil18.
Nevertheless, Bayes had to reckon wi th a group tha.("'
was "cynical, lawless. and resolute".

6

We caD. hardly appreciate today the boldness at Bayes
in seleoting David M. Key ot Tennessee as Postmaster-General
in his cabinet.

We must remember that James Blaine, "the

Ii

..'
3. Bckenrode, 233.
4. Seitz, 306.
5. Oliver Perry Morton probably did more than any other man to
obtain the ratitication at negro suttrage amendment to the
Constitution.
Roscoe Conkling was a sturdy War-Republioan. and an ardent
advocate ot vigorous repressive measures in the Reoonstruotion period.
6. Eckenrode, 239.
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plumed knight" ot the Republican party, delivered a 'bl.ody
shirt' speech during the election at 1876, in which he denounced letterson Davis

and

unnecessarily stirred 'up sectional

animosity by reviewing all the bitterness ot the Civil War •

7

.

What a shook it was to everybody in te~7 tor a Republican president to admit to his cabinet a Democrat and an ex-ContederateS
The tinal act ot the war

dr~a

it was played by Bayes and not by Grant.

8

had come at last; and
Hayes restored the

oppressed states, and gave the South a place in the nation.

He

had the inSight to realize that the Lower South could not remain
subject to Begro control, and he also had the courage to grapple
with the situation.

Bayes ranoved the troops because he

realized that the Negro. a8 a ruler. would not have been tolerated in the North, and he was honest enough to admit that negro
rule was Just as distastetul to the people in the South.

The

....

·

removal at the troops ended carpetbag government in the south,
and allowed the three still Reconstruoted states to set up
white goyernments.

Atter a period ot 8 year., semi-oivil, semi-

mili tary rule came to an end, and the South began its long climb
back to prQaperity. 9
7. :ruess, 223.

B. Buck, 101.

9. Contederate Militari History, XII, edited by General Clement
I. lvans, donfedera e PublIshing CO. t Atlanta, 1899, 319.
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J'lorida was white again.
tion tell ot its own weight.

The Republican admi.istra-

George F. Drew, a Democratic gov-

ernor trom New England, got into ottice without any resistanoe.
!be Republicans had elected K. L. stearns as governor, but they
made no attempt to inaugurate him.

.
'b--e

people ot Florida had

accepted the results ot the war; they had endured the humiliations ot reconstruction, but they
lishment ot

no.~rked

tor the re-estab-

rule -guided by intelligent 8itizens and tor
10
the restoration ot the statute book to its plaoe-.
Bo more
hOmB

trouble rose between the blaoksand whites ot J'lorida.

In his

inaugural address, Governor Drew voiced the wish ot all the
people ot Florida tor peace and union.
A Northern san by birth, and
a Union aan trom principle, I
recognize that the Democracy
ot Florida in placing me in,
this position demonstrates
their desire tor a true and
traternal union ot all sections
ot our common oountry.ll
For months, two hostile executives and two legislatures had existed in South Carolina and Louisiana.

Grant de-

clined to decide bet.een them; detachments ot the army were
it

stationed in Columbia and De. Orleans, with instructions to keep.
~,

the peace and not sutter the Republicans to be dispossessed by
10. Brevard, 177.
11. William Watson Davis, The Civil War aDd Reconstruction in
llorida, Longmans, Green & Co., Ne. York, 1013, 736.
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Was the Republican Chamberlain the true gove»nor ot
12
south Carolina, or the Democratic Wade Hampton?
Both groups
vIolence.

claimed they had won.
real state House.

The Republicans were in control ot the

This did not discourage the Democrats.

hired a hall, organized their

.

ownho~t

They

and with a Speaker,

clerks, and ••rgeant-at-arms, torced their way into the
Republican'. Chamber.

:ror three days and three night., the

•

rival Bouse. sat side by side, every man araed to the teeth, and
ready to shoot it the rival .8rgeant-at-&ras laid his hand on
one ot his colleagues.

The Deocrate tinally withdrew, leaving

the carpetbag Governor Chamberlain and legislature in possession ot the state Bouse, but the people ot the state obeyed the
13
government ot the Democratic Wade Hampton.
Detinitely Chamberlain could not bave remained one day
in ottioe without the protection ot bayonets, and it was evident

.....

that the Republican a4Binistration maintained itselt oaly by
the constant threat ot armed intervention.

Bayee did not eon-

sider it to be his duty to compel the southern states at the
point ot a bayonet to accept a Republioan party torm ot government.

Althpugh he did believe that nTh. United States shall

12. James Pord Rhodes, Histog: ot the U. S. trom the CO!J>rOlllise
ot 1859 to the Jlolt1nl.~. Han (5~als; of 1896 t
Lcill11an Co., New Tor,
20, VI I, •
13. )[orison &. COJD1l18.ger, 55.
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guarantee to every state in this Union a republioan tora ot
government".

ye~

he telt that the Constitution does not say that

the president Shall suarantee to every state a just deoision ot
14
oontested elections.
Hayes dealt promptly with iotth Carolina.

Although

the Republican press said, "The prostrate state was prostrate no
longer -- she had been raised trom the.ground. Her saviour had
15
come. D. H. Chamberlain was the man";
stUl eTer'7one leaew
that the D..oeratic strength had increased to such a point that
16
same solution to the whole attair_had to be tound.
On . .reb 4,
1877, Chamberlain was t old to arrange soae compromise wi th the

D.mocrat •• or to co •• to so•• agr.e.ent that he would not need
troops.

Chamberlain effected nothing.

On March 23. Bayes in-

vited both Chamberlain and Hampton to coaeto Washington.
Hampton, the "Defender ot South Carolina". reeei'ved one ovation

~

atter another on his journey north, because he was recognized as
the representative ot the Lower South soiag to the Capital to
obtain his rights. and the novel spectacle ot a southerner,
attempting to assert any rights, cheered the whole south. l ?
Chamberlai~

traveled

a8 a private person, not a conquering her

14. Walter Allen, -Two Years ot President Bayes-, The Atlantic
lIontblf' XLIT, 190-199, (August, 18?9).
15. IdItor al in Be. York Tribune, Oct. 14, 1876.
16. Hesseltine, The South in American Hi.tofl, 532.
17. Williams, B'!ipton and His Red Shirts t 41'
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He had a plan tor submitting the election to a commissi~n, but
the Democrats had had enough ot comadssions, and retused.
Ohamberlain assured Hayea that the withdrawal ot the troop.
would mean the end ot Republican rule ,in the South.

Hampton

urged the President to remove the troops, and pledged himselt to
respeot the titteenth amendaent.

Bayes brought the matter be-

tore his cabinet Wbioh agreed that it
to go.

~s

best tor the soldiers

On April 3, the President intormed Secretary ot War

KcCrary that "domestio violence did not exist in South Carolina"
and that the troops should be withdrawn.

On April 10, le". the

soldiers marched out ot the state House, amid the great rejoie18
ing ot the people o
The next day, Chamberlain, helpless without
the blue-coats, surrendered his ottice.

South Carolina was onoe

more under the sway ot the Wbites.
In Louisiana, great disorder reigned.

On January 1,...

18'7, the day ot the convening ot the legislature, the Republican boss, W. P.Kellogg, had the Capitol garrisoned by the po.
lice and negro militia •.•0 persons were to be admitted to the
legislature unless they bore certificates of election trom the
Republican

~an~ssing

board.

The Daaocrata withdrew to another

...

building and organized apart, and they adRitted such ..mbers as
had been pronounoed elected by the Democratic canvassing board.
On January 2, 1877, the Republican legislature deolared that
18. Hesseltine, A History ot the South, 643.

,

".

~--------------------------------------------------------------~
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s.

B. Paokar4 and Antoine had been eleoted governor and.lieuten-

ant-governor; and on the very same day the Democratio legislature proolaimed the eleotion ot Franois T. Nioholls and Wiltz.
Both sets ot oandidates were inaugurated, and war loomed on the

.

horizon.

The Paokard government was·upheld by the soldiers, who

alone maintained the carpetbag government tro. mob violenoe.
The situation in Louisiana

~s

embarrassing to Hayes.

It Hayes refused to recognize the Paokard government, in other
words, it he considered that paokard had not been elected governor, then the implication would be that Hayes had not oarried
the state and he was not really President.

It was

ditticult~to

put Paokard out ot ottioe, and yet hold that Hayes' eleotors had
been chosen.

19

Yet the oitizens ot Louisiana were armed and .ai.

ing; and even the presence ot troops might not keep them trom
On the other hand, the people ot the United states .....
had aocepted the government ot Hayes. Hayes appointed a oomviolenoe.

mission to work on the matter.
New

Orl~ans

When the

oo~ssioners

reached

on April 5, 1877, the Demoorats knew that it had

come to help them.

Members ot the Packard legislature, whioh

were aotually eleoted, were cordially invited to join the
Nicholls' legislature and reoeive back pay.

To the negro

tegis~

lators ot a bankrupt government the otter ot pay was irresistible, since they were penniless.
19. Eckenrode, 253.

The Paokard Legislature melted

.

31 •

'

away. Paokard withdrew and all opposition to Nioholls was
On April 24, 1877, the troops tiled out ot New

abandoned.

Orleans to the ringing of bells and the thundering of cannon.
Seitz says rather ironioally, "The

20

took the troops
1o....
21
trom their oapitals and sent them out to hunt Indians".
Pr~8ident

Hayes realized that loyalty and patriotism are inward. and do not oome trom "ooeroioD • •istrust, or the multiplication ot tests and oaths".

22

SOt with the departure ot the

troops, the Old South had ended; a New South had already appeared OD the horizon.

II

20. Hesseltine, The South in Amerioan History, 53!.
21. Seitz, 310.
22. J. L. Jl. Curry, Th' Southern States ot the Amerioan Union,

G. P. Putnam's Sons, lew fork, le§4, 234.
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CBAPTD III
WHITE SUPREMACY

......

In his letter ot accepting" the presidential nomina-

tion, Bayes said:
What the South most needs is peace, and
peace depends upon the supre~cy ot law.
There can be no enduring peacf'e it the
constitutional rights ot any portion ot
the people are habitually disregarded.
It elected, I shall consider it not only
. , duty, but it Will be . , ardent desire
to labor tor the attainment ot this end. l
He had also pledged himselt "to wipe out torever the distinction between Borth and South, in our common oountry".

2

Hayes

"tar trom being the chosen champion ot his party, and more
likely an acoidental intruder into the highest honor.", tultilled his oampaign pledges by be.towing "home rule" upon the
3
South.
Al though he was one ot the most amiable J genial and
oompanionable ot our presidents, he beoame one ot the most
i.olated, expressly beoause he threw the extreme radicals ot
his party into a trenzy ot rage by wiping out the carpetbag
f

1. ;r. Q. Howard, Thetklte. Publio Servio•• and Select Speeelles

ot Rutherford ft.

1876, 159-160.

yes, robert clarie & Co., 6lnctDnatl,

2. laoob Dolson Cox, "The Hay•• Administration", The Atlantio
MonthlY, LXXI, 818-832, (lune, lag3).
3. TheodOre Bacon, "The End ot the War", The Atlantic Monthly,
XLVII, 391-394, (March, 1881).
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4
gOTernments and restoring selt-goyernment in the South ••
, Within

six weeks atter the election, Hayes was without a party because

ot his clemency towards the South; yet his own slogan was, -He
serves hi. party best, who serves his country best- •
After 1876, there was no

.

Rep~blican

5

administration in

the South, and the Republican party itselt almost disappeared
at this time trom the SOuth.

A

bare organization, manned by

•

Negroes, enJoyed any ottices whioh the Republican national administration could bestow, and contributed a pliant delegation
to the national convention ot the party.

6

Restored to them-

selves the southern governments oeased to play much part in
national attairs, and contented themselyes with the eoonomic rebuilding ot their region.

When the southern· states were lett

tree to settle their own electoral contests, or in other words,
to govern themselves, tranquillity was restored, decent goyern-

....

ment was established. and everyone's thoughts and energies were
directed toward industrial and commercial development.

7

The

granting ot Home Rule by Hayes was "the beginning ot a ne. era

ot reconstruction which brought into being a New South not

MY Memorie; ot~Shtl Years, Oharles~
Scribner's BODS, Bew Yori, 19 2, 1 1.
5. Charles Ramsdell Lingley & Allen Richard Foley, Sinoe the
Oi vil War, (Third Edition). Do Appleton-oentury Company.
lew4fork, 1935, 137.
6. Paxson, 54,
7. Williams, The Lite ot Ruthertord Birchard Hayes, II, 64.
4. Ohauncey M. Depew,

34.

ditterent politioally 8J.ld sentlmelltal1Y' tram. the Old SOllth, but
ohallenging

anr

other section ot Amerioa econom!callY'".

8

But

above all, Home Rule meant white domination and the maintenance

ot whi te 8upremacy.

9

In ord.r to keep the white man supreme,

.

southerners telt that they aWit vot.'·a.... "straightout" Democratic
ticket and pursue a "straightout" Democratic policy.

10

To s.cure

uni ted action agains.t negro rule, soutlJ.erners believed that they
11
"must think and 8ay and do what the Democratic partY' did."
Thi8 allegiance to the Demooratic party brings up the
question ot the "Solid South".

Writers have condemned thi8

phrase because they .8ay it teaches the dootrine that a privileged tew should govern the inoapable manY', or the Bourbon idea
12
ot government.
The North made the South solld by attempting to
tound a new government tor the South upon the votes ot an ig,
13
norant negro electorate, an injustice to both whites and blacks.
,....
The Solid South party is aocused ot arousing sectional hatred;
a180 ot dividing the North bY' holding them8elves together bY' old
8. Robertson, 60.

9. Holland Thompson, "The Oivil War and Sooial and Economic
Changes", The oomi~ ot InduatrJ to the South, edited by
WilliautJ. Carson, nIversltY' 0 Pa., PhIladelphia, 1931,17.
10. Karl" Dolin. O'Oonnor, The Lite and Letter8 ot 14. P. O'Connor'
Dempsey &. Oarroll, Be.. York, 1893, 123.
11. w. r. Cash, The Kind ot the South, Altred A. Iilopt,

Ne.. York, 1941, 131.
12. E. Atkinson, ·Solid South", International Revie., X,
197.209, (Maroh, 1881).
13. DaviS, '137.
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war aemories, state-rights, and looal pride and prejudi<fe. Yet
the SOuth could say:
You legislated against us; you lost no
opportun1ty to insult us. Well, it the
North can stand 1t; the South can. We
detest and distrust you Re.Ul:a110ans;
detest you tor your a.an pursuit ot US;
distrust you tor your hypoorisy and corrupt10n. We will.not degrade ourse1Tes
by alliance With you. In seeking to
d1shonor us, you have dishon~ed yourselTes. The Repub110an party 1s the
seet10na11st. 14

A Solid SOuth replaced each Republioan candidate by a Demoorat,
so muoh so, that by 1881, there was not one Republioan,aem.ber
trom. the South in the Senate, and in the eleotion ot 1880, not
15
one Repub11can eleotoral Tote was cast in the South.
Henry
Watterson detends the 801id South by saying, "The South 1s staply wbat the Republican party has made 1t.

The Republican party

tell to piece. by its own rottellDess. The south must be soli4....
16
in its own detense."
The taot that the Republican party
boasted about being ·thorough" 1n their reconstruction aeasurea,
only made the South more determined to be ·solid" in their stand ,

against the military protectorate. which were entirely toreign
to the spirit and torms ot constItutional liberty in Amerioa. 17
14. Henry Watterson, "The Solid South", North American BeTiew,
CXXVIII, 47-58, (Jan., 1879).
'
15. "Political Attitude ot South", Atlantio Monthly. XLV,
8l7.S23, (June, lS80).
16. Watterson, 47-58.
17. Allen, 190-199.

.

3& •

The ·Solid South-, for which John Calhoun had worked in 'vain,
oame into being through Republican reconstruotion in all the
statea ot the South.

Southern farmers, planters, business and

protessional men tused into one party. the Danocratlc party, and
created the Solid SOuth to prevent turther federal interference
in looal aftairs and to eliminate the Begro ,from politics.

18

Hence the southerners.aintain that a Iol1d South means white
Whereas, a divided South might mean a return of negro
19
domiuatlon.
cont~ol;

Who came in to power when Hayes wi thdrsw the troops

trom the South? It has been remarked that, as the Yederal

801-

diers marched out ot the public buildings of the SOuth, the
Contederate soldiers marched in.

!he year 1876 marks the begin-

ning ot the reign ot the "Contederate Brigadiers·, the men who
had worn gray traa 1861-1865 and who had achieved a

tor military prowess under the Star. and Bars.

20

reputatio~

In most states

the organization ot the voters was almost military.

There was

a feeling on the part ot the whites that "to fail to vote was
Ramsdell, "The Southern Heritage", Oulture in the
South, edited by W. T. Oouch, The University ot North; .
Oarolina Press, Ohapel Bill, 1934, 13.
.,'
Oharles William DabneY', "The Meaning of t The Solid South t " ,
an address at a cammenoement of the UniY8rsity of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, MaT 26, 1909, 8.
20. Virginius Dabney, Liberalism in the SOuth, !he UniverSity of
North Oarolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1932, 201.
18.

Charl.s~W.

,t

shametul, to scratch a tioket was a orime, and to att..

37.

to

organize Negroes was treason to one's raee." At every election,
the rallying cry tor all southerners was the military record ot

.. ...

the candidates. A military record became
. almost a requisite tor
political preterment.

In 1882, tourteen out ot the twenty-two

United States Senatars tram the tormer seceded states had military reoords, and three had been civil.otticers ot the Contederacy. 21 The "Contederate Brigadiers" were in the saddle, and
the Whites, in order to keep white dominance in the South, were
22
determined to keep the. there.
Three states, south Carolina, Mississippi and Louisiana, had negro majorities.

'!'he problem ot black and white hung

like a dark oloud on the southern horizon, and the necessity ot
keeping his state a ·white mants oountry· dominated southern
psyohology.

23

The native whites, willing to go to any lengths

~

to remain in control, began to substitute cratt tor toroe, in
dealing with the black voters. 24 !be South knew tbat it she had
been lett to herselt atter the War she would not bave given the
Negro the vote; now that she was lett to herself she would take
21. Holland Thompson, The New South. A Chronicle ot Sociar'and '
Industrial. Evolution, file tFnIyerslty Press, New Haven,

1921, 13.

22. Willi8JI Garrott Brown, The Lower South in American Historr,
The Jlacl11.11an Company, New fork, 1002, 255.
23. Morison and Commager, 29.
24. Brown, 255.

away what had been imposed by torce.

25

38.

!he southerners Jelt that

as the tranchise had came to the Negro through no exertion ot
their own, denial ot its right violated no long-cherished conviction ot the race.

-Never in the history ot the world-, one

author says, -had civil and

.

politicd1~ights

been conferred at

one stroke, or upon so large a body ot men; nor had any people
26
been less prepared to aSSWDe their new status.Consequently,

•

the southerners deemed it their duty to deter thousands ot
2'1
Negroes trOB appearing at the polls.
In South Carolina particularly, the whites decreed that the Negroes -3ust had to lose
the political habit-, and anything was legal that kept the
blacks away trom the polls.

28

In almost all the southern states,

the blacks .ere threatened with loss ot employment, eviction
trom a house or plantation, or a refusal ot oredit.
On election day, determined men with ritle. or shot-

....

guns, ostensibly intending to go hunting after they had voted,
gathered around the polls.

An occasional random shot might kick

up dust near the approaching Negro.
removed from colored communities.

29

Polling places were tar

Whites were permitted to

,
25.
26.
2'1.
28.

Contederate Military Histofl, 320.
MOrison and Commager, 16.
Schlesinger, 252.
William Watts Ball, '!'he State That Forfot - South Carolina's
Surrender to Damocrael' tKe Bobbs-kerr 11 Company,
In!lanapolls, 1932, 1 9.
29. Thompson, The New South, 19.

stuff the ballot box with what was called a "tissue balaot".

At

least six of these ballots could easily be dropped into the box
at one time.

If there was a surplus of ballots, they were with-

drawn by a blindfolded official, so that the difference in
.

length or texture or quality, could'~Bt be readily perceived.
Tne whites also began to demand the payment of poll taxes.

30

31

..

Multiple ballot box laws were passed wnich required the voter to
put correotly his votes for candidates in eight or more separate
boxes.

32

As over

75~

of the adult colored males were unable to

read or write, most of their Totes were eliminated because they
could not read enough to put their votes in the correct boxes.

33

It is not therefore surprising that the Negro soon got the impression that it was unwise to vote; nor that there have been
numerous conflicts between the blacks and whites in the South.

34

Judge MoClure in as address before the Lincoln Club on
"The Old and New South", stormed against these "ballot box
stuffers, and ballot thieves."

"""

He upheld the men of the Old

South, whom he described as "giants in debate, adepts in stateoraft, and masters ot rhetoric and oratory."

•

He oondemned

30. ~.J 20.
31. WiilCs, 692.
32. Buok, 284.
33. Ellis Paxson Overholtzer, A History of the U. S. Since the
Oivil War, Mac~llan Company, New York, 1931, IV, 561.
34. Bruce, 437.

40.

severely both the "Democrat and nigger", the chief SOUDee of
irritation sinoe the war.

MoClure oomplained that honest voting

oould be possible in the South, if the Demooratic party there
would be overthrown.

He oalled all the southerners, "not Ameri-

cans, but of the South."

.

',q

Shall we agree wholeheartedly with

McClure, or shall we remember that the blacks and w.hites in the
South are "the two members of a pair

0/

shears, so olumsily put
35
together that they gnash against eaoh other oontinually?"
To try to escape trom the problem of the dual races
does not help matters.

The Negro still influences the whole

development ot the South, and the ideas ot the two distinct
,

races and the two civilizations in the South will not easily be
36
ettaced.
The emancipation ot their tour million Negroes
changed the attitude ot the South toward them.

Because the

blacks were put on a par with the best citizens ot the South,
37
~
they were looked upon as enemies.
The granting ot suttrage to
the Negro was considered "a crime and a tarce tor the ages."

38

From 1865 to 1876 "loyal" white men could not secure justioe in
Albert*Bushnell Hart, The Southern South, D. Appleton & Co.,
New York, 1910, 68.
36. loel C~andler Harris, Henri w. Grady inc~uding his wrttingS .
and SReeches, Cassell Publ shIng Oompany. lew York, feOo,
96.

Robertson, 75.
1. L. M. Curry, "The South, Her Condition and Needs",
Galaxy Magazine, XXIII, 544-553, (April, 1877).

41.
the courts against the Negro; after 1876, no black

man~ould

get

justice in the courts. 39 Such conditions created bitterness on
both sides, and one can readily understand why the race issue is
an explosive subject in Southern affairs •

40

.

President Hayes understoo~ ;erfectly the difficulty of
the problem of the colored race in the South.

Be wrote, "The

,.

troops are ordered away, and I now hope for peace, and what is
equally important, security and prosperity for the colored peoPle.- 41 Although he had great faith in the future of the blacks,
he felt that their uplifting depended upon education, and that
an eduoation effected and controlled by a race that had been
their masters.

42

Even Booker T. Washington, the great negro edu-

oator, felt that education was the only real salvation for his
race.

He said in his Autobiographl:
The ignoranoe of my race was being used
as a tool with which to help white men
into office, and there was an element
in the North which wanted to punish the
Southern white men by forcing the Negro
into positions over the heads of the
Southern whites. 43

Therefore he counsels the Negroes that instead of protesting

•

39. Cash, 119-120.
..'
40. Virglnius Dabney, Below the potomac, (A Book about the New
South), D. Appleton century Company, New York, 1942, 28.
41. fUess, 243.
42. William K. F. Round, WZx-President Rutherford B. Hayes·,
Charities ReView, II, 197-202, (Feb., 1893).
Booker T. WaShington, u~ Fran al.verl. an Autobiosraphy,
A. L. Burt Co., New Yor • n. d., 84.

against the wrongs which they then suftered, they

shou~

do

everything in their power. by their skill, intelligence and
charaoter, to produce something which the white man wanted, and
then the white men would respect them.

44

.

Many in the South were

utterly opposed to the education ot"!e Negro.

Dire poverty in

each southern state made the education ot the blaoks impossible,
even it it were desirable.

,.

The lower class whites especially

tought against any education tor the Negro, because they telt
they would become their competitors.

45

The blacks were certainly suttering wrongs, particularly in those states in whioh the vote at the Negro exceeded

at the total number ot votes.

We must consider them as

50~

politioa~

wrongs, or as the southerners styled them, "politioal neces46
sities".
Reconstruction had lett deep soars upon the South.
It poisoned raoe relations, and retarded the oolored race in its

.....

progress towards useful oitizenship by at least a generation.
The white men exhausted their energy in their efforts to keep
the Negroes down.

47

However, although the freedmen were deprived

ot their politioal rights, the new governments did enable them
to enjoy toe civil rights which hitherto had been denied them;
the right to live peaceably, earn a living, and accumulat.
44.
45.
46.
4'1.

Buck, 291.
Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 166.
Dabney, Nth. Meaning of the 'Solid South'", 8.
Karison and Commager, 55.

property.

They also received stable state governments.which

they never experienced during the turbulent days ot
reconstruction.

48

During the tirst years atter the establiShment ot Home

.

Rule, the people ot the South were ielnly interested in the
49
social segregation ot the Negro.
The southerners did not pass
laws against the Negro in order to

br~

about race antagonism,

but they did pass them in order to keep down the blaok man's
50
aspirations tor equality.
State legislation stringently prohibited interracial marriages.

The eduoational system was re-

vised to make it ot obligation tor separate schools tor whites
and blaoks.

In 1889, .eventeen southern states had separate

school systems, and the average monthly salary tor white teach51
ers was .45 and tor black teachers, $20.
This separation was
also extended to some churches.

The Negroes were barred trom

.....

admittance to hotels, inns, restaurants, and amusement places
which catered to white people.

49.

50.
51.
52.

52

Local ordinanoes and oustoms

Edwin Erle Sparks, National Development, (1877-1885), XXIII
ot American Nation: I HIstory, Harper & Bros., New York,
n. d., 161.
Willla6 Edward Burghardt DuBois, Black Reoonstruction, An
Essay toward a history ot the part WhIch black toik played .
in the attempt to reconstruct demooraoy in Amerioa 18601880, Harcourt, Braoe and Oompany, New York, 1935, 694-704.
Bruce, 44'1.
Oharles S. Johnson, Patterns ot Nesro Segregation, Harper &
Brothers, New York, 19i3, 10.
These United States: A Symposium, 35.

supple.ented these general phases ot segregation, and everywhere
throughout the South, a color line separated the races.

53

Booker T. Washington urged the colored to put up with everything,
even the unpleasantnesses, and "in all things that are purely
.',

social we can be as separate as the 'fingers."

54

.

As time goes on, the two races are drawing closer to
each other.

The northerner says, "Let. the South take care ot

the Negro."

The southerner says, "The main question is not what

to do tor the Negro, but what to do tor the white man living
among the Negroes."

55

The doctrine that "the white and black

races must walk apart" has caused dissension and injustice.

56

There is a growing disposition on the part ot the whites to
judge more leniently ot the blacks, to attribute their taults
and shortcaaings to ignorance, incapacity and the ettect ot evil
intluenoes.

They teel that they must remember the many motives
,;liP

whioh should unite them, rather than the tew which divide them.
The whites are beginning to realize the grave responsibility
cast upon them -- to look upon the Begro as a great trust, as
human beings and in no degree responsible tor their original
coming.

Tae unnatural and purely manutactured interest that the

53. Johnson, 56.
54. Dabney, Liberalisa in the South, 172.
55. Brown, 250.
56. George Washington Cable, The Silent South, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York. 1889,

5a.

r
Negro took in politics immediately atter the war is

dy~ng

out,

and the old sentiment of depending upon the whites is slowly
57
reviving.
Atter the Civil War, the Negroes did not seek power,
but they became easy tools in the hands ot unscrupulous leaders

.

who played upon their ignorance and· c'i-eduli ty.

As the Negro

was forced out of politics, an increasing number of southern
leaders took the position that in ord:r to make the Negro a useful citizen, the freedman must be encouraged to acquire an eduoation and property.

The whites and blaoks are beginning to

work together on friendly terms, providing the Negro acoepts the
58
role of the dependent.
Boonomioally and morally the Negro has
made oommendable progress, and it must not be forgotten that th
59
whole oolored race cannot be civilized in a day.
Curiously
enough, southern literature, art and music are dominated by the
60
Negro.
,...
It has been said that Sumner, Stevens and Ben Butler
have much to answer tor, and not the least ot their responsibilities is that tor their share in the creation ot the "Solid
South".

61

Tbe South'.

one~party

neoessity*ot Reconstruction.

system is the fruit ot the grim

The "Undoing ot Reconstruction"

57. Gorton, 13lw150.

58. Ramsdell, 10.

59. Haworth, Reconstruction and Union, (1865-1912), 85.
60. DuBois, 706.
61. George Yort Milton, "Also There Is Politics", Culture in
the South, 117.

46.

i8 the phrase best appl.ied to the course political action has
taken in the South since 1876, in order to secure white 8upremacy and to maintain it.

62

The South atter 1876 really came home to stay, as is
seen in the words ot Benjamin H.

H11t.

a representative trom

Georgia betore the United States Congress in 1877:
There are no Contederat., in this house;
there are no Contederate1 anywhere;
there are no Contederate schemes, hopes,
ambitions, deSires, or purposes here.
Yet the South is here, and here she intends to remain. The South will never
seek a remedy in the madness ot another
seoession. We are here; we are in the
house ot our tathers; our brothers and
our ooapanions, IBd we are at home to
stay, thank God!
The ettect ot the election ot 1876 upon the South was
the restoration ot the white man to power, and the gradual de-

...

privation ot all the political rights which the Negroes had enJoyed during the days ot Reconstruction.

·'

CHAPTER IV
THE NEW SOUTH IS BORN

Each southern state coul&. ile.y atter 1876 what
Governor W. D. Simpson ot South Carolina said, ·We have certain
ly touched the bottom but the rebound has commenced."

•

1

In the

toregoing chapter, one can readily see why history, not geography,created the Solid South.

2

The Democratio party meant

white supremaoy tor the South versus a dreaded return to black
domination.

During the next twenty years, warnings ot a return

to negro control served to keep all varieties ot Democratic
opinion working together, and ditterences ot opinion were
branded as disloyalty to the party.

3

In view ot all the ex-

cesses committed by the Republican party during the days ot
Reconstruction, it i8 no surprise to learn that in all the
southern states atter 1876 a very ditterent policy was pursued.
HOme Rule was tollowed by a period ot inditterence,
it not ot hostility, to a course ot publio education, and a
Ii

1. Journal ot the House ot Representatives ot the state ot
South CarolIna tor the Reful&r session of 1870 J d81vo 'and '
Patton, Columbia, S. 0.,880, 12. Kessage of W. D. Simpson,
Governor, to General ASlembly. Hov. 25, 1879.
2. Rupert B. Vanoe, -Protile ot Southern Culture", Culture in
the South, 24.
3. Lthryn Trimmer Abbey, norida - Land ot Cha;e, The University ot Horth Carolina Press, chapel HIll, 1 1, 325.
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marked conservatism toward public expenditures of any kind, a
strenuous reaction against the extravagance of Reconstruction.'
The South had traveled a weary way because of the corruption
and spendthritt laxity ot

...

days. The leaders ot th4
.,
new South were determined that economy and financial. etficiencJ
troarpetb~tr

must be the order of the day.5

The De.ocrats were gOing to

demonstrate to the country at larg"that they, an able body ot
lawmakers, were not in tavor ot the Spoils System.

They set

out immediately to reduce the exorbitant salaries, abolish need
less pOSitions, and eliminate waste and graft in the oarrying
out ot all governmental enterprises.

6

In Georgia, tor example,

legislators under Robert TOombs so restrioted the

D~ocratic

power ot taxation and inourring ot publio debt as to lead to th

,

expression that Georgia trhad locked her treasury and thrown awe:
the key."

Florida's motto was trto spend nothing unless

ab~

solutely necessary and pay all bills when made, or at least the
e
earliest possible moment thereatter. tr
This new government represented the rising business

:t

4. Studi,s in Southern Historl and Politics insoribed to William
ArchIbald Dunning, Columbia UnIversIty Press, 1914, ~64. - ~ ,
5. Lester Burrell Shippee, Recent American Historl, Revised
edition, Macmillan Co., New fork, 1930, 54.
6. Denis Tilden Lynch, The Wl1d Seventies, D. Appleton-Centurr
Company, Incorporated, lew York, 1941, 414 •.
7. Ellis Korion Coulter, A Short Blstor~ ot GeOrfia, The
University ot North Carolina press,hapel HI i, 1933, 362.
e. Abbey, 324.

r
49.

men, merchants, planters, and local industrialists.

'!'hey fa-

vored cheap government, low taxes, and wanted the Dew factories
exempt from all regulation or taxation.
to see an educated laboring class.

9

. The

These men had no desir
cost of government was

.;;. c,

reduced to the lowest terms.

The salaries of the state offic-

ials were set at a ridiculously small figure.
taxes were levied; asylums could not

~ake

Inadequate schoo

care of those ad-

mitted; appropriations for higher education, if made at all,
10
were small; there was little or no social legislation.
Politicians taught the people that low taxes were the
greatest possible good, and even when prosperity began to return, and a heavier burden of taxation might be expected, the
beliet that etticiency ot government was measured by parsimony
had become such a tixed idea, that it could not be changed.
There was little scandal anywhere.

No other government in

American history conducted itselt with more economy and more
fidelity than these southern governments during the first days
11
ot Home Rule.
~ew treasurer.s detaulted, and the tew who did,
committed the blunder through financial incompetance rather
than

thro~

dishonesty.

~ew

fortunes were founded on state

9. Hesseltine, A Hi.torl of the South, 675.
10. Thompson, The New South, 24.
11. Philip Alexander Bruce, The Rise of the New South, XVII of
The Histori ot North AmerIca, George Barrie & SODS,
Phl1adelph at 1905, 437.

50.

oontracts.

The public buildings which were erected

we~e

honest-

ly built, and were completed within the limits of the original
appropriation.

So small an amount of money was allowed to be

spent on government that there was little to steal, even if the
inolination was present.

12

Rigid eoonomy was practiced.

After Home Rule was es-

.

tablished in the South, so intimately were politics related to
the welfare of individuals and families, so necessary was ability and honesty in office, that the strongest sort of public
sentiment demanded putting good men into positions of trust,
13
and there was little intriguing among whites..
This was an era
of domestic politics; one of absorption of both people end
politics in the welfare of the masses at home.

14

The men who

created the new South were wise in their day and generation,
showed high qualities ot statesmanship and were exemplars of
struggle, courage and integrity.

15

~

As each southern governor took office atter Reconstruction, he found huge state debts. ,Each gpvernor considered
that his first great wo'rk was a vigorous assault upon these
state

deb~.

The unpaid interest amounted to many millions.

12. Thompson, 'The New South, 25.
13. Brown, 254.
14. Edwin A. Alderman, "The Growing South", an Address delivere

before the Oi vic Forum in Carnegie Hall:, New York Oi ty t
March 22, 1908.
15. Howard W. Odum, Southern Regions of the United states,
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel HIll,
1936, 133.
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Should these· governors pay debts ot over t140,000,000 -.bioh had
been incurred by the .Republioan legislatures?

Virginia's debt

was the largest, and she had the greatest diffioulty in reduoing it.

Her great system of public works, once the pride of

the state, was in utter ruin.
practically useless.

of Virginia were

Investments in the internal improvement

companies were almost. if not
for repudiation began.

.

Theta~lroads

entire~,

worthless.

16

A movement

In 1879, North Carolina repudiated

$13,000,000, and funded the remainder at less than 40~.

debt of South Carolina had never been accurately
She also repudiated .9,000,000 ot her debt.

The

.8t~ated.

When Alabama came

back under Democratic sway. she had a debt ot $20,000,000, of
which, She immediately repudiated t13,OOO,000.
debt of Florida was destroyed by the State's
out any further legislative action.

The $4,000,000

Supr~e

Court with

These repudiations ruined
~

the credit of the southern states, because foreign investors
would not risk any more money on people who would not pay their
debts, and northern oapitalists were hesitant about making any
17
southern investments.
~e

pudiations.

18

new Democratic governments justified these reThey claimed that these bonds were issued b1

"oarpetbag" legislatures, and voted by a government imposed by
16. Hawk, 427.
17. Hesseltine, A History ot the South, 675-678.
18. Morison and Commager, 54.
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military toree.

Many of the bonds were fraudulent on

~elr

face; those who purchased them at great discount were gambling
upon the chanee that the government issuing them-would endure.
In Florida, apart from the social disorder and widespread eor-

.

ruption in office, the worst heritaie~ot the Republican regime
was the financial mismanagement which took two forms -- increased expenditure and exploitation of Dajural resources.

Opening

new lands to settlement involved a series ot shady transactions
between unscrupulous state officials and northern financiers.
Aores of good Florida land were sold at ten cent. an acre, when
the market price was 11.25.

l~

Railroad bonds were bought up at

a pittance, but even that money never went to the railroads.
Why should these Home Rule governors be responsible tor the
debts left by governments which had never been wanted in the
South? All they remembered were the sufterings imposed upon
~

the Whites of the South by these same governments.

The,y felt

that they had brought little or no benetit to the states during
the years 1865 to 1876.

As a result, each governor went to

work to oorrect the corrupt and vicious legislation ot the Re20
construct~n period.
As the three states of South Carolina, Louisiana and' .
Florida were

80

important in the election ot 1876, a descriptio

19. Abbey, 322.
20. Contederate Military Blstory, 320.
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ot the condition ot these states during the days ot Recenstruction has been included in these pages.

Naturally it a true

picture ot the new South is desired, it will be obtained by
aowin& the condition ot these same states under the Homa Rule

governors.

.

To make the story more db.plete, the political his-

tory ot several other southern states will be described.
Wade Bampton became Demoora t.iC governor ot South
Carolina in 1876.

At the close of the Civil War with his tor-

tune gone, and his splended mansion near Columbia in ashes,
Hampton accepted deteat and did everything in his power to put
21
an end to intersectional bitterness.
Be had done great things
tor South Carolina, and when South Carolina needed him most, he
became her governor.

As governor, he began to clean house, to

make South Carolina a habitable state.

Hampton's eleotion re-

established the leadership ot what was lett ot, the old oonservative planter class.
lieve the

22

overburde~ed

Economy must prevail in order to re-

~

taxpayers.

Hampton in South Carolina signalized his resumption

ot home rule by reduoing the pay ot the members ot the General
Assembly trom $600 per annum with mileage to

.5 a day.

The

state debt was investigated; a tax was levied tor the support

ot tree schools, and steps were taken toward the oonstruction
21. Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 157.
22. South carolina - I GuIde to the Palmetto state, 41.

,
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ot a oollege for colored people.

Three tormer Rupublie'an ot-

tieials, two ot them Negroes, were prosecuted tor bribery, trau
and torgery.

23

Hampton did not want to repudiate the state

....

2

debts, but there seemed to be no other solution to the problem •
Hampton .ade an excellent governor, and the leading
men who were his advisors were ot like calibre -- lohnson
Bagood, Comptroller General; ,lames Cotner, Attorney General;
Hugh S. Thompson, State Superintendent ot Education.

Thompson

developed the public school system ot the state between 1878 an
1879, and in August, 1880, organized the First State Normal in
25

the city ot Spartanburg.

They

These men were .oalled the "Bourbons".

were described a8 aristocrats, but their one thought was

the restoration ot the state ot South Carolina to the people.
From the salaries these men received, and the services that the
rendered to the people ot the state, all must agree that they.....
were a "great race".

The governor received 13500 per annum and

a house; the. other state otticers, 12100.

26

The tirst legislature under Hampton passed acts ot
brbad usefulness.
had to be

~enc.d,

One law provided that all

ca~tle

pastures

and livestock to be kept within enclosures.

23. Sparks, 94.
24. Hi.torti0t South Carolina, edited by Yates Snowden, The
LewIs ~l!shing Co., lew York, 1920, V, 966.
25. Ibid, 969
26. iiIT, 184.
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Betore this law, each tarmer had to tence his tarm to
livestock out.

~eep

the

Lien laW8 were also passed which enabled tar.mer

to obtain credit at reasonable rates.

Authorization was given

to private parties to hire convicts at
. tixed salaries.

The

~~

tederal government was asked to restore the Oitadel at
Oharleston which was held as conquered territory.
held it was private property, and
This was done tour years later.

tha~

The state

it should be given back.

27

Governor Hampton was reelected in 1878, and immediately atter, the legislature elected him United states Senator.
Upon his reSignation, Lt. Governor William D. Simpson succeeded.
He was a man ot wide experience in public service.

Simpson con

gratulated the otticials ot South Oarolina upon the reduction

0

expenses trom 1351,000 in 1875 to 1124,895 in 1879; development

ot industry, building ot railroads, deepening ot rivers, drai»ing ot swamps and reclamation ot lands in low country, tor the
extension ot education, and the tair, just and iapartial adminiatration ot law. 28 Governor Simpson continued the acts and
measures ot Hampton.

In 1880, he resigned to be chiet justice

ot the State Supreme Oourt.
~

Comptroller General Johnson Hagood beoame governor in
1880.

He had been the guiding spirit in raiSing voluntary

27. History ot South Carolina, V, 967.
28. iessage of W. D. sImpson, Governor, 1879, 18.
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contributions to litt the state out ot its critical ttfiancial
condition.

Hagood will always be remembered in South carolina

as one ot the best ot its long line ot governors.
ral address was briet, practical. and direct.

His inaugu-

He praised the

o

~.

work that had been done, and with tirm deter.aination said,
ftSouth Carolina cannot and will not again become a prostrate
state.- 29
One could list the other governors of South Carolina
during the '80's, but the same high standards ot conduct, the
same reduction ot taxes, the sase wise and Just laws, the same
energy and lack of Qorruption marked allot them.

As has been

said above, these men between 1876 and 1890 who lifted the
~rostrate Stat.ft to her teet were the ftBourbon Democracy".
They restored the state's credit, reestablished its good name
for Justice and peace, made it secure tor the investment of

,~

northern capital in cotton mills and railroads, created a department of agriculture and experimental stations.
opened the South Carolina College
sity.

an~

They re-

expanded it into a univer

They instituted the penSion system for needy Confederate

veterans and widows.

They stamped out dueling.

These Bourbons

did all in their power to put down lynching, pistol-carrY1ng, ,
and violence, the harmful legacies of war and Reconstruotion.
It they did not tully suoceed, at least they made great
29. History ot South Carolina, V, 973.
30. Ball, 182.

30

r
57.

progress oonsidering the bi-raoial population of the state whioh
was alaost evenly divided between Whites and Negroes. 31
Although Governor Franoia T. Nioholls was inaugurated
on January 8, 1877, he did not

....

aotua~ly

beoame the real governo

until April 24, 1877, the day on whioh the federal troops were
removed fram Louisiana.

Nicholls began olearing house by cut-

ting down the extravagant fees establIshed by the Reconstructio
officials, arranging payaent of the enormous state debt, creating new election laws, .and investigating affairs in subordinate
state offices.

The Louisiana state debt was twelve millions;

the oi ty debt of New Orleans was twenty..two millions.

proceed-

ings were instituted against the members of the returning board
whioh turned the state over to the Hayes' eleotors, oharging
them with per jury J forgery, and al terlng returns.

32

Governor

Nioholls 8aid in his message to the Legislature on January

8~

1878:
Today peaoe and quiet prevail throughout the
State; politioal exoitement has ended; the
voice of the people is respected; the rights
of all are fully guaranteed; the laws are
properly and impartially administered; a
strong feeling at hope, relief, and content
.xists among all 01asses. 33
31.

32.
33.

Croft Williams, A Social Interpretation of South CaroUniversity of South CarolIna Press, columbIa, 1946,
Part 2, IV
New York,

58.

These words are very different trom those expressed br>Henry
Clay Warmouth who was Republican governor of Louisiana trom 186
to 1872.

When others criticized the oorruption in his adminis-

tration, .ar.mouth replied, "Why, everything is demoralizing
.9 '....

down here.

Corruption is the tashion."

34

In reconstruoting itself', Louisiana adopted a new
constitution in 1879 in which the thrtat ot the la;te negro vote
was lesaened by curbing the powers ot the legislature and inoreasing the

appointi~e

power of' the governor.

35

The Convention

Whioh drew up the Constitution deoreed that no debt was to be
contraoted except to "repel invasion or for the repression ot
insurrection."

36

State tax on property was not to exceed six

mills on the dollar.
In 1875 James B. leads with many workers began to
37
attempt to harness the mouth of' the Mississippi River.
By
1879, these jetties were praotioally completed.

.;Ii-

Eads deserves

the gratitude of' the people of the whole Mississippi valley.
In 1882, preparations were made to celebrate the two hundredth
anniversary of' the disoovery ot the mouth of' the MiSSissippi

T. Kane, Deep Delta Country, ot Amerioan Fol-.ays .
series, edited by Erskine c&Idweli, Duell, Sloan &Pearoe,
New York, 1944,73.
35. Louisiana - A guide to the state, 49.
36. fortIer, 198.
37. Kane, 139.
34. Harnett

River by La Salle.

.
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'

Suddenly the great river broke through its

barriers, and inundated 203,000 acres ot land.

The tlood

spread destruction tar and wide, and the people ot Louisiana
were discouraged and greatly disappotnted that the levees did
~~.

not hold.

By the time the tlood ot 1882 subsided, the water

had swept through 284 crevasses and washed away 56 mile. ot
levee.

Then both the tederal goverum8nt and the states con-

cerned began a conoerted and aggressive campaign to control the
39
river.
The work begun by James B. Eada in deepening the
channel at the mouth ot the Mississippi was an important tactor
in the recovery ot Louisiana trom the prostrate condition in
which war and Reconstruction had lett her.
Baton Rouge again became the capital ot Louisiana in
1882, and in the same year New Orleans received a new charter.
New Orleans began to prosper, not only with the facilities
her port, but also by increased railroad expansion.

ot~

By 1880,

tive trunk lines served New Orle$ns; three years later, with
the completion ot a line linking New Orleans with Calitornia,
the city had rail service with East, North, and west.

Railroad

tonnage increased trom 937,634 tons in 1880 to 5,500,000 tons
~

in 1899, which helped New Orleans regain most ot her tormer
38. Yortier, 209-211.
39. Louisiana. A Guide to the State,

~O.

60.
.

commeroial importance.

40

Paul Tulane, formerly ot Princeton, New

Jersey, a successtul merchant in New Orleans gave property in
that city tor the education of the white youth ot Louisiana.
In addition to the property, he also bestowed .1,050,000 for th

same purpose.

.
....
New Orleans was also benefitted by the World's

Industrial and Cotton Oentennial Exposition whioh was held in
41
that city between December, 1884, andJ'ay, 1885.
The men ot the new South were working hard in the
state of Louisiana.

Slowly, but surely, she was recovering

from her days of suftering and black domination.

Governor

Louis A. Wiltz summarizes the activities of these Demoeratic
legislators in his address to the House of Representatives ot
the state ot Louisiana:
The Stat. has studied economy and retorm,
seeking to do Justioe to all olasses ot
citizens. Jealousy ot races has been
allayed; confidence in hame government
·restored; industry enoouraged; public
schools are prospering, all because the
government has been true to the people.
A just, wise and trugal govlinment has
been returned to Louisiana.
Before taking up the political history of Florida,
one inoident ot note, whioh took plaoe in New Orleans on
40. Ibid., 50.
41. Fortier, 213-215.
42. Official Journal ot the ProceediIfs of the House ot Repre-

sentatives of the State ot Louis:ana at the Regular sessIon,
begun arid held In New Orleans, January 12. 1880.
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December 6, 1889, should be mentioned.
Jetterson Davis died.

It was on that·'day that

His body was taken immediately to the

Council-chamber, viewed by a long prooession ot mourners, and
then on Decemb.er 11, conveyed to the. tomb of the Army ot
Northern Virginia at Metairie County.

The governors of Louisi-

ana, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Florida, Kentucky and Arkansas, and r,presentatives tram the
other southern states, attended the burial.

The remains of

Jefterson Davis were afterwards transferred to Richmond, Virginia.

He will always be rsmembered by the southern people tor

his service as a patriot of the South, and tor his devotion to
the cause Which has disappeared forever.

43

In 1877, George F. Drew was elected governor of
Florida, and no better selection could have been made.

He was

tirst ot all a good business man, interested in lumbering an4.
sawmilling, and brought wide business experience to state
44
affairs.
The administration of Drew was a welcome change to
the people of Florida.

The state tax rate was reduced trom

twelve and one-half to nine mills during the first year of
Drewts tetm, and in 1879 to 7 mills; the floating debt fram

.'

$250,000 to $30,000, and the bonded debt of the state cut down
43. Fortier, 219.
44. Dau, 278.

.'

Florida's six per cent bonds rose trom eighty to par,
45
A convention ot colored
and her seven per cent rose to .1.06.

.50,000.

men also seemed glad ot the change in regime as is shown by a
resolution it adopted on July 4, 1877.
~.

We are aware that recently throughout the
South a political revolution has taken
place. and it is our hope that now the
race issue in politics with all its accompanying evils will pats away and that
intelligence and integrity will now dominate without regard to color and previous
oonditions. 46
Under Governor Drew, the removal ot state oonviots
trom Chattahoochee was commenced, and the praotioe ot leasing
them where they oould work under more humane conditions.

This

saved the state .35,500 per year tor their maintenanoe.

other

oonstruotive acts were the passage ot an election law whereby
a representative ot each political party must be present at the
~

polls; the establishment ot a state hospital tor the insane;
greater interest in public school eduoation, through the activity ot Superintendent W. P. Baisley. who visited eaoh county in
47
the state twioe during the term •

•

45. William T. Cash, History ot the Demooratio Party in .'
Florida. including biographioal sketohes or prominent
l10rlda Demoorats, Demooratic Historioal Foundation,
Tallahassee, Florida, 1936, 70.
46. Stetson Kennedy, Palmetto Country, ot American Folkways
series, edited by Erskine Cald••ll, Duell, Sloan & Pearoe,
New York, 1942, 107.
47. Cash, History ot the Demooratio Party in Florida, 71.
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The people of Florida did not like the Constftution
that the Republican regime had formulated for them.

Two pro-

visions especially, that of the extensive appointive powers ot

..,

the executive and the high salaries fixed for state officials,
troubled the conservative Floridian..

As soon as white suprem-

acy was restored, agitation for amendment began.
by which this was to be aChieved

beo~

The process

a matter ot controversy

Many decided that a series ot amendments would iron out the undesirable places, but general sentiment favored a oonvention.
There was also a division over the appointive power.

48

There

might be purer democraoy in elected officials, but the "black"
counties of Duval, Alaohua, Marion, Kadisons Jefferson and Leon
could see many worse things than appointed officials to disturb
their dreams.

They expected to fare better at the hands of a

49
Demooratic governor than at those of their own dusky' citizens,.

Consequently, the legislature of 1879 refused to hold a constitutional convention for fear ot the colored.

50

When the issue

was put before the people in 1880, it was re3ected 23,281 to
14,713 votes.

The defeat oame not only from dread of reopening

the door t& negro domination but also fram opposition to the
expense of a convention.

By 1883, reform had to come, not only

in the interest at economy, but to meet the requirements of the
48. A.bbey, 385.
49. Ibid., 326.
50. cash, History ot the Democratio Party in Florida, 73.

64.

people and ot representative government.

Again the pe.ple vote

on the oonvention in 1884, with 29,708 votes in tavor and 6,365
51
opposed.
The constitutional oonvention in Florida lasted titty

.

six days, from June 9 to August 3,1~5, and it was longer than
expeoted, and more costly. Although based on the old, the new
constitution made suoh ohanges that

w~uld

ernment baok to the people ot Florida.

52

give the state govIt provided tor thirty

two senators and sixty-eight representatives apportioned accord
iag to the oensus every ten years; the Legislature met biennially tor sixty days, on Jer

!!!!

basis rather than tixed rate;

the salary ot state senators was out trom .500 to .360 every
other year; the governor was not eligible tor reeleotion, and
his salary was cut trom $5000 to $3500; the ottioe ot the
Lieutenant Governor was abolished; Cabinet otticers were made....
elective and inoreased by a commissioner ot agriculture; the
salary ot Cabinet members was out trom $3000 to $2000 tor oomptroller and treasurer, and 11,500 tor secretary ot state,
attorney general and commissioner ot agrioulture; judges ot the
supreme court and oounty ottioials were to be elected by the
people.

With reterenoe'to eduoation, a state board ot edUca-

tion was oreated, oomposed ot the governor, seoretary ot state,
51. Abbey, 327.
52. Rembert Wallace Patrick, Florida under Five FlatS, Univer-

sity ot Florida Press, GainsvIlle, florIda,

194 , 96.

65.
treasurer, attorney general and superintendent ot pUbl\o in53
struotion.
This Constitution ot 1885 together with other
legislative measures completely eliminated the Negro trom
politics in Florida.

54

.

.10 ....

Governor Drew had a very worthy successor in William
55
D. Bloxham.
Immediately he had a tremendous problem to taoe.
The Internal Improvement Fund of Flor'da was bankrupt, and
ooUld not pay its obligations to the stockholders.

In 1881,

these stookholders appealed to the United States Circuit Court
tor an order to torce the sale ot all lands held by the Interna
Improvement Fund.

Bloxham needed money, so he concluded an

agreement with Hamilton Disston, a Philadelphia capitalist, who
purchased four million aores ot land at twenty-five cents per
56
aore.
By the terms ot the contract, theseleotion ot land
coUld begin with the payment ot 1200,0000

By the end ot

l88~

the entire debt ot one million dollars had been paid to the
trustees and the Internal Improvement Fund cleared trom debt.

57

Hamilton Disston saved Florida fram bankruptcy, agreed to drain
58
15,000 acres, and to dig same canals.
On the other hand,
Bloxham
5~.

5••
55.
56.
57.
58.

~s

severely criticized beoause people said that the

Abbey, 329.
Patrick, 96.
Cash, History of the Democratic Party in Florida, 73.
Patrick, 85.
Abbey, 351.
Kennedy, 16.

66.
land should have been sold in small tracts and not to .uch a
large corporation for trifling cash considerations.

59

Bloxham

in his message to the Legislature of Florida in 1885 was proud
of his achievement.
Florida's growth is a soutcl ot gratification to us all. The release of the Internal
Improvement Fund from bankruptcy augmented
our taxable resources. It has placed a
large amount of land on our taxbooks. It
has given an impetus to rai:t.road building.
Taxable values of 1880 were $31,000,000.
Taxable values ot 1884 are $60,000,000.
Ilorida stands alone in its unprecedented
growth. 60
Much was accomplished by 1885, but Florida needed men
with money, who 'WQuld "dream dreems and see visions."

It seems

inoredible but in lSSS, delegates to the Legislature in Tallahassee from Monroe County (Key West) were compelled to travel
on a steamer trom there to New York and thence south by rail to
Tallahassee, and the mileage to and trom Key West was 3000

~

miles and the round trip oonsumed the best part of 'l.wo weeks.

61

At this important 3uncture, three great railroad builders became smitten with the possibilities of Florida, and worked along
similar lines in the building of railroads and hotels.

William

Ii

D. Chipley, general manager ot the Pensacola and Atlantic
59. Dau, 279.

60. Florida - Messages and Documents, lSS5, W. E. Bloxham, on
January 5, iSS5, 3.
61. Dau, 280.

6'1.

Railroad, supervised the building ot a road trom Pens8Qola to
the Apalaohioola River.

62

Henry B. Plant, a shrewd, money-seek-

ing, Conneotiout Yankee, began buying up short-line railroad.
at tore closure sales in 1879.

He developed the tamous

.

~lant

System-, linking Jaoksonville and s«v!nnah tor the tirst time,
then developed his railroad to Palatka, trom Palatka to Santord,
and trom Santord to Tampa, thus oreating a oontinuous conneotion
•
from Tampa to the North. 63 Henry Morrison
Flagler spent the

first tifty-three years of his lite amassing a huge tortune.
Then, with his millions accumulated, he came to Florida to pass
the next thirty years in trying to do tor human beings more than
they could do tor themaelves.

He did for the east coast ot

Florida What Plant did tor the west coast.
Florida East Coast System.

He developed the

Irritated by the poor hotel facili-

ties, Flagler built two hotels, the Ponce de Leon and the

....

Aloazar, unequaled at that time in beauty ot deSign, solidity
and oomtort. 64

These railroads brought pleasure-seekers, but they also brought settlers to Florida.

A

oonceeted ettort was made by

the varioup governors to drain the swampland, especially from
the Caloosahatchee River toward Lake Okeechobee, so that immd-'
grants would be attracted by the fertile soil.
62.
63.
64.
65.

65

Patriok, 88.
Abbey, 354-355.
Dau, 280.
Florida - House Journal 1887, E. A. Perry, Governor, on
Apr!l 5, 1887, 261.

68.
Florida improved greatly during the years
1890.

The Home Rule Governors did their work well.

l8~5

to

The wide-

spread dissatisfaction with the free spending and heavy taxation

ot Republican days has been replaced by a Democratic program ot
economy and of low taxes.

.

Governor:twtlliam D. Bloxham paid the

entire tloating debt of Florida by the end ot his administra66
tion, and lett $50.000 besides in the Treasury •

.
Georgia also received its home governor in 1877.

A

Bourbon triumvirate, Alfred H. Colquitt, Joseph E. Brown, and
John B. Gordon, ruled Georgia between 1877 and 1890.

These

three men monopolized the governorship and the United states
senatorship throughout the major part of the two decades prior
to 1890.

67

.

Colquitt had been a Confederate Hajor-General, a

veteran of the Mexican War, and was one of the largest planters

ot the State.

Joseph E. Brown was a suooessful business man •

.,..

.

and although he did not partioipate in the actual fighting in
the Civil War, as governor of Georgia he did take an active
68
part in the formation ot the Oonfederaoy.
io~ B. Gordon
for forty years was the idol ot the people of Georgia, and he
was noted tor his lack ot sectional bitterness, generosity, and
Cash, Bisto~ of the Democratic Party in Florida, 74.
Studies inorgia HIstory and Government, edited by James
C. Bonner and LucIen I. Roberts, The UniverSity of Georgia
Press, Athens, Georgia, 1940, 156.
68. Ibid., 156.

69.

triendliness toward triend and toe alike.

69

He had been·'a mili-

tary leader ot outstanding ability, and for the inhabitants ot
Georgia he was a symbol ot the Lost Cause.
In 1877, a convention met
constitution.

i~

Georgia to form a new

This was Just one hundred years atter she had

formed her tirst constitution.

A group ot able Georgians came

ot

Charles J. Jenkins, re-

solved itselt into thirteen committees.

These men put together

to Atlanta, and under the presidency

a collection of statutes, rather than a body ot tundamental
principles, so feartul were they ot letting any constituted
70
government rule tully over the people.
When people developed
contidence in the government, it was necessary to be constantly
amending the Constitution, so that it came to be Joseph's coat
of many colors. As was discussed above, the power to tax was
so decreased that the cost ot government was reduced to a
mum.

min~

The ter.m ot the governor was lowered trom four to two

years with a salary ot $3000 a year.
By 1880, such progress had been made in Georgia that
Governor Colquitt could say in his message to the General
Assembly:

~

The State of Georgia is blessed with order,
thrift, progress and contentment. All industries have thrived. Our resources have

~

Dictionary ot Am8rican BiO~raIhY, edited by Allan Johnson
aDd DUmas Diione, Charles cr*bner's Sons, New York, 1931,

VII. 424-425.

70. Coulter, 361.

multiplied and developed. The ditterent
sections ot the State have more wealth
and greater population. Our oredit maintains an exalted standard; the public
debt is diminish;~, and crime is steadily
on the decrease. ~Colqui tt a8 governor aJ. sO,.,l1ad a hard time.

70.

.'

There were

thirty appointments at his disposal, while 3000 ottice seekers
At the very beginning ot his term theretore, he
.. 72
had thirty triends and made 2g70 enemIes.
There were charges

wanted them.

ot corruption leveled against his administration.

Atter a

speoial commission investigated the charges, it reported that
they were "vile and malignant slanders"; that the sohool commissioner, Gustavus J. Orr, had traveled over the state at his
own expense in the interest ot publio eduoation, and that the
seoretary ot state, N. C. Barnett, might have "been too generous
in the use ot wax tor attixing to doouments the great seal ot
73
~
state."
When the Convention met to nominate a governor, a long
and bitter tight took plaoe.

Insurgents in the Democratio party

would not give in to Colquitt, so the Convention adjourned
without a nomination.

A minority remained in the hall, and

ohose Thomas K. Norwood as its candidate tor governor.

In less

than ten years atter Republioan misrule. the Demooratio p,rty ..
71. Biennial Kessafe ot Governor Alfred Colquitt to the
General AssemE y'ot GeorgIa, November 3, 1880, 1.
72. Coulter, 365.
73. Ibid., 366.

was splitting, giving the Republicans and Negroes a

ch~ce

71.
to

take over again.

However, Colquitt was reelected by a majority
74
ot more than 54,000 votes.

Two years later, there was again trouble, but as both
groups ot

D~ocrats

tinally chose

Stephens, peace was restored.

.

t~~same

candidate, Alexander

A vigorous campaign went on tor

the overthrow ot the Bourbons and the "Atlanta ring of politicians." 75 No one could complain about •the steady reduction ot
the rate ot taxation, or that a new and permanent capitol had
been erected at a cost ot one million dollars within tive years
76
time with no increase in taxation.
Nevertheless, the farmers

ot the mountain and hill distriots ot northern Georgia were
discontented with the system ot land tenure in many parts of the
77
State, and they organized into the Farmers' Alliance.
The
reign of the Bourbons ended wben the Alliance put William J •
Northen into the governorts chair, and elected 160 out ot 219
78
members of the legislature.

...

In August, 1876, Governor Houston had an easy victory

over his opponent, Woodruff, in Alabama.

The legislature immed-

iately gav, much attention to the educational s,ystem of the
74. Ibid., 367.
75. Studies in Georsia History and Government, 157.
76. Messase ot GOvernor Henri D. Mcbaniei to General Assembly
ot Georgia, November, 18 4, 17.
77. Studies in Georsia History and Government, 157.
78. Coulter, 371.
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State.

Funds were derived trom "school lands" given

b~,Con

Tbe people ot Alabama were

gress, escheats and trom poll-taxes.

content to leave politics alone, while they bent their energies
to business.

Political conditions were quiet, and the Democrats

had no trouble staying in power.
dous losses in the war.

79

,'<

AlKbama had suttered tremen-

It has been estimated that she lost

more than 25,000 men, that is, 20% ot her white male population,

•

and that thousands ot helpless women and children were lett
without means ot livelihood in the midst ot indescribable
80
wreckage.
Bowever, during the years 187& to 1890, the whole
state was caught up in a spirit of progress, and new hopefulness
81
lifted up the people.
Tennessee also had her tinancial problems due to the
irregular methods exercised by the Radical lawgivers during the
days of Reconstruction.

Governor James D. Porter in two dif-

terent messages to the General Assembly stressed the tinancia1"*'
distress ot the state, and the effort that was being made to
reduce the current expense account in order to save the tax82
payer.
Various measures curtailing the expenses ot difterent
governmen~

officials which were passed by the General Assembly

William Garrott Brown, A Bistori of Alabama, University
Publishing Company, New York &ew Orieans, 1900, 285-291.
80. Hawk, 42&.
81. Brown, A Bisto;q of Alabama, 290.
82. Messase of James D. Porter. Governor of Tennessee, to the
fortieth General Issemb1y ot the state ot Tennessee, 1877,~
Message of James D. Porter to the Forty-First General
Assembly ot State ot Tennessee, 1879, 4.
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are here inserted to show how cheaply these home rule
lators wanted to run the government.

~egis

Judges of the Supreme

Court were to reoeive $3000 per annum; a law giving the privilege ot a clerk to the Seoretary ot state was repealed; an aot

.

-to more cheaply colleot the State,·cbunty and Munioipal revenue- was passed; act repealing one ot 1870 which allowed the
Comptroller to employ a clerk; the

s~ary

ot the Superintendent

ot the Penitentiary reduced to $1800 per annum; State Superintendent ot Public Instruction reduced to t1995 per annum trom
$3000; salary ot the Superintendent ot the Tennessee Hospital
83
tor Insane trom 13000 to .2000 per annum.

For twenty years, Tennessee tried to came to some
solution ot her debt problems o Governor James D. Porter,
elected in 1874 and reelected in 1876, tried hard to pay ott the
debt. 84 Albert Smith Marks, governor trom 1878 to 1880, believe
in soaling down the debt.

85

In the election ot 1880, the

dis~te

was so bitter over the question ot debt settlement that the
Democrats split, and the Republicans who promised repudiation

ot all state debts came into power with Alvin Hawkins as governoro

8&

Th~

the political history ot Tennessee is bitter

830 Acts ot the state ot Tennessee passed by the Forty-First
General Issembly ot 1879, 4-84.
840 Gus Wo D7er, A School History ot Tennessee, National Book
Co., Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1919, 191.
85. The South in the Building of the Nation, The Southern HistorIcal PublicatIon SocIety, Richmond, Virginia, 1909, 161.
86. Dyer, 192.
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.'

factionalism within the ranks of the Democrats, and repeated,
but mostly unsuccessful threats

01'

Republican control.

87

The

Democratic party remains the dominant party in the state of
Tennessee.
With regard to Virginia, Claiborne gives a sad picture
of the lack of progress during the days of Reconstruotion:
No monument was erected t. the public
good; no colleges, no schools, no seminaries built with stolen treasuries;
no lofty edifices or durable roads constructed; no massive bridges built; no
rice swamp ditched; no harbors improved;
no works of utility or patriotism erected. The debts atter the War were 187
88
million; in 1872, they were .362 million.
Governor James L. Kemper in a letter to the Senate and
HOuse of Delegates

01'

Virginia in 1877-78 tried to convince the

that the tuture was tull of hope if "extraordinary caution,
economy and vigilance were exercised in meeting current ex- ....
pense., entorcing the laws, and holding society together."

89

The people 01' Virginia went a long way by their thrift,
1673-1932 J edited by Philip M. Hamer,
:r.::;:e-r--er-ii-c....a.....n~~s~tr-o;;.;;r.....o~a~...o-c.or-e~y..., New York, 1933, II, 693.
88. lohn BBrbert Claiborne, SeventY-7ive Years in Old Virginia,
With some account of the lite or the author and'some lilstor
of the people amongst whom his lot was cast -- their ~har-'
acter, their condition, and their conduct before the war,
during the war, and atter the war, The Neale Publishing
Company, New York, 1904, 329.
89. lournal 01' the House 01' Delegates 01' the state 01' Virginia
for the Session ot 1877-8, Letter by Gov. James Lo Kemper
to Gentlemen 01' Sen(lte and House of Delegates.

87.
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trugality and industry in working out the material restoration

ot the state.
It can be observed from the description ot the various southern states during the years,1876 to 1890 that real pro
gress was made in the South.

Home Rule brought a new impulse

ot hope, a sense that now the land belonged to themselves.
They had time to breathe freely and

t~

look about them.

Within

a year or two, they realized that progress had been made during
the dark Reconstruction dayso

Under the Home Rule governors.

an era ot hope opened tor the South, and even when financial
troubles beset
90
despair".

th~,

they all resolved that "the South will not

The election ot 1876 had given a Republican president
to the country, but the eftect of that election was the granting by that same president of Home Rule to the South.

The

~

election of 1876 brought the Republican Hayes to the White
House, but resulted in placing Democratic governors and legislators in all the southern

states~

90. Honorable Judge John H. Ragus, "The South Vindicated".
Speech delivered in New Orleans, May, 1903.
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OHAPTER V
AGRARIAN OR INDUSTRIAL

.

1

"The old South is dead; it.i.
The new
.., buried."
South with its industry, trade, and finance, did not come upon
the scene as quickly as this statements suggests.

For twenty-

five years after Home Rule was reestabl1shed in the South,
there was an ever increasing conflict between those southerners
who looked to the past and those who looked to the future.

2

With its property almost destroyed, its population decimated,
its labor system entirely changad, the South had two alternatives -- one to recreate the soCial, economic and political
structure of the old South, and the other to imitate the North.
Many believed that it was a new South in one sense only -- ane
system of labor substituted for one largely founded on slave
labor.

~

These maintained that the old economic order should en-

dure, with cotton and tobacco the dominant money crops.4

They

wanted the new South to be a restoration ot the ante-bellum
ik

1. McClure, The South, 31.
2. Benjamin Burks Kendrick and Alex Mathews Arnett, The South
Looks at its Past, The University of North Oarolina Press,
Chapel Hill, 1935, 105.
3. Hesseltine, The South in American Risto ,539.
4. ~n Ernest Parkins, The South
s Economic-Geo
Development), John Wiley & ons,
•
- 76 -
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scene as much as possible, and were appalled at the

id~

that

the tranquillity ot southern lite might be upset by the "ugly
industrialism and mad commercialism" ot a northern city. 5
them. the South must remain agricultural.
demanded that the old agrarian

reg~~ust

To

Southern oonservati
continue, and they

would seriously discourage any innovators who wanted to disturb
the old tundamental economic order.

6

The greater number ot southerners realized that agriculture was doomed to a subordinate and impotent role in the
new South.

To these new leaders, the old South seemed but a

sacred memory, deserving ot tear and eulogy upon special oocasions.

They taught that the tormer oivilization, "once splendi

but medieval", must give place to "progress and prosperity".

7

Men Who really thought realized that they should use their
energies in building up the South and making a new South throu
~

industrial torces, rather than remaining dormant and destitute
under its unchanging and poverty-stricken agricultural system.
These men saw that the South would always remain submerged, always walk economically and socially in the "valley ot the
shadow ot geath", unless a change could be etfeoted in the new
South. 8
5.
6.
7.
8.

The South must emerge trom its poverty and hopelessness,

Kendrick and Arnett, 106.
parkins, 17.
Kendrick and Arnett, 11.
Alderman, 6.
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which it could only do if each state became interested.1n developing its natural resouroes and turning to manufacturing.
For a quarter of a oentury, the oonflict between the
two traditions was waged.

Both traditions survived

.

_w

the old

South is still represented in agricu~ture, in the raising of
cotton, sugar, and rioe; the new South by its industrial life
whioh takes place in the mountain reg\ons and in the oities.
Planters and industrialists finally united in their attitude
toward and cooperation in political affairs in order to keep
down the ooat ot government.

9

Many southerners still protest against the abandonment of agriculture and the Wholesale turning over to manufacturing.

10

Others protest that:
the South never wanted to be the competitor
of the North in business, but to go into the
world as your brother and helper ••• The
South, your co-worker in an industrial empire,
is walking proudly by your side. We are
brothers in the Republio of T.rade. The great
heart of the South is full and yearns for its
once estranged brother with a love that passeth all understanding.ll
From 1876 on, there was a period of agricultural ex-

pansion, but there also were years of uncertainty and discontent.

The l!rogressive Farmer of Raleigh, North carolina,·'

,9. Hesseltine, The South in American Histo~, 542.

MY Stand, he South and the
tfrarian Tradition, Harper & Bros., New York, 1930, 25.
111~ Alexander MacCorkle, Some Southern Questions,
11.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1908, 147.
10. Twelve Southerners, till Take
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oontains this interesting intormation:
There i8 something radioally wrong in
our industrial system. There is a
screw loose. The wheels have dropped
out ot balance. The railroads have
never been so prosperoue~ and yet agrioul ture languishes. The -aanks have
never done a better or more protitable
business, and yet agriculture languishes. • • Towns and cities tlourish
and 'boom' and grow and 'boom' and yet
agricUlture languishes. 12•
The new South dates tram 1880, and it retains the old
and new traditions.

Interest in land is slowly but surely giv-

ing plaoe to an industrial development built on a wide variety

ot agricultural products, mineral deposits of many sorts, and
13
large areas ot virgin torest land.
When the Civil War was over, it was thought that reoovery woUld come through agriculture, tor ootton had been
bringing high prices.

The result was disappointing, beoause

.~

the labor ot rebuilding houses, barns, gins and fences took so
muoh time, and the cost involved absorbed the small profits as
14
fast as they came.
Landowners had no money to pay for labor
and the laborers had no land.
economio
duotion.

-

s~andards

An adjustment to entirely new

consumed the energy formerly devoted to pro-

The system of share-farming or cropping oame into

12. Hawk, 472.
13. Parkins, 328.
14. Ramsdell, 11.
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general vogue in the South. 15 Under this system, the

p~ters

could obtain labor without paying wages, and the landless tarmers could get land without paying rent.
change ot money tor labor and rent,

~he

;,..,

Instead of the inter16
crop was shared.
~e

large southern estates were subdivided into small holdings, and
were rented to persons without regard to race.

~e

Negroes es-

pecially liked to be tenants, because ;hey were free from super
17

vision and could work with many intervals ot rest and amusement.
When the planter beoame landlord to these tenants or croppers,
he usually had to furnish them wi th teams, tools, food, clothing and shelter, while they grew their crop.

18

The planter ofte

had to appeal to a local merchant for credit, as he did not haT
sufficient money to provide the essential things needed by the
cropper.

Thus was inaugurated a large scale system of agricul19
tural credit.
The small farmer also bought on credit from the mer-

chant and gave in payment a lien upon his crop.

This lien sys-

tem was disastrous in its economic and social consequences.

A

tarmer mortgaged the ungrown crop in order to obtain supplies
15. Lingley and Foley, 66.

16. Morison and Commager, 24.
17. Bruce, 31.
18. South Carolina - A Guide to the Palmetto state, 58.
DOnald L. Kemmerer, Economic
19. Irnest Ludlow Bogart
History of the American People, Langmans, Green &Co.,
New York, 1942, 512.

ana

,
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tor the year.

20

The rates ot interest were usuriously ~igh, and

the man who supplied the toad, clothing, seed, and other necessaries, continually charged trom 20% to
price.

21

50~

above the normal

A chain of credit extended from the merchant to the

wholesaler or jobber, and then to the northern manutacturer or
banker.

The

rates ot interest rose higher and higher.

No

ordinary business could stand such a ,train, and as the price ot
the farm products decreased, farm owners tell hopelessly into
debt.

Economic power passed rapidly trom the owner and tiller

of the soil to the merchant, banker and professional man of
town.

22

Diversified farming, new crops, experimentation, all
were discouraged.

23

single orop section.

It was decided that the South must remain a
The merchants desired the single orop be-

cause it kept the tenant more dependent upon the store for all
type. of goods than general tarming.
the farmers had to grow cotton.

24

Under the tenant system,

More and more cotton was grown.

Its acreage was limited only by the ability of hands and- tinger
to pick it.
tarm to

f~r.m,

The system at yearly contract, frequent moving fro
with use of commercial fertilizer, intended to

20. Cash, The Mind of the South, 149,
21. Morison and Comma.ger, 25.
82. Bamsdell, 12.

23. ,Shippee, 63.
24. Edward Chase Kirkland, A metoR ot Amerioan Economic Lite,

F. S. Crofts & Co., New York,

41, 475.
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stimulate the orop rather than to conserve the land, wrth the
result that the soil sutfered grievous injury to the landlord.
the tenant, and the publio.

By the middle 80's, ootton was pro

duoed in such vast quantities that it was selling at only nine
oents a pound.

Though farmers received small return for their

efforts, they showed little desire to experiment with other
crops.

25

By 1880, two-thirds of the

had mortgaged their ungrown orops.

f~rs

of South carolina

26

The mortgage era had come into being.

27

The sYstem of

supply merchants was one ot the worst ever developed.

All bus-

iness was carried on by credit; high rates of interest were
charged; mortgages on land on which crop was to be grown saddle
the South with a crushing burden.

28

So much cotton was put on

the market at the same time of year that it became a glut in th
world's market.

2g

From 1875 to 1890, the prioe ot cotton

kept~

going down, and there was not a year in whioh the average retur
per aore was more than tifteen dollars.

The tenants were reall

in a state of perpetual bondage to the large planters, merohants, and bankers.
ment of

th~

The result was an increasing impoV'rish-

large part of the tarming population, growing

25. South Carolina - A Guide to the Palmetto State, 64.
26. Morison and Commag~r, 25.

27. Clark Howell, "The Aftermath of Reoonstruotion", The

centur!hlllustrated Monthly MAf§zine, New Series, LXlIII,

e Mind ot the South, 1 •
28. Cash,
2g. Hesseltine, The South in Amerioan History, 544.

,
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distinction among the different classes, and tremendous·'decline
in the agricultural prosperity of the entire section.

30

The lot of the tenants was hard, and the landowners
found themselves in scarcely a better position.
dropping and taxes increasing.

Prices were

The tenants, white and blaok,

found it difficult to remedy their sad plight,

while the land-

lords, merchants and bankers who lived.under the same economic
31

order were Just as powerless to control it as were the tenants.
Isolation, poverty, and ignorance chars,cterized the lives of
most of these croppers or tenants.

After everyone in the famil

worked hard from early morning to late at night, the profit fro
the farm was practically nothing, because one-half went to the
landlord for rent, and the other half, less the cost of supplie
or cash advanced, went to the cropper.

32

The cropperts house was usually a mere hovel,

built~

3

of logs or of cheap framework. with one to three or four rooms.
The house was unpainted. and the roof likely to leak.

The win-

dows were small, and if designed for glass, the panes were
usually broken, and replaced by pieces of cardboard, old rags,

.'

30. Hawk, 473.
31. w. '1'. Couch, "The Negro in the South", Culture in the South,
442.
32. Morison and Commager, 24.
33. A. E. parkins, "Southern Agriculture", Culture in the South,
67.
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newspapers, or planks.

The inside of the house was no

~etter

than the outside.
unplastered.

The floor was extremely rough, and the walls
34
The furniture was scant and of very poor quality.

By 1890 almost seventy per

~ent

of the'cotton farmers

were tenants, who were seldom able to break away from their
eoonomic bondage.

The tenant system was hurtful to the fertil-

ity of the sOil, and it was the stumbling block in the way of
progressive or diversified farming.

The farms were deteriorat-

ing; the soil was being depleted and eroded; the fenoing was in
35
decay; the storehouses and barns were in ruin.
There seemed
absolutely no relief for the ignorant, downtrodden and virtually
destitute tenant tarmers, who were eking out a bare subsistence
on the clay hills and pine-barrens of the South.

They were

firmly wedded to the one-crop system, to inefficient and antiquated methods of agriculture, and they could find no leader
36
unify them.

~

It was an era when American plutocracy was more completely in control than at any time in our history, and the
poorer classes were exploited.
a

northern~m11lionaire,

Mr. Frederick Townsend Martin,

said:

34. Couch, "The Negro in the South", 444.
35. Bruce, 35.
36. Cash, The Mind of the South, 158.
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We are not politicians or public thinkers;·'
we are the rich; we own America; we got it,
God knows how, but we intend to keep it if
we can by throwing all the tremendous
weight of our support, our influence, our
money, our political oonvictions, our purchased Senators, our hungry Oongressmen,
our publio-speaking demag.gues into the
soale against any legislation, any political platform, any presidential oampaign
37
that threatens the integrity ot our estate.
When the outlook seemed

dar~st

tor the South, a

group of southern men began to enoourage the development of
looal resources and a diversity ot crops, and finally oonvinced
the leaders ot the new South of the need for manutacturing and
a logical adjustment of the negro question.
"the prophets ot the new South".

38

These men became

They began to write about the

South, in order to detend her, to bolster up the pride of the
southern people in the eyes of the world.

These were men of

viSion, and each strove to outdo the other in preaching a

cru~

sade to save a decaying SOCiety, and especially the poor whites
who were being submerged under their agricultural burdens.

Be

M

tween 1880 and 1900, these prophets began a mighty folk movement, in Which they endeavored to give the white man hope by
39
putting h~ in employments closed to the Negro.
The new South
37. Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 203.
38. Diotionary at AmerIcan Bio~raih~, VII, 465.
39. Cash, The Mind of the Bout, 7.
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must experienoe an epoohal change, an economic revolutfon, and
these tar-seeing dreamers with all their energy and enthusiasm
would not be content until this had been ettected.
The tirst ot the se prophets! was Henry W. Grady ot
Georgia.

More than any other man, he might well be called the

"peacemaker and healer of wounds between the North and South."
Grady championed the new South, and

h~

40

bade both sections forget

their quarrel and join hands tor their mutual betterment.

Al-

though intensely a southerner, he saw the South's tuture in
terms of concessions to northern points ot view.

For this,

Thomas W. Watson, the agrarian, classed him with "those who
41
would betray the South with a Judas kiss."
Grady was an ardent exponent ot the idea that the future of the South lay not
in politics, but in an industrial order.

42

Al though he beoame a
43

national. leader, he was never a political figure.

ot The Atlanta Constitution, he

~ained

As editor"...

fame as the first indus-

trial pleader ot the South, its champion of progress, its "No
North - No South" proclaimer. 44
Henry Grady's speeohes were most appealing, and they
40. Builders of Georgia, edi ted and published by Gregory""
Murphy, Atlanta, Georgia, n.d., 59.
41. John Temple Graves, The Fighting South, G. P. Putnam's Sons,
New York, 1943, 51.
42. Edwin Mims, The Advancin
Reation), Dou le ay t age
ompany,
•
43. Slappey, Pearce, and Slappey, 322.
44. Hesseltine, The South 1n American History, 542.
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stirred the southerners to renewed hope in the South ahd also
in the future:
As ruin was never before so overwhelming,
never was restoration swifter. The soldier stepped from the trenches into the
furrow; horses that had9aharged Federal
guns marched before the plow, and fields
that ran red with human blood in Apr1t,
were green with the harvest in June.
He was tilled with the hope and expec$ancy of the new South,
and with the eyes of a statesman and the heart of a patriot, he
buoyed up the courage and confidence not only of the citizens
of Georgia but of all the other southern states, particularly
in his talk. "The New South".
From the ashes of this city Atlanta, we
have raised up a brave and beautiful city;
that somehow or other, we have caught the
sunshine in the bricks and mortar ot our
homes, and have builded therein not one
ignoble prejudice or memory. ' •• The
South has nothing to take back • • • •
Webster said, 'standing hand to hand and
clasping hands, we should remain united
as we have been for sixty years, citizens
of the same country, members of the same
government, united, all united now and
united forever. t46
The last speech of Henry Grady was full of two
thoughts

~

southern poverty in the midst ot nature's plenty

and his own death.

~

This prophet who loved the nation into

peace again, at the very end ot his lite, could complain that
45. Korison and Commager. 23.
46. HarriS, 87-93.
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the only thing that the South

for a man's

~rov1ded

fune~l

was

the corpse and the hole in the ground; everything else came
from the North.

47

His last words were, "Tell her (his mother) if

..

I die, that I died while trying to serve the South, that land
that I love so well."

..,

48

Joel Chandler Harris was also on the watohtower of
progress, to turn from agriculture to mtnutacturins, and above
all to "mow" down old prejudices.

49

He deplored the faot that

Georgia editors were "harping steadily on the same old prejudioes and moving in worn ruts ot a period that was soul-destroying in its narrowness."

50

Harris pleaded for a saner attitude

on the part of the South toward its own shortcomings, and greater tolerance toward those who were critical of Sou~hern institu51
tions.
He not only worked tor better understanding between the
North and the South, but he strove to develop more sympathetio

....

'

interracial relations.

In order to understand the Negro more

thoroughly, he began an intensive study of negro folklore and
dialeot, and to write stories about them.

52

His first tales,

47.
48.
49.

Chapel Elll, 1925,
50.

51.
52.

89.

later published in book form as his first volume of

Unc~

Remus;

His SOngS and SaYings, were immensely popular in both northern
53
and southern newspapers.
Walter Blnes Page came down from the North to write a

....

series of articles to prove that the Civil War and Reconstruotion were forgotten, but after traveling through the region, he
54
He
abandoned the whole project as inoompatjble with reality.
repeatedly urged the South to "acoept our own conditions without illusions, to faoe our own problems like men, and when neoessary, with all respeot for the past, to lift dead mea's hands
55
from our life."
Page was a North Carolinian by birth, who
tenderly loved the South.

Because of his intense loyalty he

felt bound to reveal the inferiority of the South in comparison
with the rest of the United states.

He oalled his beloved

North Carolina a "mummified oommunity" and he never tired of
exhorting the people of the South to leave the dead alone and
to devote their energies to stimulate the aotivities of the
living.

56

Walter Hines Page in his State Chroniole heaped ridi-

cule on the heads of the South.

Instead of oonfining them-

selves to rese-tinted eulogies of their region and people, he
implored them to forget the past and oonoentrate all their·
53.
54.
55.
56.

Barris, "Joel Chandler HarriS", 143.
Cash, The Mind of the South, 183.
Mims,

31.

Robert D. W. Connor, WWalter Hines Page", Southern
Pioneers in Social Interpretation, 55-56.

,
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efforts upon the development of better schools, roads, fIrms.
57
and industries.
Page realized that the South, illiterate, unhealthy,
poverty-stricken, was a national peril. and that she should be
encouraged and helped to build schools, establish boards ot
health, develop her natural resources, and make adequate provision for the social and spiritual

wel~re

ot the average man.

He believed that a speoial charge had been plaoed upon him to
search out philanthropists, publicists and experts in finanoe,
education, sanitation, and agriculture, whom he could interest
in the South.

He was also interested in political reform, the

uplift of the Negro, and better relations between blacks and
whites.

Although spending most ot his lite in the North, he re-

quested that his body be brought back to North Oarolina and laid
58
to rest in the soil trom which it had sprung.
Page showed hi~
real atfection tor the South in his outspoken criticism of her
faults, in constructive suggestions for her improvement, and in

,

genuine service.
Another prophet ot the new South was Charles Brantley
Aycock.

He

~reaohed

the doctrine of universal education.

.'

Aycook went to a tax-hating people and convinced them that ignorance is no remedy for anything; that taxation, though a
57. Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 235.
58. Connor, 53.

.
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'

curse, when used wisely and sanely, was the greatest asset to
c1.vilization in achieving high publio ends, and that the South
needed trained men and women.

It has been said that, "Aycock

made the bells of hope ring in the
59

he~rts

;, ..,

of thousands of his

fellow citizens."
Last but not least of these men of vision was Sidney
Lanier.

He suffered poverty and negleoti he went down into

"the valley of humiliation with the people of the South, and
helped to inaugurate a new era."

60

Although his life was hard.

and he never had a chanoe to express his best, he always was
serene and brave.

He was poor with the South. but he spent his

life making her better known.
The new South must be progressive; the new South must
be broad; the new South must forget its prejudices.

Again and

again the ory went forth in the South to become ne.tional J not
sectional.

,~

Colonel Robert Bingham was one voioe among the many

who tried to down sectionalism and adopt nationalism:
I plead with the men of the South tor a
broad and national spirit to expel the
narrow and sectional spirit which pre~vails, too much, in the South, a spirit
Whioh has dwarfed our statesmen so that
the Nation, 8S a NatioD, has no need for
Edwin A. Alderman, "Charles Brantley Aycock", Southern
Pioneers in Social Inter1retation, 81.
60. Mary H. Flournoy, SIde L shts on southern History, The
Dietz Press, Riohmond, Virginia, ig3g, 215.

,

.'

Chambers of oommerce, merohant assooiations, and

faotories.

town oouncils tried to encourage industry by granting free factory sites, exempting the factories from tax control, and

no~

64

hampering them by minute regula tiona. .

Nowhere was advancement in business and prosperity
refleoted so much as in Georgia, whioh came to be oalled the
65
~pire State of the State", and espeo~lly in Atlanta.
Burned by Sherman, 18ft a desolate ruin by a northern army, it
had risen to a position, in point of population and wealth,
scarcely dreamt of by its inhabitants before its day of
calamity.
In 1881, there was a "World's Fair" in Atlanta, to
popularize the processes of ootton production from the opening
boll to the finished clotho
Exposition.

A total of 286,000 visited the

The Fair made a profit of #20,000.

The purpose

o~

the Exposition was not only to show what Georgia and the South
had done, but also to fire the soul of the southern people to
go forward in manufacturingo

The Exposition building later be66
oame the home of The Exposition Cotton Mills.
The Exposition

suoceeded beyond all dreams.

The southerners became intensely

."

interested in the new industrialism, and a sympathetic attitude
64. Hesseltine, ~e South in American History, 550.
65. Oberholtzer, 506.
66. Coulter, 387.

,
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toward the North developed which destroyed the bi tternestl of
67
former years.
The new South, the South under home rule, was at the
dawn of a new mechanical development, and it rose exultantly to
meet the new conditions.

68

.. ·...

'

The South disoovered that untold

wealth was lying right at her feet.

South Carolina had been

selling her cotton crop to Massachusett, for $30,000,000 and
Massaohusetts had made it into oloth and thread, selling it for
tlOO,OOO,OOO.

South Carolina asked herself a very sensible
69
question, -Why not keep this money in her own State?"
That is

what each southern state kept asking herself in the late '70's
and '80's.
Cotton milling became the most important among southern manufacturing enterprises.

By 1880, the South had 184 cot-

ton mills, or 24% of the total in the United states, and the
number inoreased and inoreased.

In 1880 also, 11% of capital

was invested in ootton milling.

Its rapid rise was due to the

change in the attitude of the southern people themselves toward
industrialization, and to the effort on the part of cotton man70
ufaoturers 10 reduoe the cost of produotion.
If self-government was to be restored to the southern states, ootton cul!ure
67. Morison and Commager, 29.
68. Charles MorriS, The Old South and the New, 1907, 433.
69. Miss Mildred Lewis Rutherford, "TbIrteen Periods of United
States History", Address delivered at the Grunewald Hotel,
New Orleans, LouiSiana, Thursday, November 13, 1913, 26.
70. South Carolina - A Guide to the Palmetto State, 70-71.
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had to be reorganized to meet new conditions.

So meny

of the South began cautiously and then more bravely to
present to their readers arguments for industrialism, and plans

tor financing and operating new

factor~es.

71

As has been said

abo Te , the Cotton Exposition held at lilanta in 1881 was most
.uccessful, and resulted in the immediate purchase of two
dollars worth of machinery.

Tals machinery was paid

securities or stock certificates issued to northern

=QU~

In some instanoes, mills were built in a community
and machinery purchased by selling mill stock upon installment

payments ranging from

twenty~fiTe

cents to two dollars a week •

7

1880 and 1890, cotton mill, spindles in North Carolina
73
~ipled.
From 1876 to 1890, Georgia quadrupled her capital

. . t'lleeln

U8aged in manufacturing, and her chief centers. Columbus and
~1If~lSta,

became famous not only for their cotton goods, but al
011, sulphuric acid, fertilizer and farm.

inery.

74

The men of the new South were now producing what thei
__ .#u~.c

needed, and the,y did not have to import it.

They ac-

great industrial upheaval with local resources,
75
i tal and :rmnhood •

.-.u~ished ~his

• Hawk, 477.
• Ibid. t 478.
• '"tIngley and Foley, 70.
• Coulter, 387.
• ~onfederate Military History, 338.
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The wisdom, oourage, enterprise of 801.'
diers and their sons, this Irrepressible
land now waking up the world to gaze upon
the sunrise of a Southern day, and oalling
it to partioipate in its ooming splendor.
Arable SOil, stately forests, water power,
olimate salubrious and soft; marble, stone
ooal and mineral ores; g~~t rivers, ample
harbors, ooean shores and gulf coasts;
mountain rangeS l hills and valleys. The
qreater South!70
The old South was giving way to a new Siuth -- a South of timber produots, of coal and iron mining, iron manufacturing,
cotton manufaoturing, of ohild labor, of foreign immigration.
From 1880 to

~890,

eoke furnaoe oonstruo tion was

tive in the Appalaohian Valley from Alabama to 1irginia.

77

8.0-

Oil

produotion moved West and South, and the southern timber resouroes beoame the basis of an extensive sawmill industry, and
of a less important woodworking industry.

The produotion of
'18
.
naval stores beoame a flourishing business.
The oonstruction~
of iron and steel mills went forward so rapidly that General
Willard Warner, one of the pioneers in that industry, said that
in 18'10 the site of Birmingham was a cotton field which could
have brought but ten dollars an acre.

By 1886, the oity had a

'16. General Clement A. Evans, "Contribution of the South t6 the
Greatness of the Amerioan Union", an address delivered before The Assooiation of the Army of Northern Virginia,
Ootober 10, 1895, at Richmond, Virginia.
7'1. Wilson, 294.
'18. Hawk, 482-488.
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population of 30,000 and the taxable value of the property in
the "Magic City" was over $33,000,000.

79

finished products were made in its mills.

Steel rails and other
The output of coal,

iron, and marble almost transferred to, the South the control of

8t> ..,

the mineral industry of the country.,

The people of the South came to the realization that
a new South meant a South that would be.new in this; that it
would be so rich and powerful that it would command the respect
of the countries of the world. 81 The South found that it had
practically inexhaustible mines -- rich deposits of ore, salt,
sulphur, marble and coal.

Progressive capitalists and textile

manufacturers of the North oombined with the capitalists of the
South to establish factories of all kinds in the South.

82

The

year 1880 oan be said to be the beginning of the industrial rev
olution in the South. 83 Within the next five years throughout
the South, there was a continued increase in textile mills, the
establishment of tobacco factories in the upper South, molasses
and sugar refineries in and near New Orleans, and cottonseed
oil faotories in Texas. 84 D. A. Tompkins ot Charlotte, North

.'

Oberholtzer, 510.
Curry, The Southern states of the American Union, 243.
Oash, ~e Mind of the South, 184.
Merry, •
T. G. Bush, "Address on the South, and its Resources", give
before the Commeroial Club of st. Louis, Missouri, on
lune 5, 1897.
84. Dabney, Liberalism in the Sou·th, 313.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

,
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Oarolina, has been credited with "being directly responstble
for building more cotton mills than any other one man".85
The new South was taking its rightful place in the industrial life of the nation.

The South could agree with

;,..,

Stewart L. Woodford when he addressed the Ohamber of Oommerce
in Boston in 1878:
OUr nation is to grow bread. for the world.
We are to mine ooal and iron for the world.
We are to dig and refine gold and silver
for the world. The stars in their courses
sing the propheoy of our coming commercial,
agricultural, and manufaoturing suocesso 86
This industrial development had its problems.

At

first, southern men regarded the management of an industrial
firm as a deep mystery.

They did not realize that the manage-

ment of their large plantations had fitted them admirably to
manage various types of labor in the factories.

Me.rchants,

bankers. planters, cotton buyers and even teachers and preaoh- ....
era were put in oharge of these mills.

Gradually as the mills

and factories made money, the southerners convinced themselves
that they were better equipped than the northern superintendents because they understood their own tellow-citizens,
~

were closer to them in every way.

87

~nd

When the southern mills
~

proved successful, northern capitalists were also encouraged to
85. Ibid., 3140
86. Reverend James W. Lee, D.D., "The South of To-Yorrow -- Her
Future in Material Wealth and Education", delivered in
Atlanta, Georgia, 1908.
87. !:§~fi~on, "The Oivil Wa~ and Sooial and Economic Ohanges".

.'

invest.

The second problem the southern industrialist had to
face was the acquiring of laborers.
South needed: many. many workers.

The cotton industry in the

.

Consequently, it hired them
..,

at .all ages.

The cotton industry in the South employed the

greatest number of children in this country.

The number of

ohildren under sixteen employed in her .il18 increased from 2300
88
to 27,500 between 1870 and 1890.
Child labor beoame one of the
89
great problems tacing the South.
The third problem was the industrial worker.

Although

the building of mills came to symbolize recovery and new life,
and men burst into poetry at the hum of the spindle and eulogized the builders of these mills, the persons who went to work
in the ootton mills were oonsidered to have taken a step down
in the sooial order. 90 Workers in the ootton mills were despise~
and looked down upon by everybody.

Into these mills went the

ignorant and thriftless, the despairing tenant farmer, the disoouraged small 1andowner, and members of the aristocratic tam91
ilies who needed bread.
The inhabitants of a ootton mill village were usually shiftless and nomadio, unambitious for themselves and children, and preferred isolation to mingling in the
88. Kirkland, 516.
89. Haworth, The United states in Our Own Times, 98.
90. Harriet L. HerrIng, "The IndustrIal Worker", Culture in the
South, 348.
91. Thompson, "The Civil War and Social and Economic Changes",
20.

100.
life of the comm~nity. 92 They continued poor and ignorant,.' and
their wages were not high enough to raise thefr standards of
living or to educate their children.

Class consciousness became

aoute during 1880 to 1890, and finally Qroke into rebellion in
... .,
93
the various political outbursts in the 90's.
Agrarian or industrial
South?

_w

which was it to be for the

The arrival of industry brought pulls and counterpulls

which involved agriculture, the status of the poor whites, the
future of the Negro, education, religion, political thought and
behavior, shifts in population, and many other items.
as cotton pauperized the people of the South.
and cloth made greater gains for the South.

Cotton

Cotton as yarn
Agriculture was to

oontinue, but the inauguration of industry was ineVitable, and
it has been the South's salvationo

94

Even today, however, one thinks of the

Sout~

as the

"Land of Cotton":
So deeply is cotton stamped on the face of
the South that its ranking servitors wear
its first letter if not its livery. "C"
which is for Gotton is for the Cannons,
Cones, and Cramers, great cotton manufacturing families in North Carolina, Coker
ot South Carolina, educated the south to
longer staples, and for Carver of Tuskegee,

.c

92. Herring, 348.
93. Cash, The Mind of the South; 1590
94. Broadus Ultchell, HGrowth of Manufaoturing in the South",
The Coming ot Industry to the South, 22.

101.
Who put ohemistry to work. Comers of
Alabama and Callaways of Georgia, man.
ufaoturers in those states. David L.
Cohn, author of Cotton's Mississippi
Delta epic. Clayton of Texas, ootton
faotor extraordinary and possessor by
choice of the shortest biography in
Who's Who in America. 95 .~

.'

Yet the new South has had a healthy growth, beoause
of its incorporation of a varied industrial regime in spite of

•

southern prejudice against manufaoturing, her lack of capital
or skill. 96 Industry built up the cities of the South; new business enterprises, railway shops, machine shops, wholesale
houses, department stores, banks, hotels, insurance firms, have
ohanged the South from a rural community to a developing urban
community.97 The new South beoame one of free labor, eoonomic
enterprise, industry, quick transportation, and a deoided advance in education.

98

The New South has been begotten of industrial foroes o The New South was
built, not with sword and gun, nor with
,voice and pen, but with steam and electricity, with Skilled labor and maohinery,
with new roads • • • with thrift and
economy, with oourage, ~irit and coopera w
tion, with a demooratio government and
democratio ideals o 99

•

~

in the
to the South, 10.
97.
98.

in the

102.
The new South is more unified than the old South.
There are still those romantic writers who long for a rebirth
of the old order, the old plantation days with its manor houses
and its "banjo-strumming Negroes", and with agriculture in the
asoendanoy.lOO But the greater number·;ealize that the South is
in a "state of becoming", that silent forces are at work, and
101
that tradition,s are t o p p l i n g . .
Perhaps the greatest effect of the election of 1876
upon the South was the realization among several prominent
southerners that the North and the South could work together,
and that it was vital to each section to do so.

The South,

although agricultural, could learn from the industrial North,
and real progress would be made.

,

100. Hesseltine, The South in Amerioan History, 541.
101. Parkins, 17.
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CHAPTER VI

FACING THE FUTURE

Before the Civil War, a southerner thought of himself
first as part of the South, and only th,en, if at all, as a part
of the Union. l Before 1860, there
leisure class in the

wa::

South with a genius for politics and the highest positions in
the nation were open to them.

After

l8~,

there

was

no leisure

class in the South, and the door of hope in national politics
was closed by sectionalism.

2

In order to regain local autonomy,

a thing of paramount importance, all energies had to be concentrated on looal affairs, and national affairs were neglected.
There were giants in the old South, but there were giants also
in the new South.

The men of the new South had to fight against

overwhelming odds, overthrow negro and carpetbag dominion, and
with no capital except the land on which they lived."3

The

wealth of the new South was "in the cotton mill, the rice field,
the cotton field, the cotton exchange, the sugar mill, the cattle ranch, the smelting furnace and it is stable. n4
1. Jesse T. Carpenter, The South as a Conscious Minorit
17891861', A ~tudy in Pol tical Thought, The New York Universi y
Press, New York City, 1930, 17.
",
2. Dabney, "The Meaning of the Solid South", 4.
3. Rutherford, "Thirteen Periods of United states History", 22.
4. Response by Colonel Robert Bingham at the Annual Banquet of
the New York Southern Society in the "Waldorf Astoria, Dec.
14, 1904, to the Toast: «The Status of the South in the past;
the Decadence of that status; Its Restoration", repeated
March 9, 1905, before the Pen and Plate Club, Asheville,
North Carolina.
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Southern men beoame men of industry not to be bribed

by~ffers

ot government positions, and not to be brought before the nationo

Betore 1961, the South furnished nine of our fifteen
5
presidents and six of our fourteen vic~-presidents.
Since 1861
not one president or vice-president has come out of the South.
The "Lost Cause" is romantically oherished by the
Daughters of the Confederaoy and other

~rganizations,

but few

southerners regret that the nation is united o6 Against every
advanoe in industrialism, the United Confederate Veterans and
the United Daughters of the Confederacy took up the defeatist
cause and vigorously defended the sooial system of the old
Southo 7 They looked baok wistfully to the good old days when
the South had an integral and important plaoe in the life of
the nation.

The Lost Cause beoame more glorified to the older

generation.

Proud of the reoords of desperate valor,

survivor~

of the Confederate armies organized to perpetuate the memories
of the War between the States.

Throughout the South, pathetio

monuments arose to adorn oourthouse and capitol lawns.

8

For

thirty years after the war, an almost indispensable qualificaUcn
5. Hannis Taylor, "The Solid South, a National Calamity", ~orth
American Review, edited by George Harvey, CLXXXXIX, 1"10,

(jan., 1909)

6. Haworth, The United States in Our OWn Times, 98.
7. Hesseltine, The South in American Bistory, 541.
8. Ramsdell, 15.

,
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office from Virginia to Texas was a good record as a
soldier.

~

Con~ederate

The Southern Bivouac (1882-1887) seems very futile

and pathetic now.

This magaZine took defeat hard, and the con10
test lost on the battlefield was fough~ again with pen and ink.

Even Jefferson DaVis, though never really reconstructed, said
11
near the end of his life, "The Union, Esto perpetuat"
Reconstruction was not over in a day; slowly. through the 80's, then
more rapidly, southerners began to "grasp the northerner's hand,
display our country's flag, and renew its loyalty to the
12
Republic."
13
The South is not one region, but many_
It has been
said that one should not speak of "the South", but more correct14
ly of the "many Souths".
There is no single South, no distinct
country, but a puzzling region, full of contradictions and sharp
15
contrasts
However, in one respect, the South has been knit .~
0

together as a

concre~wholeJ

lacked this characteristic.

and it would have been better if it
15
The South is "provincial".
The

South has been sensitive and still is sensitive against things
that are progressive, and the things that are not her own.

The

9. Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 201.
10. Jay B. Hubbell, "Southern Magazines", Culture in the S6uth,
166.
11. Haworth, The United States in Our Own Times, 98.
12. Cash, The Mind of the South, 183.
13. Vance,. 24.
.
14. Odum, Southern Regi9ns of the United etates, 361.
15. Dunning, 315.
16. "The Problems of the Author of the South", The South Atlantic Quarterly, edited by John Spencer Bassett, North CarON
lina, I, no. 3, 201-208, (July, 1902)

~
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South has been pessimistic, afraid of herself, and afrai~' of
17
outside criticism.
The South looks on its imperfeotions and
infirmities with a toleranoe "not unlike that felt by a doting
parent for a baokward ohild."

She did ,not want foreign immigra-

tion, beoause it would destry the homogeneity of the people of
the South; she did want to weld the native whites into a perfect
18
oneness for the preservation of all tha~ they oherished.
Some
southerners are still sentimental and narrowminded, incapable of
seeing anything bad in the South, or anything good in the North.
This attitude is largely responsible for the baokwardness of the
South in many fields of endeavor. 19 Yet many in the South resent
this excessive sensitiveness to oriticism:
The people of the South are tired of wrong
impressions, tired of defense oomplex and
meohanism, tired of unending ridioule, tired
of taking the seoond and third and fourth
rate plaoes in achievement, tired of undeveloped potential, tired of laok of opportunity, tired of oomplaoency, ignoranoe, poverty
and all the paradoxes that now flower out of
soil which oan produce better. The wonder is
that the South has done as muoh as it has. 20
Another drawbaok which the South suffered to its detriment was the migration of over three million of its southern~

17. Odum, Southern Pioneers in Social Interpretation, 24.
18. Bruce. 5.
19. Dabney, Below the Potomac, 13.
20. odum , Southern PIoneers In Social Interpretation, 25.
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born whites into the North and West. 21 This drain was worse in
effect upon the South than the loss and destruction of the war
itself.

The South could not afford to give these men away.
22

White labor did not care to compete w.ith
low-class negro labor •
• u

In fact, the Negro was preferred to the native or foreign white,
as he would work in less comfortable quarters, eat coarser food,
and work for smaller wages.

23

Richer

•

fo~k

in the South believed

that teachers, professors in colleges and univerSities, or
literary folk, ought to be thankful tor whatever salaries or
financial rewards might be apportioned them.

24

In order to ob-

tain better positions· and more lucrative salaries, these men
went out of the South, temporarily or permanently, and yet they
were the very ones that the South needed to raise its intellectual standards.

The departure of these men oreated a dearth of

learned men in the South, and led to poverty of scholarship

an~

a real spirit of ignorance throughout the entire section.
"The South was poor; the war caused it.

The South

was ignorant; the war made us too poor to educate."26

Murphy,

21. Richard_H. Edmonds, "Success Avenue in Dixieland", an address delivered at Atlanta, June 8, 1910, at the Commencement of the Georgia School of Technology, 16.
~
22. Parkins, 326.
23. Bruce, 27.
24. Odum, Southern Pioneers in Social Interpretation, 20.
25. "The Problems of the Author ot the South", 201-208.
26. Jonathan Daniels, A Southerner Discovers the South,
Macmillan Company, New York, 1938, 335.
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in his book, The Present South, said that the public

sch~ol

sys-

tem in the South was an attempt. a feeble beginning, and in no
sense coUld be called an achievement in the education of the
rich and poor, white and black of that section.

.

The economy

••
which characterizes all government expenditures
in the South
caused niggardliness in the appropriations for schools, and a
state of deplorable illiteracy.envelopei the people of the
27
South.
Southern institutions of all kinds are very poor, and
the number of illiterate voters in the South is almost as great
as in 1850.

28

Great disproportion exists "between wheel work

for making money and our machinery for turning out ideas."29
Dire poverty in all the southern states retarded the advancemen
of educatiQn, and the schools of the South today are still in
painful contrast with those of the North. 30
In this question of education, although poverty was

~

deterrent to the establishment of schools, a greater problem
was the race problem.

White prejudice dictated against negro

schools, especially as these schools would have to be supported
by white taxpayers. 31 As we have already said, back of politics
27. Shippee, 68.
28. Murphy, ~e Present South, 43.
29. Lee, 7.
30. Ramsdell, 17.
31. Dabney, Below the potomac, 210.
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was always the Negro, and in like manner, back of educat10n was
32
always the Negro.
White men of the South could not forget that
the Negro Joined with the Republicans of the North during the
frightful days of Reconstruction, and

~hat

it was during this

period that state universities either ceased to exist, or were
manned by skeleton faculties. 33 Why should thes~ same white men
now be taxed for the education of the c.lored who helped in the
debacle of Reconstruction?

The color line in the South is and

continues to be as sharp as ever, and the white man of the
South deems the Negro so tar inferior to him that he refuses to
3
believe that the colored has any rights which must be respected.
(

Dr. W. T. Harris, Commissioner of Education, said in 1890, "It
is

beli~ved

that since 1870 the southern states have expended

about tlOO million for the education of colored children~35

In

comparison with the high school rate of expenditure in the

,~

North, the fact that Mississippi spends $2 per head on education seems most inadequate.

36

Instead of resting on the "rosy"

tradition of "Befo' de wah". the South should face the future
as if there had been no war. 37 The illiterate among -both races
32. Couch, "The Negro in the South". 437.

33. Cash, The Mind of the South, 131.

34. Couch, "The Negro in the South", 471.
35. Reverend Robert F. Campbell, "Some Aspects of the Race Problem in the South", second edition, The Citizen Company,
Asheville, 1899.
36. George w. Cable, The Ne~ro Question, Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 1903, 5
37. Ratliff, 27.
0

,
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should be educated, and progress and advancement will
quickly to the South.

c~e

more

The "prophets" of the new South labored

earnestly to show how important education was, how peaceful
interracial relations could be, and what good will could exist
between North and Bouth. 38

.~

The South during this entire period remained the
"Solid South" in order to maintain whit, supremacy.

3Q

Writers

gradually tried to convince the South that there was no longer
any reason for the Solid South. and that she should try to
40
emancipate herself from the one party system.
One author said
that the Solid South was a calamity to the nation as a whole,
as well as to the South, and that it ceased to be of any value
to anybody.41 Southern irregular election methods have been denounced again and again, because they create an impossible
sion -- black solidarity opposed by white solidarity with
bigoted partisanship dominating both races. 42 In the future,
South should turn its attention toward a healthy incorporation
of the Negro into its political life.

43

The Negroes are making.

Dabney, Liberalism in the South, 418.
Dabney, ~"The MeanIng of 'The Solid South'", 8.
Dabney, Below the Potomac, 28.
Taylor, 1-10.
Clarence H. Poe, "Suffrage Restrictions in the South; its
causes and consequences", North American Review, edited by
George Harvey, New York, CLXXV, 534-543, (october, lQ02).
43. Sutton Elbert Griggs, Needs of the South, The Orion publish
ing Company, Nashville, Tennessee, lQ09, 11.
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'

progress in the ownership ot small tracts of land, why not give
them some voice in the government of the states in which they
own this land?

44

Each southerner should be .encouraged to exwmin

his vote to see if it is sincere, or

on traditions and
45
prejudices engendered by the Civil War and Reconstruction.
It
b~sed

has been suggested that if politics were taken out of business,
the South would make steady progress

i~industry.

Young men ot

the future in the South should regard the solidarity of the
South, with its unfortunate one-party system, a drawback to the
growth of their seotion and a hindranoe to efficient government.
As time passed, writer after writer took up the argument age.1nst a Solid South.

Secretary Taft's speech in Green-

boro, North carolina, described the state of impotence in national affairs, to whioh the South had subjected itself by its
indiscriminating allegiance to one political party, especially
after all fear of negro domination was over.

46

Again, distino-

tion and disorimination remain in the South; stagnation and ret
rogression mark every step because the Democratic party will no
440 George W. Cable,"The Southern Struggle for Pure Government"

an addr~ss delivered before the Massachusetts Club, Boston,
on Washington's Birthday, 1890, 6.
.'
45. Walter Go Oakman, "The Condition of the South", North
Amerioan Review, CLXXIII, (July, 1901).
46. "For Politioal Freedom in the South", The Outlook, LXXXIII,
629-630, (May-August, 1906).

,
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bury the race prejudice issue. 47 Walter H. page, that g/eat
friend of the South, said that progress would never come to the
South until she forgot her obsession of being "afflicted by
three ghosts -- the Ghost of the Confe,dera te dead, the Ghost ot
;....
48
religious orthodoxy, and the Ghost of negro domination."
Another author writes that "the tear ot race grips the South, and
as as long as this endures, it is

useless to expect
49
southern voters to be independent politically."
perr~tly

The tollowing tew extracts have a bracing sound ot
hope tor the colored:
Let us offer the simple plan ot jusxice
to the Negro • • • The fears which once
appalled us we may now dismiss and let
reason resume its sway
It is on this
miserable bare-taced scheme ot fraud that
our proud and noble people are asked to 50
rest their satety and their civilization.
0

••

Edgar Gardner Murphy said that the South shudders at "negro do
ination" , yet it is not the Negro but the demagogue who perpetuates this tear:
47. D. Augustus Straher, The New South Investigated, Ferguson
Printing Company, Detroit, Michigan, 1888, 199.
48. Clement~Eaton, ~dwin A. Alderman - Liberal of the New
South", ~e North Carolina Historical Review Issued Quarterly, XXIII, Numbers 1-4, State Department of Archives and .
Blstory, Raleigh, North Carolina, 206-221, (Jan.-Oct.,1946)
49. "Making an Impression on the South", The Nation, LXXXV, no.
2200, 178, (August 29, 1907).
50. William H. Fleming, "Slavery and the Race Problem in the
South", The Nation, LXXXIII, no. 2140, 4-5, (July 5, 1906).
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Here is this colored man, whom you and I
know to be "a good negro" - ... industrious,
.'
sensible, self ..respecting. He is !laking
his way. He counts for something; we know
him and we know that we can trust him. He
is right here with us on the soil of the
same state. Do we want him? We do. Do
we want him to stay? We do. How shall we
deal with him? Treat hi~ ~ustly. Give
his children a chance. L'&'C' him vote. It
is his due, and it will help other negroes
to be like him.5
Atticus G. Haywood pleaded with the people of the South to de-

•

velop habits of political and social toleration:
It someone votes against us, he can still
be our triend • • • Cease tram politics as
a trust and trade, because politics bring
little reward to the masses ot the people.
• • Look torward. Only rational way is to
live tor country they died for. We have
received no divine call to stand eternal
guard by the grave ot dead issues~ The
true golden day of the South is yet to dawn. 52
Definitely the new South needs mechanioal, not political power. 53 Southerners are beginning to realize their
wealth, but they want people to develop their resources.

They

desire teachers to teach them to make "two stalks of corn to
grow where only one grew before, but also to make three grow
where none ever grew before.,,54
51. "Southern Leadership", The Nation, LXXXIV, no. 2167, 26,
(Jan. lq, 1907).
52 .. Atticus G. Haywood, D.D., "The New South: Gratitude, Amendment, Hope", a Thanksgi vins Sermon, November 25, 1880, ~.
axford, Georgia, 14-16.
53. "Southern Prosperity & American Progress", republished from
Manufacturers' Record, 3-10, Baltimore, Md.(Dec. 1, 1904}.
54. wThe Southern states: their wondertul Resources & Advantages", or "An Appeal from the South to the North", by a
Gentleman of the South, Charles T. Valentine, Boston, n.d.,
1",,8.
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Immigrants are needed who can give available value to

mountains of coal, iron, copper, lead, and marble.
more helpers are

55

More and

to oonvert the timber of the huge

neo~ssary

forests of pine, oak, cypress, ohestnut, and walnut into manufactured goods.

56

.....

The general condition of the South is unsatis

factory, beoause it needs more schools, more railways, more
banks, more c'api tal, and if

efforts are made in thi
•
57
direotion, the future of the South will be most promising.
pers~vering

Credit is sorely missing in the South, and when one oonsiders
what the South has aohieved without oredit, imagine what she
could do with it. 58 The South must plan wisely for the future,
beoause if she does not properly develop her system of
59
her great natural wealth will forever lie dormant.

railr~

The South is a land of accomplishment and opportunity,
and the southern people should endeavor to make the most of
their manifold advantages.

60

The South is at work, B.nd its vast'"

resouroes are gradually being opened up) so that new work is
55. Harriet L. Herring, Southern Industry & Regional DeVelO~n~
The University of North Carolina Press,Chapel Hi!!, 194~3
56. George Bo Cowlan', "The Industrtal lruture of the South", Pub
lic Opinion, 1-6, (Maroh, 1891).
57. MIchael Mulhall, ~rogress of the United States III - The
Southern States", North American Review, CLXV,43-51, (July,
1897)
58. William L. Breyfogle. Amerioan Investments -" Some S
as to causes of Existin De ress on n ra e & eir
Cour er- ournal Job Pr nt ng Co.,
e, Kentuo
1886, 10.
59. George B. Cowlan, The Undeveloped South, its Resouroes,
Courier-Journal Job Printing Co., LouisvIlle, RY., lS87 , 17
60. W. W. Finley, "The Railroad & the People", speeches delivered at the dinner of the North Carolina Sooiety of New Yo
at the Hotel Astor, Dec. 7, 1908, 14.

,
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being created for hitherto idle hands. 51 The day for th~,techni
cal man has arrived in the Southo

They must become great indus

trial leaders, and nothing can now stop the modern industrial
era. 62
A quick glance at some per'blillent ste.tistics will show
us what the South can do and should do in the future.

In IS7g,

the agricultural products of the South amounted to $773,000,000;
63
..
in lSgg, $1,354,000,000.
Real and personal property increased
64
from $6,448,000,000 in lS80, to $g,521,000,000 in ISgO.
In
lSS2, the number of tons of coal mined in the South was
65
6,569,316; in lSSg, 19,4g7,41S.
The growth of mills was also
a sure sign of progress; from lSO in lSSO, to 254 in lSgO.66
a
'
67 In
Cottonseed products jumped from 1P5,291,178
to 6
o;p2.5,834,861.
lS70, the South produoed 184,000 tons of pig iron; in 18g0,
68
1,750,000 tons.
From 1880 to 1910, the southern population

....

61. Riohard H. Edmonds, nThe South's Redemption. From poverty t
Prosperity", The Manufaoturers' Record Co., Baltimore, Md.,
1890, ~.
62. Richard H. Edmonds, "The South's Prosperity, its Danger",
Manufacturers' Record, Baltimore, Maryland, 1-7, 1907.
63.'tiouthern ProsperIty and American progress", 3.
64. Frank Presbrey, The Empire ot the South, Its Resources, Industries and Resorts, Southern RaIlway Co., 1898, 6.
65. Edmondsl "The South's Redemption. From Poverty to Prosperity", 25.
66. T. G. Bush, "The South and its Resources", an address Defor
the Commeroial Club ot St. LouiS, June 5, 1897., R. P.
Studley & Co., 18g7, 8.
67. Frederic G. Mather, "Industrial Future of the South", 1a!
North Amerioan ReView, CLXI, l21 w 125, (July, 1895).
6S. "Progressive Tendenoies in the South", The Review of
Reviews, XV, 721, (June, 1897).
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rose from 16,369,900 to 27,529,800; its sohool

expenditu~s

al-

most tripled, and the oapital invested in manufaoturing soared
from $257,000,000 to $8 billion. 69 Between 1880 and 1890, the
number of laborers increased from 215,415 to 537,086.
-.,.

70

...

~

From the above brief resume of the material advanoement of the South, one oan predict that the South
prosperous future.

With all her

advant~es,

sh~uld

have a

the fault will be

with the South if she fails to reach out her hands to take what
nature has so kindly offered her. 71 The southern states are in
the remaking; they have their big ohance, and it is to be hoped
that the people of the South gradually but unerringly will
72
bridge the great gap between what might be and what iso
The
advance of one section of the United States means a step forward
in the right direotion for all the states. 73 Although Sidney
Lanier is supposed to have said, "With-us in the South it has

~

been for the past ten years a question simply of not dying",
why should not the southerners take courage:69. Manufacturers Record's Annual Blue Book of Southern Progress
1911 Edition, Baltimore, Maryland, 1-52.
70. Joshua W. Caldwell, "The New South", The Review of Reviews,
218 ... 219'- (March, 1892).
71. Mather, 121 ...125.
~
72. Lee M. Brooks, Manual for Southern Regions to aocompany
Southern Re,ions of the United states, by Howard W. Odum,
The Univers ty of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1937,9~
73. K. M. McLane, "The Prosperous South". The Nation, LIl, no.
1349, 374-75, (May 7, 1891).
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for is not the limitless future ourS? And
of the heritage of the American spirit, if .'

we oan only oome to realize it, is not the
partioular work of each of us, East and
West, North and South, also a part?74

Let the southerner cherish as many memories as he wishes of the
past glory of his state, and of its

~lendid

historic charac-

ters, but at the same time let him "press forward in the race
of progress with oourage and persistent zeal, undaunted by dif•
75
ficulties, and undismayed by past misfortunes."
Great strides

must be made in eduoation in the South of the future; in fact,
the very attitude towards education of the masses of the South
must be oompletely reversed or the people of the South will re76
main permanently illiterate, neglected, and forgotten.
The
South must forget its provincialism, and prepare to go forward
with great activity in the development of all those natural resouroes with whioh the South has been espec'ially favored .. 77 The
new South has tremendous possibilities for the future.
In order to give a more fitting summary to the
achievements of the men of the new South since the Election of
74. John Bell Henneman, "The National Element in Southern Liter
ature" , The Sewanee ReView, XI, no o 3, 345-366, (July, 1903
75. Honorable John Randolph TUcker, "The Old and the New South"
a Baocalaureate Address before the South Carolina College,
1887. Printed at the Presbyterian Publishing House, Columbia, South Carolina, 1887, 27.
76. Walter H. Pa.ge, The Rebuildin of Old Commonwealths
~ssays towards the tra n AS of the ( orgo ten man
n
e
s,outhern States, Doubleday, Page & Co., New York, 1902, 15.
77. John A. Conwell, "The Industrial Future of the South", ~
Review of Reviews, 218·219, (March, 1892).
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1876, the words of that inoomparable prophet ot the Souta seem
more adequate:
But· what is the sum ot our work? We have
tound out that in the summing up the tree
negro counts tor more than he did as a
slave. We have planted th~ schoolhouse
on the hill-top, and made r\ tree to white
and blaok. We have sowed towns and cities
in place ot theories, and put business above politics. We have challenged your
spinners in Massachusetts ~d your ironmakers in Pennsylvania. We have learned
that the $400,000,000 annually received
trom our cotton crop will make us rich when
the supplies that make it are home-raised.
• • We have wiped out the place where Mason
and Dixon's line used to be, and hung out
the latchstring to you and yours. 78
9

The South betore the Civil War has gone; the South ot
Reconstruction has gone; the new South which sprang into being
as a result of the Election of 1876 continues to grow and
thrive.

It is the New South which is with us today.
So, all hail the New! It is colorless,
but strong • • • It is he.rd, but it is
practical.
All hail! Thou Newt We receive thee as
our tate and fortune.
Farewell thou oldl Thee, we cherish in
pathetic memory.
Hail and tarewell! Salve et vele1 79
.....

--

78. The Rise of Realism, 165.
79. Response by Joseph B. Cummings to the toast: "New Ideas,
Departures, New South", at the 74th Annual Dinner ot the
New England'Society of Charleston, South carolina, Dec. 22,
1893. Printed by Chronicle Job Print, Augusta, Georgia, 12.

CRITICAL ESSAY ON AUTHORITIES
SOURCE MATERIAL - BOORS
.'
Andrews, Sidney, The South Since the War: as shown by Fourteen
weeks of Travel and Observation in Georgia and the carolinas,
Ticknor and Fields, Boston, 1866. A description of the havoc
wrought in the South by the War. Really too early for my paper.
Pike, J. S., The Prostrate State: South Carolina under Negro
Government, Do Appleton & Company, New York, 1874. A scathing
account of Republican misrule under the. carpetbaggers and
Negroes.·..,
Howard, J. Q., The Life Public Services and Select Speeches of
Rutherford B. Hayes, Ro~ert Clarke & Co., CincInnati, 1876.
Really a campaign document which was not very satisfactory.
Letter of acceptance of the nominationio the presidency most
revealing -- "What the South most needs is peace, and peace
depends upon the supremacy of law. There can be no enduring
peace if the constitutional rights of any portion of the people
are habitually disregarded."
Nordhoff, Charles, The Cotton States in the Spring and Summer
of 1875, D. Appleton & Company, New York, 1876. Author made
tour of the southern states; is most indignant at the shameless
mismanagement in them under Republican control, and as an exam~leJ 'cites the case of the State of Arkansas which owed
.
,15,700,000, and where the schools had to close because no
money was left in the school fund.
McClure, A. K., The South, J. B. Lippincott Company, Phila.,
1886. A good chapter in book explains why the South consented
so readily to the Election of 1876.
Straher, D. Augustus, The New South Investigated, Ferguson
Printing Company, Detroit, Michigan, 1888. Intended to portray
changes in the South since the emancipation of the slaves and '
the reconstruction of the states which had engaged in the Civil
War. Condemns the Democratic party in the South which refuses
to bury the race prejudice issue, s~ys that a spirit of usurpation took place of needed refor.mation in 1876, and praises the
industrial improvement in the cities of the South.
Cable, George Washington, The Silent S9uth, Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 1889. Asks South to judge more leniently of
blacks, and defends the premise that the white and black races
do not necessarily hav~ to walk apart, which has caused nothing
but dissension and injustice.
Herbert, H. A., '~t the Solid South? R. H. Woodward & Com~any,
Baltimore, 1890.
ery helpful book giving a fair account of
Reconstruction, its results, and a brief introduction to the
type of government in the South after Reoonstruction.
McClure, Judge John, The Old and New South, The Press Printing
Company, Little Rook, Arkansas, 1891. Condemnation of the men
of the New South. Nothing complimentary about the new South.
Blames both the Democrat and Negro as constant sources of irritation since the war.
I

SOURCE MATERIAL - BOOKS
O'Connor, Mary Doline, The Life & Letters of M. P. o'corihor,
Dempsey & Carroll, New York, 1893. Believes that southerners
should vote the straight Democratic ticket, yet friendly relations should exist between the North and South. The people
should restore relations of amity and fraternity not only be~
the two aeetiens of our country, but ale'o between the two races
in this section of our country.
.
Curry, J. L. Mo, The Southern States .1t- the American Union,
G. Po Putnam's Sons, New York, 1894. ContaIned but 12 pages on
topic,but good for reference. Develops the vast and inspiring
possibilities in the future of the South, and also points out
that the spirit of nationality and of devotion to the Union is
as strong in Georgia as in Massachusetta.
Weeks, Stephen B., The History of Negro Suffrage in the South,
reprinted from Political Science Quarterly, IX, No. 4, Ginn &
Co., Boston, 1894. Opposed to Negro. Vividly narrates abuses
of Reconstruction days, with great amount of money squandered.
Gives four ways by which the South has nullified the negro vote
w~ (1) by centralization; (2) by requirement of taxes paid before voting; (3) great complexity in election laws which serves
indirectly as educational test; (4) by express educational
qualifications.
The Piedmont Region embracing Georgia, Alabama, Florida and the
the Carolinas, edited by W. G. Cooper, published by southern
Immigration and Improvement Company, Charles P. Byrd, Publisher
and Printer, Atlanta, Georgia, 1895. Purpose of book to let
world know what region has to offer farmers, fruit growers,
truck-gardeners, stock raisers, manufacturers and capitalists.
More a book for advertising the products of the South, rather
than historical.
Myers, Minnie Walter, Romance and Realism of the Southern Gulf
Coast, The Robert Clark Company, Cincinnati, 1898. Did not
find useful, as it was just a collection of charming romances
and incidents of the sea-ooast.
Presbrey, Frank, The Empire of the South, its Resources, Indus- ,
tries & Resorts, Southern Railway Coo, 1898. Directly concerned with the business development of the South, and desoribes
eaoh southern state from the standpoint of 'what the railroad is
dOing for each state. An interesting advertisement of the
Southern Railway Co. Confederate Military History , edited.by
General Clement A. Evans, Confederate Publishing Co., Atlanta,
1899, XlI. EmphaSis on fact that South accomplished its great
industrial upheaval, with own resources, oapital, and manhood.
Brown, William G., The Lower South in American History, Macmillan Co., New York, 1902. In sympathy With the whites who
had to live among the colored. Felt the rule of the "Confederate brigadiers" necessary in order to maintain white domination in the South.

SOURCE MATERIAL .. BOOKS
Burgess, John W.,Reconstruction-& the Constitution, (1866-1876),
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1902. Found very helptul,
particula.rly for its coverage of the tremendous outlays of money
in each state during the days of Reconstruction. Thought his
treatment fair and unbiased as can be seen by this statement:
"Slavery was a great wrong -- secession was an error and a terible blunder, but Reconstruction was a punishment, so far in excess of the crime that it extinguished every sense of culpability
upon the part of those whom( it was sought to convict and convert."
.., .;,
Page, Walter H., The Rebuilding of Old Commonwealths (Beinp essays written toward the Training of the For~otten Man ~!ntlie
Southern States), Doubleday, page & Company, New York, 1902. A
stinging rebuke to the masses of the So~th who grow up with the
idea that education was not for themo S$uthern men and women
will remain illiterate, neglected, forgotten, until sohools
spend more than five cents a day for more than 87 days in the
year. '
Cable, George W., The Negro Q,uestion, Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York, 1903. Protests against the great discrimination between races which still exists in the South. Education in South
most inadequate.
MacCorkle, William Alexander, Some Southern Questions, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1908, Author, ex~governor of West
Virginia, pleads ~orharmony between sections and for the acceptance of the Negro by the whites of the South. Makes plea
that whites need the Negro, and that every effort should be made
to educate the Negro. Explains why universal suffrage has been
delayed in the South.
Crook, Colonel William H., Through Five Administrations, Harper
& Bros., New York, 1910. Author, PresIdent Lincoln's bodyguard~
gives many intimate details in the presidential lives of Lincoln,
Johnson, Grant, Hayes and Garfield. With regard to Hayes, especially describes his trip to the South. ~uotes Hayes as saying: "It is because the South are still living in a state of war
that Southern men are killing one another. It is the presence
of troops that keeps the strife ali va co At that moment I made up
my mind that when I became president, I would withdraw the
troops."
.
Hart, Albert~Bushnell, The Southern-South, D. Appleton & Co.,
New York, 1910. More the position of the Negro, and how difficult it is to unite the two races. Also emphasized the cha7aOteristics which belong exclusively to the South, which prevented
closer bonds between the two sections. Claims all absence of
"animus". Depew, Chauncey M., ~ Memories of Eighty Years,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1922. Very friendly toward
Hayes who "threw the extreme radicals of his party into a frenzy
of rage by wiping out carpet-bag governments and restoring selfgovernment for the South." Depended upon his memory, and as he
wrote it in his "mellow me.turi ty" he remembered the pleasantest
things about the persons whom he described.
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SOURCE MATERIAL ... MAGAZINE ARTICIZS
"The Southern States Since the War", Fraser's MagaZine, XC, 153163, (August, 1874). Touched upon the formation of Grantes in
the West and South in order to prove a hindrance to those in
power, the conflict of races in the South, and the great financial increase since the War.
Reid, J. C., "Southern States of the American Union, Old & New~
International Review, III, 209-223, (March-April, 1876). Unbiased. New South emerging from debris of old South. Doing
away with slaves produced profound s~Qk, and new methods of
SUbsistence had to be found. Plantation management changed to
small farm management. Said it was the unavoidable "fate of the
young Confederate government to be denationalized on the battlefield."
Curry, J.LoM., "The South, Her Conditio» & Needs", Galaxy-Magazine, XXIII, 544-553, (April, 1877). Entirely southern in sympathy; rants violently against the vicious and bad government
during the Reconstruction period. Giving the Negro the vote was
a crime and farce for the ages; calls. the Negro a sham. Writes
article with noble ambition to 11ft up the South.
"The Southern Policy of the President", International Review,IV,
686-695,(Sept.-Oct., 1877). Tells how Hayes withdrew the Federai
troops, and that quiet followed. Justification of Hayes' attitude toward the removal o~ the southern troops.
Godkin, E. L., "The President & the Republican party", The NaUon
XXV, 264-266, (Nov.l, 1877). Reform of civil service but nothing
about the South.
Watterson, Henry, "The Solid South", North American Review,
CXXVIII, 47-58, (Jan., 1879). Asks tor end of dispute; South has
had enough. Says that south is simply what the Republican party
has made it. "The Republican party fell to pieces by its own .~
rottenness. South is solid in its own defense."
Gorton, D. A., "Conditions & Prospects of Southern States", The
National Quarterly Review, XXXVIII, 131-150, (Jan., ~879). Sees
hope for union between the two races. Whites beginning to look
upon Negro as human being, in no degree responsible for original
coming, but now gravely responsible for them.
Allen, Walter, "Two Years of President Hayes", The Atlantic
Monthly, XLIV, 190-199 (August, 1879). South more peacefUl during these two years than during the whole of Reconstruction.
Says that di~ference between Grant's administrations is that
between disease and health. Friendly to Hayes and quotes 41s
aphorism, "He serves his party best who serves his country best'!
"Political Attitude of South", The Atlantic Monthl~, XLV, 817823 (June, 1880). Entirely against the South. Hol s that the
key to southern politics since Reconstruction is to divide the
North. Fidelity to the Democratic party means fidelity to rebelliono South should not put southern leaders in power becaUSE
it would justify their war ot secession. Does admit that no
peo~le ever had such difficult problems to contend witho
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Atkinson, E., "Solid South", International Review, X, 197-209,
(March, 1881). Against South -- phrase has been for who~e century.one of worst malignant evils and dangers which the country
has been called upon to meet and overcome. Function of the
privileged few to govern the incapable many. Slavery destroyed
all mental, moral, political, and industrial life in the Solid
South.
Bacon, Theodore, "The End of the ~Varf' J The Atlantic Monthly,
XLVII, 391 394, (March, 1881). Credi~. ~iven to Hayes because he
was the first president after the Ci~rWar to realize that the
war was ended. When Hayes said, "no intervention possible in
South Carolina or Louisiana which was so unlawful in Pennsylvania or Illinois", this act was the proclamation of peace for
which the South had waited so long. Finally after four years of
fierce war and twelve years of social disorder and reorganization under Hayes who took office by disputed title, the nation
is entering upon a period of prosperity.
Godkin, EoL., "Mr. Hayes' Administration", The Nation, XXXII,
144, (March 3, 1881). No friend of President Hayes. Complained
that he should have been a reformer "first, last, and all the
time", and that no more serious defect existed in e statesman
than his inability to estimate his own powerso
Lamb, Martha J., "Unsuccessful Candidates for the Presidency of
the Nation", Magazine of American History, XII, 481-502, (Dec.,
1884). Called Tilden a "political phllospher", and spoke highly
of his reform attempts.
"The Negro in the South", The Southern Bivouac, II, 710-712,
(June, 1886, to May, 1887). Defends the thesis that the black
must always occupy 8. lower social plane tha~ the white) and tha
the veneration of authority is an innate quality of the blacks
which brings out the best in t h e m . . . .
Edmonds, Richard Ho, "The South's Redemption","From Poverty to
Prosperity", Manufacturers' Record, Baltimore, Maryland, 3-63,
18~0. Tremendous growth of South and its resources,
South is
at work, imbued with a spirit of energy and enterprise"and its
industrial de~elopment is creating work for thousands of hither
to idle hands.
,
McLane, K. M., "The Prosperous South", The Nation, LII, 374-5,
(March 7, 1891). Advances theory that the improvement of one
section of ~he country will mean step forward for all, and that
three staples -- cotton, iron and coal will contribute most to
the industrial growth of that sectiono
Abbott, Judge, "The Minority Report of the Electoral Commission
Magazine of American History, XXVII, 81-97, (Feb., 1892). This
was written in 1877 but was not allowed to be published until
after his death. Describes how the entire South was fraudulently turned over to the Republicans.
Scammon, "The South Before, During, and After the War", The
Catholic World, LIV, 875-896, (March, 1892). Not good for-topic
Unbiased description of the southern people.
Q

SOURCE MATERIAL - MAGAZINE ARTICLES

Oaldwell, Joshua W., "The New South", The Review of Revi~ws,
218-9, (March, 1892). A very valuable table of statisttos on
the growth of the South between 1880-90.
MoOlean, William A., "Future Possibilities of the South", The
Review of Reviews, 218-9, (Maroh, 1892). Enumerates advantages
of South for stock-breeding, herding great numbers of animals,
fertile soil for tropioal fruits. Note of hope that "past suocesses are indices of future greater opes."
Oonwell, John A., "The Industrial Fu~ of the South", The
Review of Reviews, 218-9, (March, 1892). Ability of Sou~to
manufacture own timber, her ores and ootton into finished goods,
and if she had suffioient railroads, she oould ship her merohandise allover the oountry. "Where upon earth is a oountry more
favored by the gods, than the New Southt or one who should have
a greater industrial future?"
Round, William M. F., "Ex-President R. B. Hayes", Oharities
Review, II, 197-202, (Feb., 1893). States that Hayes is easily
a leader in the movement for the uplifting of the colored race
in the South. His faith in the future of the Negro is great,
but he must be educated.
Oox, Jacob Dolson, "The Hayes Administration", The Atlantio
Monthly, LXII, 818-832, (June, 1893). Before election of 1876,
even Republicans wante~ reform within their party. They also
began to realize that the experiment of ruling the South by
means of the freedmen's vote had failed. Hayes pledged himself
to "wipe out forever the distinotions between the North and
South in our common oountry." Article also tells about the fulfillment of his promise to give the South "Home Rule".
Moore, Frederic W., "The Oondition of the Southern Farmer", yale
. Review, XII, 56~67, (March, 1894). Discouraging pioture of th~
southern farmer. says credit system not essentially bad, but
people are too weak to use it suocessfully.
Middleton T. J., "The Southerners' Plea for Peace", Arena, XlI,
205-208, (April, 1895). Explains that southern people are born
leaders, and that they have supreme confidence in themselves.
Asks two questions: Don't plain facts of history force the South ,
to own her responsibility for two wars, the Civil and the
Mexican? Do you think that a new war would better cement the
seotions? Not muoh faith in the South.
Mather, Frederio G., "Industrial Future of the South". North
Amerioan Review, OLXI, 121-125, (July, 1895). Lists all the
advantages the South has for an industrial future, and says that
the fault will be with the South if it fails to reaoh out to ~
what nature has so kindly offered.

SOURCE MATERIAL ... MAGAZINE ARTICLES
WoProgressive Tendencies of the South", The Review of Reviews,
XV, 721 (June, 1897). Great progress in the South in tSe produotion of pig iron, ootton manufacturing, beet and cane sugar
raising, inorease in railroads, all indicative of southern industrial prosperity.
"Progress of the United States", III. The Southern States",
North American Revie~, CLIV, 43"51 (July, 1897). Although the
South has many natural resources, the~e must be developed, and
she needs more sohools, ~ore railway•• ~more banks, and more
persevering effort.
Lanier, Henry·W., "The New South's Industrial Future", 1e!
Outlook, LIX, 477-479 (June 25, 1898). Contrasts the cotton
industry in New England with that in the Lower South. Finds it
still insignificant but holding great promise, for the future.
Oakman, Walter B., "The Condition of the South", Nortn American
Review, CLIXIII, 40 w 43, (July, 1901). Tries to convince the
South that they vote not for principle but for a party, no matter where that party leads them, and they should examine themselves to see if their vote is sincere.
"The Problems of the Author in the South", The South Atlantio
Quarterly, edited by John Spencer Bassett, North carolIna, If
no. 3, 201-208, (July, 1902). The problems discussed are (l)
the provincialism of the South; (2) the prolonged isolation of
the South; (3) the poverty of scholarship in the South.
Poe, Clarence H., "Suffrage restriction in the South", North
American Review, edited by George Harvey, New York, CLXXV, 534543, (October, 1902). Summary of suffrage restrictions in the
South, and how they have been denounced again and agai~.
Henneman, John Bell, "The National Element in Southern Literature", The Sewanee Review, XI, no 3, 345... 366 (July, 1903).~
Defends the provincIality of the South, saying that all America
is provincial. States that 1876 marks a new era in the literature of the South. Admits one weakness in southern literature
-- the prevalence of dialect.
Carlton, Frank T., "The South During the Last Decade", Ih!
Sewanee ReView, XII, 174-181, 1904. paints bright future for
,
industrial development. Good explanation why white labor is
not well organized in the South, because they are afraid employ
ers will "npgroize" their plants if unions become agressive.
Education, the greatest necessity of the South.
Abbott, Ernest Hamlin, "Sectional Misapprehension", The Outlook,
LXXX, 237-241, (March 27, 1905). Calls the ReconstructIon
Period the "Redestruction Period". Sectional strife continues
beoause one section does not understand the other, and there is
no one southern or no one northern opinion.
"Freedom of Opinion in the South", The Nation, LXXXIII, no.2ll4,
6, (Jan. 4, 1906). Expresses conviction that men are beginning
to think for themselves in the South, and that more southern
oolleges are coming to seek for truth.
0

SOURCE MATERIAL - MAGAZINE ARTICLES

Fleming, William H., "The Fair Minded South", The Nation~
LXXXIII, no. 2140, 4-5, (July 5, 1906). Friendly to thl Negro,
bess the South to get rid of their fear concerning the Negro
and let reason resume its sway. Some southerners are fairminded and progressive alongside the narrow and the stagnant.
"The Political Freedom in the South", The Outlook, lXXXIII, 629
630, (July 21, 1906). Speech quoted of Secretary Taft who
described the state of impotence in national affairs to which
the South had subjected itself, by itS~indiscriminating allegiance to one political party.
Edmonds, Richard H. t "The South t s Amazing Progress", Manufaoturers' Record, Baltimore, Maryland, 1-14, 1~06. South no
longer a land of one crop, but is now prepared to go forward
into the broadest diversification of a~ lines of human endeavor ..
Edmonds, Richard H., "The South's Prospects, its Danger",
Manufacturers' Record, Baltimore, Maryland, 1-7, 1907. Implores
South to develop own self-reliance, instead of crying out for
help" and decisions to others. stresses need for technical education and industrial leaders from among the southern people.
"Southern Leadership", The Nation, l/XXYIV, no o 2167, 26, (Jano
10, 1907). Complete economic revolution in the South with a
decided change in the oharacter of its leaderso New leaders
will eventually transform the colored masses into orderly, contented, educated and industrially valuable citizens.
"Making an Impression on the South", The Nation, LXXXV, no.220~
178, (August, 1907). Hard to change perverse solidity of South.
Fear of race still grips the South and as long as this endures,
it is useless to expect southern voters to be independent
politically.
~
"The New South", The Outlook, XCII. 626-629, (July 17, 1909)0
South absolutely united in opposition to any race amalgamation,
and yet beginning to realize that Negro must be educated, not
just a certain portion of her population.
Journal of Southern History, published by Southern Historical
Association, at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee.
,

SOURCE MATERIAL ... SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, and PAMPHLETS
Haywood, Atticus G., "The New South: Gratitude, Amendme~tt Hope~
a Thanksgiving sermon, November 25, 1880. Printed at Oxford,
Georgia, 1880. Reviews all the improvements in the social and
civil order for which South should be grateful. Calls on people
to recognize same of their faults and lacks, and try to reform
and improve.
The Writings and Speeches of Samuel J. Tilden, II, edited by
John Bigelow, Harper and Brothers, N,w~YorkJ-l885. Used merely
to check electoral vote.
Beeoher, Henry Ward, "Patriotic Addresses", Centennial Review,
Fords, Howard & Hulbert, New York, 1887. Blames South Carolina
for her precipitation into the war,and that she was responsibl
for long series of events which wrough\ such disaster for
e~r~o~.
.
Tucker, Hon. John Randolph, "The Old and the New South", a
Baccalaureate Address before the South Carolina College, published by the Presbyterian Publishing House, Columbia, South
Carolina, 1887. Explained how slavery was put upon South, and
advised students to cherish the me~ories of the past glory of
South Carolina, but also to press forward in the rece of
progress.
Cable, George W., "The Southern Struggle for Pure Government",
an address before the Massaohusetts Club, Boston, on Washington's Birthday, 1890. Press of Samuel Usher, Boston, 1890.
Plea to give the Negroes some voice in the government in the
South. If they oan own small tracts of land, they-can also
vote.
Harris, Joel Chandler, Henry W. Grady including his Writings &
Speeohes, Cassell Publishing Company, New York, 1890. Negro ~
still influences the South and the idea of two distinct races
and two civilizations not easily effaced.
Duke, General Basil W., "Address to the Corps of Cadets",
Virginia Military Institute, June 23, 1892. Printed by the
Baughman Stationery Company, Richmond, Virginia, 1892. Told
students their generation was a constructive one, and that they
were pioneers of "the New South". Asked them not to judge
harshly of the old South. Begged them to stay in the South, to
make the South a happy abiding place for coming generations of
our country"
Cwnmings, Joseph Bo, "New Ideas, New Departures, New South~, a
response at the 74th Annual Dinner of the New England SOciety
of Charleston, South Oaro1ina, December 22, 1893. presents
novel opinion -- no New South -- not idees of a "South", but
ideas of a universal and uniform civilization. The South has
"joined the procession" and has lost the thought of being different from other people.

SOURCE MATERIAL - SPEECHES t ADDRESSES, and PAMPHLETS
Evans, Clement A., "Contribution of the South to the Greatness
of the American Union", an address before the Association of th
Army of Northern Virginia, on October 10, 1895, at Richmond,
Virginia. Printed by William Ellis Jones, Atlanta, Georgia,
1895& Courage, wisdom and the enterprise of soldiers and their
sons are making the world gaze upon the sunrise of the southern
. day. South specially favored -* all lead to 'The Greater
South'.
. '.
Bush, T. Go, "The South and its Resources", before the Commercial Club of St. Louis, Missouri, June 5, 1897. Published by
K. Po Studley & Co., 1897. Statistics on the growth of the
South. Difficult to believe progress South made in 1880 to
1890 t and all this came chiefly through. southern pluck, energy
and capital.
•
.
Campbell, Robert F., "Some Aspects of the Race Problem in the
South", Second Edition, The Citizen Company, Asheville, 1899.
Says that since 1870, the South has expended about #100 million
for the education of the colored children.
Grady, Henry Woodfin, "The New South", Modern Eloquence OOoA.lonaL Addresses, VIII, John D. Morris & Co., Phl1a., 1901.
Speech contains splendid summing up of work in New South.
.
Watterson, Henry, The Compromises of Life and other Addresses
and Lectures, FOX, Duffield & Co., New York, 1903. Pleads for
capItal for the Southo Lists achievements of South without
capital; asks bankers to imagine what she could do if she had
it.
Response by Colonel Robert Bingham at the Annual Banquet of the
New York Southern Society in the Waldorf Astoria, Dec. 14, 1904,
to the Toast: "The Status of the South in the past; the Decadence of that Status; Its Restoration", repeated March 9, 1905~
before the Pen and Plate Club, Asheville, North Carolina. The
South has definitely declined agriculturally; wealth of new
South is in industry end this wealth is stable.
Bingham, Colonel Robert, "The Fifty Years Between 1857 and 1907,
and Beyond", an address et the University of North carolina,
June 3, 1907, on the fiftieth anniversary of the Graduation of
the Class of 1857. Implored men of South for broad and national spirit in order to get rid of the sectional spirit which has
dwarfed our.statesmen. The nation must have need of the men of
the new South.
Alderman, Edwin A., "The Growing South", an address delivered
before the Civic Forum in Carnegie Hall, New York City, March
22, 1908. Author says that in order to understand the present
South, one must have a background of the five other Souths.
Advocates social separation as an act of justice to the Negro,
and to the higher group, the whites, but assures the South that
the negro problem must be faced resolutely, quietly, and justly.

SOURCE MA TERIAL - SPEECHES, ADDRESSES J and PAllPBLETS
.'
Finley,
W., "The Railroad and the People", speeohes delivered at a dinner of the North Carolina Sooiety of New York at
the Hotel Astor, Deo. 7, 1908. South is land of aooomplishment
and opportunity, but without proper railroad development, progress is impossible.
Lee, Reverend James W., "The South of Tomorrow -- Her Future in
Material Wealth and Eduoation", delive~ed in Atlanta, Georgia,
1908. Thought that South had great pr~ise tor the future.
Quoted Stewart L. Woodford's words of 1876 that the South would
some day grow the bread, mine the ooal and iron, dig the silver
and gold for the world.
,
Dabney, Charles William, "The Meaning of 'The Solid South''', an
address at a oommenoement of the Univereity of Alabama,
Tusoaloosa, May2S, 1909. Holds that a Solid South must exist
to maintain white control; whereas a divided South might mean
a return of negro domination. South just had to deprive the
blacks of the vote.
Taylor, Hannis, "The Solid South -- A National Calamity",
North American Review, edited by George Harvey, CTXXXIX, 1-10,
(Jan., 1909). Utterly opposed to the Solid South -- said that
it was a oalamity to the nation as a whole, as well as to the
South, and ceased to be of any value to anybody.
Edmonds, Richard H., "Success Avenue in Dixieland", an address
delivered at Atlenta, June 8, 1910, at the Commenoement of the
Georgia Sohool of Technology. Asked students to stay in the
South. Tried to convince them that the migration of over three
million of its southern*born whites was worse in its effeot
upon the South than the loss and destruction of war.
Merry, J. F., "The Awakened South", an address before the
'~
Farmers' Demonstration Conference, Louisiana State University,
Jan. 18, 1911. Printed by the Ramires-Jones Printing Co.,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. First desoribes the oondition of the
South after the war. Hard to supply families with the neoessities of life. Now industry should spread beoause of the
inexhaustible mines of the South.
,
Manufacturers' Reoord's Annual Blue Book of southern pro~ress,
Baltimore, Maryland, 1911. Statistics conoernIng popula ion
and school ~xpenditures. Advocates immigration.
Rutherford, Mildred Lewis, "What the South May Claim", The
McGregor Co., Athens, Georgia, 1911. Absolutely no good far
topio; Southern in sympathy; violent opposition to everything
northern.

w.

SOURCE MATERIAL ... GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

.'

Congressional Record containing the Proceedings and Debates of
the Forty-Fourth Congress, Second Session, V, Government
Printing Office, Washington, 1877, 2062. Used to check speech
uttered at the passage of the approval of the House of Representatives to the result of the verdict of the Electoral
Commission.
Journal of the House of Delegates of the State of Virginia for
the Session of 1877-8. Letter by Go~rnor James L. Kemper to
the Gentlemen of Senate and House of Delegates e Governor Kemper
told them that extraordinary caution, economy and v,igilance must
be exercised to keep down expenses and meet current bills, be~
cause of the tremendous debts left by the reconstructionists.
Message of James D. Porter, Governor of'Tennessee,to the
Fortieth General Assembly of State of Tennessee, 1877. Expresses sorrow that present rate of taxation cannot possibly pay
the expenses of state.
Message of James D. Porter to the Forty-First General Assembly
of 1879. Bearer ot good news that there has been a great reduction in current expenses, and conditions in Tennessee should
be full of encour~gement to the southern people.
Acts of state of Tennessee, passed by the Forty-First General
Assembly of 1879. SerIes of acts lowering the salaries of all
government offiCials, and reducing the number of public
officials.
Journal of House of Representatives of State of South carolina,
for the Regular Session of 1879, Calvo & pattOn, Columbia, s.C.,
1880. Message of W. D. Simpson, Governor, to General Assembly,
Novo, 25, 1879. Simpson said, "We have certainly touched
bottom, but the rebound has commenced." Progress being made i~
draining of swampy land, lowering of taxes, and firm, just and
impartial administration of law abides in state.
Official Journal of the Proceedings of the House of Representatives ot the State ot LouiSiana, at the regular session, begun
and held in New Orleans, January 12, 1880. Speech of Gov. Louis
,
A. Wiltz for eoonomy and reform, for a just, wise and frugal
government.
Biennial Message of Governor Alfred Colquitt to the General
Assembly of.Georgia,November 3, 1880. Now a land of thrift,
progress and contentment. All industries are thriving; resources are multiplying; public debt is diminishing. All these
messages are along the same general lines.
Message of Governor Henry D. McDaniel to General Assembly of
Georgia, July 5, 1883. Taxation was being lowered by the watc
fulness of the people and the economy of his predecessors, wit
out impairing the efficiency of the government.

SECONDARY SOURCES
.'
Andrews, E. Benjamin. The History of the Last Quarter-Century
in the U. S.(1870.1895). I, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,
1906. Good description of southern doings; used for verification.
Ball, William Watts, The state That Forgot (South Carolina's
Surrender to Democracv), The Bobbs-Merrill Co •• Indianapolis,
1932. Account of up-country South C&»olina femilies during the
years of the Civil War and Reconstruction. Deoidedly prejudiced
but softened by his charming geniality. Drew upon own experiences and those of his many family connections.
Beard, Charles A. and Mary R., The Rise of American Civilization
Macmillan Co., New York, 1930. Short ~reatment of Reconstruction.
Bogart, Ernest Ludlow, and Kemmerer, Donald L., Economic History
of the American People, Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1942.
Told in thoroughly scholarly manner with every page packed with
information derived from all available sources. Presented in
interesting and instructive manner.
Bonner, James C. and Roberts, Lucien :m.,Studies in Georgia
History and Government, The University of Georgia Press, Athens,
Georgia, 1940. Detailed description of the "Bourbon dynasty" -Alfred H. Colquitt, Joseph E. Brown and John B. Gordon.
Struggle between the agrarian and industrial civilization and
good discussion of the Farmers' Alliance.
Brevard, Caroline Mays, A History of Florida from the Treaty of
1763 to our Own Times, II, The Florida state Hlstorlai socIety,
Deland, Florida, 1925. A very realistic picture of events before, during, and after the election of 1876.
~
Brooks, Lee.M., Manual for Southern Regions, to accompany
Southern Regions of the United states, The University of North
Carolina Press, Chapel HIll, North Carolina, 1937. Shows that
the South is in a state of flUX, and that the people should take
advantage of their big chance.
Brown, William Garrott, A History of Alabama, University
,
Publishing Co., New York and New~r1eans, 1900. Development of
the state with its increase in education, output of minerals,
yet decrease in the price of farm lands, because people are
leaving to-try fortune in cities. Happy that people have caught
the spirit of progress.
~.
Bruce, Philip Alexander, The Rise of the New South, (XVII of
the History of North America), George Barrie & Sane, Phila.,
1905. particularly stressed economy and fidelity of the southern governments during first days of Home Rule, and belief that
low taxes were best possible good.

SEC ONDARY SOURCES
Buck, PaUl H., The Road to Reunion (1865-1900), Little, Brown &
Co., Boston, 1937. Fascinating reading, and most valuable for
my topic. Survey of American history from 1865 to 1900, which
emphasizes those factors in the political, social and cultural
life of the nation which first retarded, then brought about
that reconciliation between North and South, which the author
regards as one of the miracles of mpd~rn times. DispaSSionate
and judicious appraisal of the year~ rollowing the war.
Excellent research work.
Carpenter, Jesse T., The South as a Conscious Minorit
17891861), A Study in Political Thought,
e New York Un vers y
Press, New York City, 1930.
Work of research, as Carpenter
combed the records of Congress, state ~egislatures, political
and constitutional conventions, and the periodical literature
of the times, to prove that the South relied upon four theoretical prinCiples to check the politiel domination of the norther
majority.
.
Cash, W. Joseph, The Mind of the South, Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1941. Critical analysiS of social background, temperament, and characteristic ways of southerners. Brave and critical book about the South, and gives reason why people have survived changing social conditions and probable course of their
evolution in the future.
Cash, William T., Hi'story of the Democratic party in Florida t
including biographical sketches of prominent Florida Democrats,
Democratic Historical Foundation, Tallahassee, Florida, 1936.
Found most enlightening in straightening out various governors
and the work of each. Naturally the Democrats, according to
this/book, made tremendous strides in every direction.
~
Claiborne, John H•• Seventy-Five Years in Old virfinia, with
some account of the life of the author and some h story of the
people amongst whom his lot was cast -- their character, their
condition, and their conduct before the war, during the war,
and after the war, The Neale Publishing Company, New York, 1904.
Most of material in book too early for my period. Did contain
excellent paragraph on whet Reconstruction did not do for
Virginia; yet debt increased from $87 million in 1865 to #362.
million in.1872.
Culture in the South, edited by W. T. Couch, The University of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1934. Composite pictu~e of
South in the form of a symposium in which 31 authorities contribute diverse views. Authors mostly of southern birth and
rearing, yet view own cUlture with detachment very rare among
southern writers of this period.
40'

SECOl~Y

SOURCES
.'
Coulter, Ellis Merton, A Short History of Georgia, The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1933. l2-page
bibliography. Whole history of Georgia from beginning to present. Period after Reconstruction very brief which was very
disappointing. .
Dabney, Virginius, Below the Potomac lA Book about the New South
D. Appleton-Century Company, Incorpo~ated, New York, 1942.
Native southerner critically examines social, economic, racial,
religious, and political proble~s that have been and are holding
back the progress of the southern states. Believes solution
more tolerance and liberalism in religious and social issues,
greater opportunity for Negro to rais~ his economic status,
stronger opposition to one political ~arty.
Dabney, Virginius, Liberalism in the South, The University of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1932. Scholarly study,
cultural history of the Southl and outspokenly critical. Not
much of book devoted to the years 1876-1900.
Daniels, Jonathan, A Southerner Discovers the south, Macmillan
Company, New York, 1938. Criticizes the South, although a
native southerner. Says, "In a false present the South had
begun the adoration of a fictitious past. It luxuriated in its
tragedy. Delicacy of constitution became a positive social
virtue." Written in journalistic and sarcastic style.
Dau, FrederickW., Florida, Old and New, G. P. Putnam's Sons,
New York, 1934. Tells of the 400 years of Florida history with
its politics, education, agriculture, fishing and land booms.
Product of much careful research and good deal of interesting
information
Found very helpful.
DaVis, William Watson, The Civil War and Reconstruction in ~
Florida, Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1913. Exhaustive
study and research of very limited period; decidedly sectional
bias. Aimed to show how national politics affected local
politics, but does not disguise own strong views,on the matter.
Dictionary of American Biography, VII, VIII, and X, edited by
Allan Johnson and DUmas Milone, Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1931. Checked all leading men in the various southern
states.
'
DuBois, W~liam Edward Burghardt, Black Reconstruction -- An
essay toward a history of the part which black folk played in
the attempt to reconstruct democracy in America (1860-80r,
Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York, 1935. Very friendly toward
Negro. Too much emphasiS on evils and not enough on the good
done by the Negroes and carpetbaggers.' Wealth of facts, but
treated with bitterness and lack of judicial balanoe. Asks end
of dreadful racial struggle.
0

SECONDARY SOURCES

.'

Dunning, William Archibald, Studies in Southern History and
Politics, Columbia University Press, New York, 1914. Brief
reference to election of 1876 and aftermath. Emphasizes the
conservative spirit of the people of the South after 1876, thei
indifference to public education, and their reaction against the
extravagance of Reconstruction. Excellent study and unbiased.
Dyer, Gus W., A School History of Tennessee, National Book
Company, Chattanooga, Tennessee, 19£~ Very brief school edition. Not important.
Eckenrode, H. J., Rutherford B. Hayes, Statesman of Reunion,
Dodd, Mead &. Co .. , New York, 1930. Found most helpful
Calls
the election ot 1876 the last scene in the Civil War drama.
Hayes returned troops and allowed the'i.law ot nature, which has
put white man over black, to take its course. Very full account
of the oondition of the South immediately after and before the
election, and all the events connected with it.
Flournoy, Mary H., Side Lights on Southern History, The Dietz
Press, Richmond, Virginia, 1939. Author was Historian-General
of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, so gives a very
glowing account of the South. Called Sidney Lanier the first
voice from the new South, and the prince of American nature
poets.
Fortier" Alcee, American Domination 1861-1903 , Part 2, (IV of
A History of Louis ana J Manz, oyan &. Co., ew York, 1904.
Detailed aceount of the shange in government from that of the
Republiean Packard to that of the Democratic Nicholls, the
building of the Eads jetties, the Flood of 1882, and the death
and burial of Jefferson Davis.
Fuess, Claude Moore, Oarl Schurz, Reformer, Dodd, Mead &. OO.J~
New York, 1932. Excellent bibliography. Used to secure some
background for the selection of Hayes as a candidate.
Graves, John Temple, The Fightin, South, G. P. Putnam's Sons,
New York, 1943. Most critical 0 the south in almost every
field of endeavor. Southern liberal trying to portray a really
genuine picture of the South. Most of material in book too lat
for my period, but good for be,ckground.
These United states: A Symposium, II, edited by Ernest Gruening,
Boni &. Liv,right, New York, 1923. Consists of 27 essays on jus
as many states of the Union, and by just as many authors. Did
not find especially helpful; too descriptive.
Hacker, Louis M., and Kendrick, Benjamin B., The United states
Since 1865, revised edition, F. S. Crofts & 00., New York, 1934~
Although book itself is advertised as best one-volume history
of the United States since the Civil War, had very meagre treat
ment of my period.
<

SECONDARY SOURCES
Tennessee, A History (1673-1932), II, edited by Philip M. Hamer,
The American Historical Society, Inc., New York, 1933. Felt
author was very sincere. Great discussion over the repudiation
of state debts, bitter factionalism among the Democrats, and
yet Republicans were never strong enough to make themselves the
'dominant party.
Hawks, Emory Q.., Economic History or· .the South, Prentice-Hall,
Inc., New York, '1934. Bibliographies at the ends of each chapter. A good summary of the growth of the different industries.
Account since 1880, although brief, was well presented, and not
unduly biased.
Haworth, Paul Leland, America in Ferm;nt, The Bobbs-Merrill,Co.,
Indianapolis, 1915. Not good for pur osee Concerned more with
events about the t~rn of the century and from 1900 on.
Haworth, Paul Leland, The Hayes-Tilden Election, The BobbsMerrill Co., Indianapolis, 1927. Good discussion of Election.
Facts true. Clearly explained how uncertainty of Democrats
paved way for the claiming of the election by the Republicans.
Haworth, Paul Leland, Reconstruction and Union 1865-1912 ,
Henry Holt & Co., New York, 191. Condensed account 0 reconstruction and union following the Civil War. Chapter headings
suggestive -- Battledore and Shuttlecock -. The White Man's
Burden -- The Golden Age of Materialism -- The Revolt Against
Plutocracy. Very interesting reading about the lurid years
from 1866 to 1877.
Haworth, Paul Leland, The United states in Our ~vn Times
l8e5
192~), Charles Scribner s Sons, New Yor , 1
O. D scusses
soc al and industrial questions. Fascinating as story, because
Haworth struck happy medium between mere outline and excessiv3
details.
Herring, Harriet L., Southern Industry and Regional Development,
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1940.
Book of statistics, with a lengthy description of all the products found in the South.
Hesseltine, William Bo, A Histor of the South 1607-1936 J
Prentice-Hall, Inc •• New York, 1936.
account and a
most valuable sou,rce of information.
Hesseltin~, William E., The South 1n American HistorY, Prentice
Hall, Inc., New York 1943. Felt that this was more of a revision of his other book, A Ristor of the South l607-l93~.
Claims that Hayes held out the 01 ve ranch to the Sou
-- in
fact, that an actual bargain had been made between Hayes and
several southern representative'S.
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SECONDARY SOURCES
Hesseltine, William B., Ulysses S. Grant, PolitiCian, ~odd, Mead
& Co., New York, 1935. Found book most interesting, well-documented, and well written. Used to find quotation which I wished
to insert in paper.
Holt, William, George Washington, Carver, an American BiografhY,
Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc., New York, 1943. Most Interest ng
and enlightening. Segregation and disadvantages experienced
just because of color.
.
Johnson, Charles S., Patterns of Nei$re Segregation, Harper &
Bros., New York, 1943. Sane and clear-headed analysis of race
relations in America~ Written by a Negro, he tries hard to
crush his own personal feelings at the wrongs the Negro has suffered at the hands of the whites. Johnson lets Negroes of all
desoription speak in his book, and on. comes away from the book
with a feeling of sorrow and pity for those whose only crime
seems to be their color.
Josephson, Matthew, The Politicos. (1865-1896), Harcourt, Brace
& Co., New York, 1938. Preface indicates the type of book:- "To
portray "key-men" of politics not by what they think and say,
but what they really are and do."-~ so from that point, the
worst possible construction is put" upon the words and actions of
the Politicos. Dull, drab tale of "partisan humbug, corruption,
and chioanery". About President Hayes, Conkling always spoke of
him in publio as "His Fraudulency".
Kane, Harnett T., Deep Delta Country, of American Folkways series, edited by Erskine Caldwell, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, New Yor
1944. Discussion of the inhabitants, various characters found
in the Delta country, religious beliefs and primitive morality
of the people. Was sorry that I read book, because it gives a
very depressing picture, of southern people to the reader.
~
Kendrick, Benjamin Burks, and Arnett, Alex Mathews, The South
Looks at its past, The University of North Carolina Press,
Chapel Rill, 1935. Good summary, full of facts, thoughtful,
intelligent, well balanced and well organized. Gives very candid picture of the conflict that took place in the South betwee
those who were always looking to the past and those who tried t
look to the future.
Kennedy, Stetson, Palmetto Country, of American Folkways series,
edited by ~rskine Caldwell, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, New York,
1942. Thought the author was too free in depicting the morals
of the oountry. Could not be completely true picture of ~he
Deep South, because it gives the reader a scene of oppression
and malnutrition, a tragic glimpse of superstition and black
magic, and no~hing that is uplifting or encouraging.
Kirkland, Edward Chase, A History of Amerioan Economic Life,
F. S. Crofts & Co., New York, 1941. Worthwhile discussIon of
cotton industry. tenancy~ and effort of new spokesmen to turn
from the ruin and stagnation of old agricultural era to the
new modern, industrial era •.

SECONDARY SOURCES

Lewinson, Paul, ~R~aTcTe1:T-=-==.;.;.y;~~~~~~~~~~~&~~~t.:..::~:';:;~
tra e and White Pol t os n t
ress,
ew York, 1 32. Great amount 0
actual material. Tries to be
unbiased but oannot see negro suftrage from the Negrots point of
view.
Lingley, Charles Ramsdell and Foley, Allen Richard, Since the
Civil War, Third Edition, D. Appleton-Century Company, New York,
1935. Describes the 25 years after ~he war as a period whereby
the South could do little more than 9 recover from the devastation
and the destruotion of war. After suoh demoralization of the
labor system, industry would be a slow and painful prooess.
The United states t II, (XXIV of The History of Nations, ed. by
Henry cabot Lodge),
P. F. Collier & Sons Co., New York, n.d.
Contained a good disoussion of Reoonstruction.
Lonn, Ella, Reconstruction in Louisiana after 1868, a Thesis pr
sented to the faoulty of graduate school in partial fulfillment
ot requirements of University of Pennsylvania, G. P. PUtnam's
Sons, New York, 1918. Careful study of dooumentary evidenoe.
Calls struggle between 1868-1876 a "long and weary drama." Expr~sses surprise that so few writers became interested in this
tragio period, but after her researoh comes to the conolusion
that it was doubtless because of the great inextrioable confusion of the times.
Louisiana - A Guide to the state, compiled by Workers of the
Writers' Program of Work projects Administration in the state of
Louisiana, Hastings House. New York, 1941. Mostly a descriptio
of the various pOints of interest in Louisiana, its geography,
etc. Gives the expenditures of the Reconstruction government 0
Louisiana; also the conflict between the Republican Kellogg and
the Democratic McEnery.
~
Lynch, Denis Tilden, The Wild Seventies, D. Appleton-Century
Company, New York, 1941. American political' and sooial life in
the 70's with particular stress laid on New York City and state.
Lynch was newspaper man, mentions no sources, and writes with
very cynical air.
McClure, A. X., OUr Presidenta and How We Make Them, Harper &
Bros., New York, 1906. CODeS to conclusion that the eleotion 0
l876,a8 far as the eleotoral votes of the three carpetbag state
are conoerped, can never be fully known., Tells about shrewd
movement immediately planned to conoiliate the leading people 0
the South.
...
McLaughlin, Andrew C., A History of the Amerioan Nation, New E
tion, D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1916. Soleiy for background
Very little that was satistactory. lust that excitement ran hig
in Florida, and looked forward to eleotion of Demooratic president as one means of salvation tram intolerable oppression.
Mims, Edwin, The Advanoin South Stories ot Pro ress & Reaction
Doubled8f' Page & Co., New York, 1926. 0 ~oo po
oa y-surv~y 0
literature. Splendid ~ccount Of t e prophets of it he d
now BOut
Future of Sonth not 1n pOlitICS ut 1n industr a1 a
ministration, a basis for a more enduring civilization.

SECONDARY SOURCES
Morison, Samuel Eliot and Commager, Henry Steele, The Growth of
the American Republic, Oxford University Press, New Y~k, 1942.
A most beneficial source. Carefully and thoroughly indexed.
Abundance of fact and reliable interpretation.
Morris, Charles, The Old South s.nd The New, l~W7. Complete illustrated history of the southern states, resources, people and
cities, and the inspiring story of the wonderrul growth in industry and riches trom earliest times.
Morse, John T., Abraham Lincoln, I~£oughton-Mifflin Co., Bosto
1924. Used to find Lincoln's first Inaugural address.
Builders or Georfia, edited and published by Gregory Murphy,
Atlanta, n.d. D d not find helpful except for the account of
Henry Grady, the peacemaker and healer of the wounds between
North and South.
Oberholtzer, Ellis Paxson, A B1story~f the United states since
the Civil War, Macmillan Company, New York, 1931. IV. Most
helptul as it gave not only the political side but also the
eoonomic information tor my subject. Most readable and deUd1ed.
Odum, Howard W., An Amerioan Epooh (Southern Portraiture in the
National Pioture), Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1930. Study of
development of the South presented through four different generations or typical families of the South. Blames unthinking
aristocracy of old southern oivilization tor the lack of training and undiscipline which has produced such chaos among an
entire people when the new era dawned.
Southern Pioneers in Sooial Interpretation, edited by Howard W.
odum , The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1925.
Introductory essay by Odum, and then several biographical
sketches of which Walter Hines Page, Charles Brantley Ayoock,
Seaman A. Knapp, Augustus Longstreet and Joel Chandler HarriS,
were usefUl to me. Odum exults that the men of the South ar~
beginning to think for themselves; are tired of wrong impressions; tired of just sitting back and letting other parts of th
country get far ahead of them.
Odum, Howard W., Southern Regions of the United States, The
University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1936. Realistic picture of the regional culture of the South. Abounding in
charts and tables, 700 indices, 600 maps, mass of information.
Parkins, Almon Ernest, The South (Its Eoonomic-Geographic
Development), John Wiley & Sons, Ino., New York 1938. 'Found
very dull reading. More regional setting than historic facts.
Did have discussion on the fact that many thought old economic
order should endure.
patrick, Rembert Wallace, Florida under Five Flags, University
of Florida Press, Gainesville, Florida, 1945. Interesting read
ing. Author intended to write a story of Florida's 400 years
which could be read in a short evening. rsed care end Skill,
but did not include bibliography.
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Paxson, Frederic L., The New Nation, Houghton-Mifflin Co.,
Boston, 1915. Excellent history, very read~ble, with emphasis on
South and West rather than on New England and seaboard: Ex~ins
that Reconstruction is an inappropriate name for what took place
and that stubbornness alone carried South through the twenty
years since the war. Deems it unthinkable that an American community should permit itself to remain subject to the absolute
control of least respected members.
Rhodes, James Ford, ~istory of the United States from the Compromise of 1850 to the McXlnleY-Bry~~campaign of 1896, VIII,
Macmillan Co., New York, 1920. Disappointing to find so little
on the southern states after 1876, especially as VII had been so
complete on the period of Reconstruction.
Robertson, William J., The Changing South, Boni & Liveright,
New York, 1927. Sympathetic towards &puthj good account of the
Supreme Court rulings which defeated the Reconstruction measures
at every turn. Survey of the southern landscape which notes the
changing aspects of the social, political, and cultural life in
the southern states. Controversial.
Schlesinger, Arthur Meier, Political and Social Histor of the
United States (182g-lg25), Macmillan Co., New York, 19 7. A
very short but concise treatment of the new South, especially
the industrial reorganization of the South.
Seitz, Don C., The Dreadful Decade (l869-l87g), The Bobbs-Merr.Dl
Co., Indianapolis, 1926. Secured much valuable information from
this book. Criticism mercilessly severe. story truthfully told
in clear, breezy style of a newspaper man. Period of 70's rich
in national scandals. says campaign of 1876 tests the stability
of the republic, and the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments remain
monuments of political futility and injustice.
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
~
SCience, edited by Thorstein Sellin, University of Pennsylvania,
Phila., 1931. A compact survey by 27 collaborators of the coming of the machine age to the South and of its consequence to
labor and to the older social organization. Topics cover "The
Coming of Industry to the South", "Early Industrial Development
in the South", "The Civil War and Social and Economic Changes",
"Growth of Manufacturing in the South", "Tobacco Manufacturing
in the South", and "The Iron and Steel Industry".
Shippe, Lester Burrell, Recent American Histohi' Revised Edition
Macm111an~0., New York, 1930. contaIned not ng of interest
except fact that the leaders of the new South were dete~ined
that economy and financial efficiency should be the order of the
day ..
Skaggs, William H., The Southern Oligarchy (An A~eal in Behalf
ot the Silent Masses ot Our Count
a &Inst the
s otic RUle of
e e.,
e Dev n- a r 0., ew or ,
• G ves
s name
to the Democratic party in general, and to the Solid South in
particular. Condemns the official corruption, convict leaSing,
criminali ty, lynch law and Ku Klux Klan in the South.
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SECONDlRY SOURCES
Slappey, George H., Pearc., Haywood 1., Slappey, pansy, The
South and the Nation, The Hobson B,ook Press, New York:-' 1946.
Just tew pages on my material. GiT~Benjam1n H. Elll's speech
betore senate in 1877, and a short account ot Henry W. Grady.
History ot South carolina, II, edited by Yates Snowden, The
Lewis Publishing Co., Chicago and New York, 1920. Splendid his
tory ot state. The work of each Home Rule governor was described at length, and praised them as men ot wide experience.
Congratulated them tor reduction ot~xpense, development ot industry, building ot railroads, deepening of rivers, draining ot
swamps, and expansion ot system ot public education.
South Carolina • A Guide to the Palmetto State, compiled by
Workers ot the wrIters' Program ot the Work projects Administra
tioD in the State ot South Carolina,~xford UniverSity Press,
New York, 1941. Rather a description ot places ot interest in
state, nature ot soil, mountains, etc. Description of the Rule
ot the Robbers between 1868~1874 most telling.
The South in the Building ot the Nation, XII, The Southern Historical Pub1ioation SooIety, Rlohmond, Virginia, 1909. Short
biographies ot men who made the South great.
Sparks, EdWin Erle, National Davelo ment 1877-1885, (XXIII of
American Nation: A Hlstor ,Harper & Bros., New York, n.d.
Found material on detin te work ot Home Rule governors whioh I
had been unable to secure.
Thompson, Holland, "The Civil War and Social and Eoonomio
Changes", The Coming of Industry to the South, edited by Wi11ia
1. Carson, UnI versi ty ot PennsylvanIa, PhIla., 1-931. Claimed
that Home Rule meant white domination and that it must be
maintained.
Thompson, Holland, The New South - A Chronicle ot Sooial and
Industrial Evolution, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1021;
Gave a very unbiased explanation ot why the southerners took th
tranchise away trom the Negro. Very good tor topic. says
attempt tailed to make South Carolina another Massachusetts, an
that in the New South a spirit of hopetulness, a belief in its
future, and a real desire to take fuller part in the life of th
nation, was sweeping through the South.
Twelve Southerners, I'll fake MY Stand. The South and the Agrarian Tradition, Harper & Bros.~ew York, 1930. Feels that the
ohanging gf the South's agrarian polioy to industrialism is
bringing the South each day under the sway of the North.
Virginia - A Guide to the Old Dominion, compiled by Workers of
the Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the
State of Virginia, Oxford University Press, New York, 1940. ot
little worth for my subject, mostly description of plaoes to be
visited.
The Rise of Realism, American Literature trom 1860 to 1888,
edited by Louis Wann, MaomIllan Co., New York, 1933. Used for
Grady's speec~, "The New South". Anthology of Amerioan prose
and verse, planned tor student use.

SECONDARY SOURCES
Warmoth, Henry Clay, War, Politics and Reconstruction (Stormy
DayS in Louisiana, Macmillan Co., New York, 1930. WaDmoth, a
tormer carpetbag governor ot Louisiana, really detends the carpetbaggers in Louisiana, and records, trom a partisan viewpoint,
the story of Reconstruction. Tried to reverse the judgment of
history to his own ends.
Washington, Booker T., Up from Slavery, an AutobiofraphY, A. L.
Burt Co., New York, n.d. Used to secure correct p cture ot the
Negro's side of the question, and ~o.check some quotations.
Williams, Altred B. Hampton and His!ed Shirts, South Carolina's
Deliverance in 1876, Walker, Evans & Cogswell Co., Charleston,
Wade Hampton wrested the government of South Carolina trom the
carpetbag governmental control. Narrative which adequately describes the tremendous drama in which South Carolina wrought
her redemption.
•
Williams, Charles Richard, The Life ot Ruthertord Brichard
Hayes, II, Houghton-Mifflin Co., Boston, 1914. Used as background. Says no bargain was made with South, and that moral
worth is the dominating characteristic ot Hayes.
Williams, G. Croft, A Social Interpretation ot South carolina,
University ot South Carolina Press, Columbia, 1946. An-earnest
endeavor to present an honest view of South Carolina. Demands
that the state be helped in matters of health, housing, education, and economic advancement, and with so many colored, the
racial attitude necessarily looms large in the state.
Wilson, Woodros, Division and Reunton, edited by Albert Bushnell
Hart, Longmans Green & Co., New York, 1925. Greater part ot
book devoted to the division; little to the reunion. WUndoing
of Reconstruction" phrase best applied to course political action has taken in South since the Civil War. Negro vote has
been abolished by "dint ot cajolery and ingenious managementt"
Winston, George Taylor, A Builder ot the New South ( Being the
story of the lite work ot Daniel Augustus Tompkins), Doubleday,
Page & Co., 1920. Tompkins, a great promoter of education, was
a tirm believer in the new South, a South ot healthy growth,
built ot industrial torces.
Eaton, Clement, "Edwin A. Alderman - Liberal ot the New South",;
The North Carolina Historial Review r issued quarterly, XXIII,
Nos. 1-4, 206-221, (Jan.-Oct., 1946).
Points out that neither
Alderman ~or Page was atraid to say what he thought, and urges
men ot present South to develop confidence in themselves.
Link, Arthur, "The Progressive Movement of the South", !he
North Carolina Historical ReView, XXIII, Nos. 1-4, 172-195;
(Jan.-Oct., 1946). Good description of the Grange Movement, the
Farmers' Alliance and the Populist revolt which caused the downtall of the Bourbon domination, and brought to the fore a new
type ot leadership, the demagogue, who stirs up class agitation
and class hatred.
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